
ACADEMIC DRESS Academic dress is the formal at-
tire worn by students and officials at a commencement
or graduation ceremony. The most common styles em-
ulate the everyday clothing worn by scholars at the first
universities in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Typi-
cally, this included a flowing gown, a hood or cape, and
some sort of head wear; the contemporary form of this
ensemble depends on the rules dictated by the institution
with which the student or official is associated.

Origin and History
The ancient universities were established in Italy and
France in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries,
with the University of Oxford following in circa 1115 and
Cambridge in circa 1209. It was these two English schools
that set the tradition for academic dress by establishing
strict decrees for their students and officials; the subse-
quent influence of the British Empire spread this tradi-
tion to many parts of the world.

Historically, schools of higher learning were referred
to as stadium generale or universitas; titles conferred by the
Pope of the day, with the latter being the higher honor.
This early association with religion can still be seen in
the similarities between academic dress and church robes.
However, the early schools were not religious orders as
a rule, but rather scholastic guilds made up of students
and teachers organized around a cathedral or monastery.
Not necessarily priests, the scholars wore clothes that
were a sober reflection of lay fashions. In this respect, it
was the degree that signified the scholar’s full member-
ship in the learned corporation, not the robe.

In medieval times the term “bachelor” was used to
describe the assistant of a small landowner; the appren-
tice as opposed to the master who was already skilled,
hence the academic use of the term “master” as well. Both
of these titles were in widespread use in the universities
during the thirteenth century. As such, there was a struc-
ture within these institutions related specifically to the
degree of knowledge obtained by the scholar. This hier-
archy, along with the medieval style of clothing, became
the basis of academic dress.

The Cap and Gown
Medieval dress consisted of a flowing gown or cappa
clausa, with a cape or cloak draped over the top. This of-

ten had a cowl-like appendage that could be pulled over
the head, much like a hooded cape or capitium. By the
second half of the fifteenth century, the fashion had pro-
gressed toward an open gown, said to be an expression
of the new acceptance of academic learning and the arts.
From 1490 onward this gown became standard academic
dress, with the hooded cape becoming more ornamental
than practical. Most commonly, bachelors and masters
scholars wore black gowns made of “princes stuff” or
“crape,” with the senior man’s garment having wider
sleeves to allow for movement while teaching. The dress
hood took the form of a drooping cape, lined with silk
or fur to denote the scholar’s faculty or social status. For
example, in 1432 Oxford forbade the use of miniver for
anyone except Masters of the Arts and those of great
wealth or noble birth. Variations in sleeve style and lin-
ing continued to mirror fashionable dress, and by the six-
teenth century academics followed professionals and the
clergy in the wearing of caps.

It is difficult to pinpoint the origins of the academic
cap, but it is thought to have evolved as a variation on
the ecclesiastic pileus cap and the medieval head scarf.
Most contemporary graduates wear the trencher form of
the pileus quadratus—or the Oxford mortarboard. This
consists of a small skullcap, shaped to fit the head, and a
flat, square top, adorned with a silk tassel. This form of
headwear became popular with the clergy after the
Restoration, when it was thought that emphasizing
“squareness” denoted greater dedication. However, the
modern academic form was not popularized until the
eighteenth century, when wood or card was used to stiffen
the square. Some philosophical doctors or secular doc-
tors may wear a variation of the Tudor Bonnet, a softer,
fuller hat, or if of Scottish origin, the John Knox cap.

Contemporary Academic Dress
Most contemporary graduates wear a variation of the Ox-
ford or Cambridge bachelor of arts gown. The Cam-
bridge gown is knee-length, “princes stuff” and has
pointed, open sleeves: the seam on the forearm is unsewn
to the cuff, allowing a generous hole for the arm to pass
through. The hood is partly lined with white fur or silk
that is colored to denote the degree of the wearer. The
sleeveless Oxford “commoners” gown sits a little below
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the knee and is expected to be worn with lay clothes that
conform to a strict code. The lining of the hood is again
appropriate to status. Hugh Smith’s Academic Dress and
Insignia of the World (1970) provides a thorough refer-
ence for those interested in all dress variations.

In the United States most universities accept the 
Inter-Collegiate Code (1895) of academic dress, a varia-
tion on the Cambridge style, but with an extensive sys-
tem of color coding that denotes both the degree and the
university. In many other countries students do not wear
any academic dress: in Germany, it is seen as a sign of
respect for the teachings of Martin Luther; in the former
Soviet Union, students receive medallions; in Finland,
doctors don swords for their commencement. And in
many more countries, adaptations have been made to the
English model, with Native Americans adding traditional
jewelry and head wear, New Zealand Maoris wearing
feathered capes, and Australian Aborigines adopting red,
yellow, and black capes. Certainly, the fact that academic
dress pays homage to establishment and tradition makes
it the perfect dress for subversion.

Dress in American High Schools
The use of the cap and gown in American high schools
originated in 1911 as a means of providing an economical
and egalitarian code of dress. American educators joined

with the academic dress companies to design an official
ensemble for the high school graduate. It was gray, with
long, pointed sleeves and the Oxford mortarboard cap.
One of those who pushed for such dress in schools was the
principal of Englewood High, Chicago,  James Armstrong.
He believed that the adoption of academic dress would
ease the burden on parents to provide fashionable and ex-
pensive graduation outfits. By the early 2000s, traditional
gray had been replaced by the official colors of the par-
ticular school, with religious or private girls’ schools opt-
ing for white, grammar schools for maroon. Across
America the cap and gown has been adopted by many in-
stitutions, with even nursery schools conferring honors on
their infant graduates. This practice has not been widely
emulated beyond the United States; however, some
schools in Australia and Asia have adopted the practice.

As a means of historical record, academic dress en-
capsulates medieval fashion, preserving its character and
form for what is an important modern occasion, both to
the graduates and to those who have carried them
through their time as a scholar. Hence, this form of dress
is both steeped in tradition and very distinct from every-
day clothes—such contrast clearly conveys significant
achievement.

See also Uniforms, School.
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ACETATE. See Rayon.

ACRYLIC AND MODACRYLIC FIBERS Acrylic
and modacrylic fibers are produced from acrylonitrile, a
petrochemical. The U.S. Federal Trade Commission de-
fines fibers of 85 percent or more acrylonitrile units as
acrylic fibers: for modacrylics the figure is 35–85 percent.
Early fibers were based on 100 percent acrylonitrile, but
more successful versions were produced by the inclusion
of up to 15 percent of other chemical units that improved
the ability of the resulting fiber to absorb dyes. In the
1950s, a golden age of new synthetic fibers, acrylic fibers
became well known under trade names such as Orlon,
Acrilan, Zefran, Creslan, and Courtelle: modacrylics in-
cluded Dynel, Teklan, and Verel.
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French director Claude Autant Lara in academic dress. Flow-
ing gowns and robes have been a major part of formal acad-
emic attire since medieval times. © ROBERT PATRICK/CORBIS SYGMA.
REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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The variability of chemical composition, together
with differences in fiber production methods, mean in-
dividual versions of acrylic fibers differ from each other
more than other synthetic fibers. Likewise, many differ-
ent modacrylic fibers have been produced, although they
tend to contain considerable amounts of chlorine-based
units. This chlorine component provides the flame-
resistant properties of modacrylics. The market share of
both acrylic and modacrylic fibers has declined somewhat
since the 1980s, and although generically separate, it is
appropriate to discuss them together.

Acrylic fibers have round or moderately irregular
cross sections typically characterized as bean, dog-bone,
or peanut shaped. A given volume of fiber is compara-
tively lightweight (fiber density is 1.17). Acrylic fibers are
approximately half as strong as nylon or polyester (tenac-
ity is 2–3.5 g/d), and they have limited use where strength
is a major requirement. Like most synthetics, they ab-
sorb little water (moisture regain is 1–2 percent), and
acrylic fiber materials are quick drying. Fibers recover
well from small amounts of stretching. They have excel-
lent resistance to sunlight and weathering and to a wide
range of chemicals, particularly inorganic acids. They are
thermoplastic, softening at 450–500°F (230–260°C), and
can be heat set and texturized, although excessive heat
will cause yellowing. Modacrylics have similar properties
except a higher density (~1.35), softening temperatures
that are 50–100°F lower, and the “self-extinguishing”
flame response that comes from the chlorine content.

The variable chemical units in the fiber allowed for
fibers of differing dyeing behavior, and some were pro-
duced to be dyeable with acid dyes, as wool is. In the early
2000s, most acrylic fiber variants are dyed with basic
(cationic) dyes. Many early synthetic dyes (including
Perkin’s Mauve were basic dyes, and these were adopted
for acrylics, but dyemakers later developed “modified” ba-
sic dyes specifically for use with these fibers. Disperse dyes
may also be useful for pale shades. A considerable amount
of acrylic and modacrylic fiber is colored during manu-
facture, either as “solution dyed” fiber or by applying dye
to the fiber immediately after spinning in “gel-dyeing.”

Most acrylic is produced as staple fiber, and bulky
yarns are generated from blending fibers of different
shrinkage properties. Fibers made from two different
acrylic materials (“bicomponent fibers”) produce espe-
cially bulky fibers and yarns. As the ease of creating bulky
yarns suggests, and the suffix “-lan” or “-lon” implies, the
fibers find favor in wool-like end uses: sweaters, blankets,
socks, knitting yarn. In microfiber versions, acrylics make
very soft scarves. Flammability issues and a lack of re-
silience has limited application of acrylic fibers in carpets.
For many years, sweatshirts and pants were based on
blends of cotton and acrylic fibers: polyester has now
taken over the synthetic role in that end use. Modacrylic
and acrylic fibers make the most successful fake furs and
are widely used in hairpieces and doll hair. The superior
sunlight resistance of both fibers makes them useful for

outdoor applications such as awnings, with modacrylics
providing additional flame resistance. The low flamma-
bility of modacrylics provides a measure of safety despite
the low softening temperature: end uses based on this
property have included airline blankets and military
sweaters. Acrylic fibers are used as starting materials in
the production of carbon (graphite) fibers.

Articles made of acrylic fibers are easy to care for:
they dry easily and, if properly set during manufacture,
maintain their dimensions. Excessive conditions may
cause loss of bulk or shrinkage. Acrylic and modacrylic
fibers are now mature: cheaper polyester has taken over
several of their end uses.

See also Dyeing; Fibers.
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ACTIVEWEAR The clothing known as activewear 
in the early 2000s traces its origins back to the high-
performance sportswear designed for mountaineering,
sailing, and hiking that became popular among urban
youth during the 1970s. By the 1980s, such utilitarian
styles swept through college campuses in North Amer-
ica, and, subsequently, sneakers were worn with suits,
backpacks replaced briefcases, anoraks were paired with
deck shoes, and sweatshirts were combined with khaki
trousers or jeans. As the style began to characterize the
sporty chic of city dwellers and coed campus life, ac-
tivewear became a staple of the modern wardrobe.

While activewear is often regarded as a contempo-
rary style, the combination of street clothes, travel ac-
cessories, and sportswear is nothing new. In the 1930s
and 1940s, the American designers Bonnie Cashin, Claire
McCardell, and Vera Maxwell updated garments pro-
duced for travel, leisure, and sport with vestiges of high
fashion. The designers made functionality a statement of
style by producing easy-fit, loosely constructed clothing
in fabrics such as wool, denim, and calico. One of
Cashin’s signature garments was an overcoat with an in-
tegral purse, while Maxwell designed a jacket with built-
in bags rather than pockets. Such garments were
conceived as urban tools that expanded into wearable lug-
gage, widening the appeal of apparel that could maximize
the performance of clothing as well as the body’s ability
to transport necessities with ease.
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For several decades, activewear was characterized by
bulky, loose-fitting garments. As the body-conscious
styles of the 1990s took hold, activewear gradually became
more tailored and form-fitting, yet continued to suit the
active leisure interests of urban dwellers. Dress codes be-
came more fluid as Rollerbladers, inner-city cyclists, and
speed-walking pedestrians dressed in smart basics that
moved easily and provided protection from adverse
weather. Mobility and versatility became key considera-
tions for professionals, who started commuting to work
in sneakers and multifunctional outer garments. Many
were made with detachable hoods that transformed over-
coats into raincoats as they were buttoned or zipped into
place, or designed with removable collars and detachable
sleeves that could be adapted to weather changes.

The hoods, zip-front seams, windproof jackets,
pouch pockets, Velcro, and magnetic fastenings of ac-
tivewear have become part of the everyday fashion vo-
cabulary, along with drawstrings fitted at the neck, sleeve,
and waist to make zippers and buttons redundant. Ma-
harishi popularized these tailoring details on the catwalk
as the 1990s drew to a close, updating them with ele-
ments of occupational uniforms to create a signature mil-
itaristic style. The rise of activewear’s popularity
throughout the 1990s indicated that the traditional com-
partmentalized wardrobe no longer sustained shifting so-
cial and cultural needs. As the style formed an essential
part of the modern wardrobe, it encouraged the move-
ment of materials and technologies across disciplines,
moving high-tech fabrics into the collections of forward-
thinking fashion designers. Activewear’s multifunctional,
dynamic features seemed to herald the dawn of twenty-
first century fashion in garments that fused fashion with
high-performance sportswear.

Labels such as CP Company, Mandarina Duck, Is-
sey Miyake, Vexed Generation, and Final Home were
among the first to use advanced textile technology to cre-
ate an edgy, urban aesthetic in designs as durable as they
were chic. CP Company led the pack with designs that
transcended fashion altogether; their overcoats trans-
formed into one-person tents or inflated into air mat-
tresses, and their parkas puffed up into armchairs. The
garments are transformed by the wearers themselves, in-
troducing a notion of technical skill required beyond the
point of purchase. Likewise, the “Jackpack,” designed by
Mandarina Duck in Italy, integrated a backpack’s straps,
fastenings, and compartments within the fabric of the
jacket’s back panel. By taking the jacket off, turning it in-
side out, and folding the sleeves, lapels, and fabric pan-
els into an internal pouch, the structure of the garment
was completely transformed. The pouch contains other
zippered compartments for stowing away shopping or
other items of clothing. Issey Miyake, for his “Trans-
former” series, also designed cotton jackets that con-
cealed a nylon raincoat within.

The British fashion duo Vexed Generation countered
the problems of modern life with clothing crafted from

bullet-proof and slash-proof materials. Their designs com-
bined high-performance fabrics with cutting-edge street
style in garments incorporating many of the functions as-
sociated with protective clothing. Temperature-regulating
materials manufactured for sportswear were incorporated
into their winter coats, ending the need for bulky layer-
ing. By lining jackets and overcoats with phase-change ma-
terials such as Outlast, Vexed Generation created outer
garments that could function as personal thermostats. Tiny
paraffin capsules in the phase-change fabrics expand when
body temperature climbs, absorbing the heat. Once body
temperature drops below 98.6° F (37° C), they contract,
releasing the heat they have stored. By maintaining a 
mean temperature within changing climatic environments,
Vexed Generation created a comfort zone for the wearer.

The Japanese designer Kosuke Tsumura’s signature
garment, the Final Home jacket, expands the mobility of
activewear into an expression of architecture as he claims
that clothing constitutes the ultimate shelter. The multi-
functional, transparent jacket is a nylon sheath equipped
with forty-four zippered pockets that can be lined with
warm materials for extra insulation, or cushion the wearer
when sitting or reclining. Tsumura sees the jacket as a
protective shell that enables the wearer to withstand
harsh weather conditions. Along with personal items and
accessories, Tsumura suggests that some of the pockets
be filled with survival rations and practical supplies, elim-
inating the need for backpacks, shopping bags, luggage,
and even tool kits.

As fashion consumers continue looking to activewear
to reconcile the demands of the modern lifestyle, the
boundaries between street clothes, office attire, and
sportswear are blurring even further. High-performance
designs and technologically advanced textiles are com-
mon to all three, as comfort, flexibility, and protection
become central to all parts of the modern wardrobe. As
the garments are updated with innovations that transcend
conventional clothing, activewear is proving to be one of
the fastest moving areas of fashion in the early 2000s.
New tailoring techniques radically streamline the designs
each season, and future styles of activewear portend such
sophistication that the gym is probably the last place one
can expect to see them.

See also Outerwear; Sportswear.
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ACTORS AND ACTRESSES, IMPACT ON
FASHION Professional actors and actresses have long
fascinated their audiences, but until the twentieth century,
they were often associated with licentious sexual behav-
ior, making them problematic role models. Perhaps the

first true stage professionals, in the modern sense, were
the men and women who made up the repertory compa-
nies of the Italian commedia dell’arte in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The stock characters they imper-
sonated, such as Harlequin, Columbine, and Pierrot, left

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES,  IMPACT ON FASHION
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A tailor makes adjustments to a gown for actress Betty Grable. Hollywood stars of the 1930s and 1940s had a great impact on
style, setting many fashion trends both onscreen and off. © JERRY COOKE/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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their mark on fashion. Shirts for women in the twentieth
century have sported an extravagantly ruffled collar like
that of Pierrot, while the diamond-patterned fabric of
Harlequin’s costume is now part of the fashion lexicon.

In England, theaters were established in London
during the Elizabethan Age, but the first thing the Puri-
tans did upon taking control of the city of London in
1620 was to close them. After the Royalist defeat in the
English Civil War, Charles II, the future king of Eng-
land, had to flee to Paris. He remained in exile there for
a decade at the court of Louis XIV, where he saw ac-
tresses, whose costumes reflected current trends in fash-
ion, on stage both at court and in the fashionable
playhouses. When he returned to London in 1660, the-
ater flourished; his most famous mistress was the actress
Nell Gwyn. It was during his reign that the “first night”
of a new play became both a social event and a dress pa-
rade, as it has remained ever since.

In the eighteenth century, the English actress Mrs.
Sheridan (1754–1792), wife of the playwright Richard
Brinsley Sheridan, was painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds
and Thomas Gainsborough. Other actresses sat for fash-
ionable portraitists, and their dress and hairstyles were
widely copied. Caroline Abington, who married into the
aristocracy, was perhaps the first fashion consultant; she
was driven around London to advise her wealthy, titled
friends on sartorial matters, particularly if a ball or mar-
riage was imminent.

Many French actresses also had an influence on fash-
ion. Sarah Bernhardt (1844–1923), in particular, was
famed for her stylish clothes. She toured the world and
was the first actress to be dressed for the screens of the
new cinema by a couturier. In 1913, when her play Eliz-
abeth I was filmed, she asked Paul Poiret to create her
wardrobe, setting a trend that other couturiers would fol-
low, from Coco Chanel and Hubert de Givenchy to the
more recent long-term collaboration on- and off-screen
between Yves St. Laurent and Catherine Deneuve.

The actor, writer, and director Noel Coward
(1899–1973) made a polka-dotted silk Sulka dressing-
gown part of every well-dressed man’s wardrobe. His fa-
vored actress, Gertrude Lawrence, wore a backless dress
on stage in Private Lives in 1930 and the style instantly
became fashionable. Jean Harlow set trends in hair and
makeup—the “silver screen” succeeded where the stage
had always failed: it made the wearing of makeup not only
respectable but a fashionable necessity.

In the early twenty-first century, the stage has less
impact than film in fashion terms. The fashionable the-
atrical couples of the 1930s and 1940s—the Oliviers and
the Lunts, for example—were eclipsed by the cinematic
duos of the second half of the twentieth century and be-
ginning of the twenty-first century. However, the stage
door still has its appeal: its glittering first nights, its gala
evenings, and its award ceremonies—all of which, like the
Academy Awards, demand “occasion dressing,” and act

as yet another showcase for designers and stylists canny
enough to offer up their services.

See also Animal Prints; Film and Fashion; Theatrical Cos-
tume; Theatrical Makeup.
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ADINKRA Adinkra cloth is the traditional funerary
dress of the Asante peoples of Ghana as well as many of
their neighbors. Funerals are among the most lavish of
all Asante ritual occasions and are clearly part of their
still strong commitment to venerating their ancestors.
The scholar J. B. Danquah defines the meaning of adinkra
as, “to part, be separated, to leave one another, to say
good-bye.” Adinkra cloths are distinguished by designs
applied with carved gourd stamps and a black dye placed
within a rectilinear grid whose divisions are created by a
three or four tine comb brushed in measured segments
across the length and width of the cloth. Some cloths may
feature a single stamped design while others may have
over twenty different motifs applied to the surface.

For a cloth to be called adinkra, it must have these
stamped designs. If the cloth is to serve as mourning
dress, it must be dyed one of three colors—red, russet
brown, or a dark blue-black. The latter is not typically
stamped. Some sources state that the red adinkra is re-
served for the closest members of the family and others
assert that this is the role of the brown cloths. Clearly
practices vary. Adinkra cloths that remain white or are
printed on a brightly colored fabric are designated “Sun-
day adinkra,” and are not used during funerals, but rather
as festive dress for a variety of special occasions much like
kente cloth.

The earliest known adinkra cloth (now in the British
Museum) dates from 1817 and consists of twenty-four
handwoven strips of undyed cotton cloth, each about
three inches wide and woven on the same type of narrow
strip horizontal treadle loom as Asante kente. The strips
are sewn selvage to selvage (finished edges of a fabric) to
produce a large men’s cloth draped over the body toga
style with the left shoulder covered and the right exposed.
Women wear two pieces, one as a skirt and one as an up-

ADINKRA
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per wrapper or shawl. In the early 2000s the latter piece
is more frequently fashioned into a blouse.

The use of pieced-together narrow strips of a fixed
width undoubtedly influenced the compositional divi-
sions of the cloth as well as the size of the earliest stamps.
By the end of the nineteenth century, however, imported
industrially produced mill-woven cloth had largely re-
placed the handwoven strip weaves. Also about this time,
the British were producing mill-woven cloth with roller-
printed adinkra patterns for the West African market.

An additional design feature on many adinkra cloths
is a further division of the men’s cloths along their lengths
with bands of multicolored whip-stitched embroidery in
combinations of yellow, red, green, and blue. As seen in
an 1896 photograph of the then king of Asante, Agye-
man Prempeh I, this practice dates to at least the end of
the nineteenth century. The embroidery is usually
straightedged along the length of the cloth, but an im-
portant variant has serrated edges in a design called “cen-
tipede” or “zigzag.” Although not necessarily referring to
adinkra, the Englishman Thomas Bowdich observed this

practice in 1817. On some cloths multicolored handwo-
ven strips about one and a half inches in width are sub-
stituted for the embroidery.

It is generally accepted that the adinkra genre was
heavily influenced from the very beginning by Islam and
in particular by Arabic inscribed cloths that are still pro-
duced by the northern neighbors of the Asante. These
share a similar gridlike division of space and a number of
hand-drawn motifs that are readily recognizable as
adinkra patterns. Some of the same design principles and
motifs are also found on Islamic inspired cast brass rit-
ual containers called kuduo. The Asante attraction to the
spiritual efficacy of Islam and to literacy in Arabic has
been well documented since the early part of the nine-
teenth century. Significantly, an Arabic-inscribed cloth is
still part of the wardrobe of the current king of Asante.
The argument here is that the stamped adinkra cloth was
developed as a shorthand for the more labor intensive
and explicitly literate Muslim cloths.

Of particular interest in the study and appreciation
of adinkra is the rich design vocabulary found on the

ADINKRA
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Asante boys going to a dance in adinkra robes, 1973, Accra. Color is important in adinkra garments; darker hues are reserved
for funerary dress, while white or brightly colored garments are used for festive occasions. © OWEN FRANKEN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY

PERMISSION.
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stamps. Until the middle of the twentieth century, there
were about fifty frequently repeated motifs. As with most
Asante arts, there is a highly conventionalized verbal
component to the visual images. The meaning of many
motifs is elucidated by generally well-known proverbs. A
design with four spiraling forms projecting from the cen-
ter represents the maxim: “A ram fights with his heart
and not his horns,” suggesting that strength of character
is more important than the weapons one uses. A fleur-
de-lis-shaped stamp is identified as a hen’s foot and is as-
sociated with the saying: “The hen’s foot may step on its
chicks, but it does not kill them,” that is a mother pro-
vides protection and guidance and not harm. A stamp de-
picting a ladder depicts the inevitable, “The ladder of
death is not climbed by one man alone.” Perhaps the most
common motif is an abstract form that represents what
is generally translated as: “Except God,” but its sense is
better conveyed by “Only God.” As with most of their
arts, the worldview of the Ashanti is wonderfully articu-
lated in this funerary fabric.

In the twenty-first century, the corpus of stamp de-
signs has expanded to well over five hundred. These in-
clude numerous references to the modern world,
including automobiles, hydroelectric power, and cell
phones. A number of motifs depict the logos of an as-
sortment of Ghanaian political parties that have con-
tended for power since independence (hand, cock,
elephant, and cocoa tree). Another trend is a series of
stamps that literally spell out their messages. For exam-
ple, “EKAA NSEE NKOA” carved into a gourd stamp
references a longer proverb that translates as: “The
woodpecker celebrates the death of the onyina tree.” Since
the bird nests and feeds in the dead tree, this is a kind of
cycle-of-life statement. This practice recalls the origin of
adinkra in script-filled, handwritten (albeit Arabic) in-
scribed cloths.

As with Asante kente, the verbal component of
adinkra imagery is an important factor in its popularity
in African American communities. Roller printed mill-
woven adinkra is nearly as commercially successful as 
machine-made kente and appears in many of the same
clothing forms, including hats, bags, scarves, and shawls.
Individual adinkra motifs have even transcended cloth-
ing forms to become an important element in graphic de-
sign, fine arts, and even architecture.

See also Africa, North: History of Dress; Africa, Sub-Saharan:
History of Dress; Kente.
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ADIRE Adire is a resist-dyed cloth produced and worn
by the Yoruba people of southwestern Nigeria in West
Africa. The Yoruba label adire, which means “tied and
dyed,” was first applied to indigo-dyed cloth decorated
with resist patterns around the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury. With the introduction of a broader color palette of
imported synthetic dyes in the second half of the twen-
tieth century, the label “adire” was expanded to include
a variety of hand-dyed textiles using wax resist batik
methods to produce patterned cloth in a dazzling array
of dye tints and hues.
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Man preparing adinkra cloth, 1995, near Kumasi, Ghana. The
gridlike patterns and hand-drawn motifs of adinkra dress are
similar to those found on many Arabic-inscribed fabrics and ar-
tifacts. © MARGARET COURTNEY-CLARKE/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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The Art of Making Adire
The traditional production of indigo-dyed adire involves
the input of two female specialists—dyers (alaro), who
control production and marketing of adire, and decora-
tors (aladire), who create the resist patterns. In the old-
est forms of adire, two basic resist techniques are used to
create soft blue or white designs to contrast with a deeply
saturated indigo blue background. Adire oniko is tied or
wrapped with raffia to resist the dye. Adire eleko has
starchy maize or cassava paste hand-painted onto the sur-
face of the cloth as a resist agent. Further experimenta-
tion led to two additional techniques. Adire alabere
involves stitching the cloth with thread prior to dyeing
to produce fine-lined motifs. Adire batani is produced
with the aid of zinc stencils to control the application of
the resist starch.

The decorator works with a 1 x 2-yard fabric rec-
tangle as a design field, making two identical pieces to
sew together to make a square cloth most commonly used
for a woman’s wrapper. Most wrappers have repeated all-
over patterns created with one or more resist techniques
with no one focal point of interest. The motifs used in
adire and the labels attached to them reflect the concerns
of indigenous and contemporary Yoruba life: the world
of nature, religion, philosophy, everyday life and notable
events (Wolff 2001). Decorators, when not working with
stencils, have a mental template in mind based on pro-
totypes where particular motifs are combined together to
identify a wrapper type, such as Ibadandun. Some motifs
are pictographic, but often bear little resemblance to the
thing signified by labels. For example, tie-dyed motifs
such as “moon and fruits” have only a passing semblance
to what they portray, while some motifs used in adire
eleko like ejo (snake) or ewe (leaf ) are recognizable.

The History of Adire
As a distinctive textile type, adire first emerged in the city
of Abeokuta, a center for cotton production, weaving, and
indigo-dyeing in the nineteenth century. The prototype
was tie-dyed kijipa, a handwoven cloth dyed with indigo
for use as wrappers and covering cloths. Female special-
ists dyed yarns and cloth and also refurbished faded cloth-
ing by re-dyeing the cloth with tie-dyed patterns. When
British trading firms introduced cheap imported cloth
and flooded the market with colorful inexpensive printed
textiles, the adire industry emerged to meet the challenge.
The women discovered that the imported white cotton
shirting was cheaper than handwoven cloth and could be
decorated and dyed to meet local tastes. The soft, smooth
texture of the import cloth, in contrast to the rough sur-
face of kijipa cloth, provided a new impetus for decora-
tion. The soft shirting encouraged the decorators to
create smaller more precise patterns with tie-dye meth-
ods and to use raffia thread to produce finely patterned
stitch-resist adire alabere. The smooth surface of shirt-
ing led to the development of hand-painted starch-resist
adire eleko. Abeokuta remained the major producer and

trade center for adire, but Ibadan, a larger city to the
north, developed a nucleus of women artists who spe-
cialized in hand-painted adire eleko. The wrapper design
Ibadandun (“Ibadandun” meaning “the city of Ibadan is
sweet”) is popular to this day.

In the early decades of the twentieth century, a vast
trade network for adire spread across West Africa. Adire
wrappers were sold as far away as Ghana, Senegal, and
the Congo (Byfield 2002; Eades 1993). At the height of
adire production in the 1920s, Senegalese merchants
came to Abeokuta to buy as many as 2,000 wrappers in
one day from the female traders (Byfield 2002, p. 114).
In the 1930s, two technological innovations to decorate
adire were developed that provided an avenue for men to
gain entrance into the female-controlled industry.
Women retained the dyeing specialty and continued to
do tying, hand-painting, and hand-sewing to prepare the
cloth for dyeing, but decorating techniques involving
sewing machine stitching and applying starch through
zinc stencils were taken up by men, because West
Africans believe that men have an affinity for machines
and metal that women do not. A regional and interna-
tional economic decline at the end of the 1930s led to a
decline in the craft, so that in the 1940s no major inno-
vations in production occurred (Byfield 2002; Keyes-
Adenaike 1993). The European restriction placed against
exporting cloth to West Africa during World War II
(1939–1945) also had negative effects. Following the war,
the adire industry was dealt a further blow when the mar-
kets were flooded with low-priced printed cloth from Eu-
ropean, Asian, and African textile mills. By the 1950s
adire production had significantly slowed, and few young
people were being trained in the craft.

In the 1960s, while rural women were still wearing
the indigo-dyed wrappers, urban dwellers considered it
“a poor people’s cloth” (Byfield 2002, pp. 212–218).
However, the 1960s marked a new period of innovation
in handcrafted cloth production in Yorubaland. With the
growing availability of chemical dyes from Europe, there
was a revolution in color and techniques (Keyes-Adenaike
1993, p. 38). Adire patterns caught the eye of Nigerian
fashion designers who adapted the designs to print high-
quality cloth using imported color-fast dyes in colors
other than indigo. Sold by the yard the “new adire” was
used for clothing, tablecloths, bedspreads, and draperies
(Eicher 1976, pp. 76–77). One expatriate woman, Betty
Okuboyejo who lived in Abeokuta, is credited with in-
troducing high-quality adire-inspired cloth using a full
range of commercial color-fast dyes to expatriates and
Nigerian elites (Eicher 1976, p. 76). New multicolored
adire utilized a simple technology and became a backyard
industry so that the markets filled with the new adire.
This modern form of cheaply produced adire, dubbed
“kampala” (because it became popular at the time of the
Kampala Peace Conference to settle the Biafra War in
Nigeria) was manufactured by individuals with no prior
knowledge of dyeing—farmers, clerks, petty traders, and
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the jobless (Picton 1995, p. 17). Hot wax or paraffin was
substituted for the indigenous cassava paste as a resist
agent, and designs were created by simple techniques in-
cluding tie-dye, folding, crumpling, and randomly sprin-
kling or splashing the hot wax onto a cloth prior to
dyeing. As demand grew and the new adire makers be-
gan to professionalize, a block printing technique to ap-
ply the hot wax developed and largely supplanted
stenciling (Picton 1995, p. 17).

In the twenty-first century, the new colorful adire
continues to meet fashion challenges and to be an alter-
native to machine prints. In continually changing pat-
terns, new adire appeals to the fashion-conscious Yoruba
in the urban and rural areas. In Nigeria one can still buy
indigo-dyed adire oniko and eleko made by older women
in Abeokuta and Ibadan and by artisans at the Nike Cen-
ter for the Arts and Culture in Oshogbo where the artist
Nike Davies-Okundaye trains students in traditional
adire techniques. But, increasingly, the lover of indigo-
dyed adire must turn to collecting pieces from the cloth
markets such as Oje Market in Ibadan or from traders
who specialize in the old cloth. Soon those also will be
gone from the Yoruba scene.

See also Africa, North: History of Dress; Dyeing; Indigo;
Tie-Dyeing.
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ADRIAN Adrian, the great American film and fashion
designer, was born Adrian Adolph Greenberg in Con-
necticut in 1903. Stage-struck at an early age, he had
worked in summer stock and sold costume sketches to
the producers of a Broadway show by the time he was
eighteen. In 1921 he entered the New York School of
Fine and Applied Arts (now the Parsons School of De-
sign) to study stage design. He transferred to the Paris
branch of the school in 1922.

Adrian returned to New York after three months to
design costumes for Irving Berlin’s Music Box Revue. He
had designed costumes for his first movie and a number
of Broadway shows by 1924, when he accepted a job de-
signing costumes for Rudolph Valentino. Relocating to
Los Angeles with Valentino, Adrian created costumes for
three more of his films. He freelanced on Her Sister from
Paris, starring Constance Talmadge, in 1925 and on
Howard Hawks’s Fig Leaves for Fox in 1926, a film that
featured a two-color Technicolor fashion show sequence.
Adrian signed a contract with Cecil B. DeMille the same
year, moved with DeMille to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(MGM) in 1928, and subsequently signed with MGM.
He stayed there until 1941, when he terminated his con-
tract and left the movie business. In 1939 Adrian mar-
ried Janet Gaynor, winner of the first Academy Award
for best actress, and they had one son.

As MGM’s chief designer, Adrian designed costumes
for all the major stars in every important movie. Greta
Garbo, Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Jean Harlow,
Jeanette MacDonald, and Katharine Hepburn all wore
his designs. Adrian was so important to the stars that Joan
Crawford once said he should have been given cobilling
on her movies. Film costumes had to make the stars look
their best, be suitable for the character, and conform to
the technical dictates of lighting, film stock, and sound
recording. Period costumes had to be reasonably au-
thentic but also accessible to the audience’s eye. Modern
wardrobes had to be of their time but independent of any
specific fashion, for several reasons. First, the time lag
between the production of a movie and its release meant
that using current styles on a star would make her look
out of fashion when the film was released months later.
More important, each star’s screen persona was carefully
developed by the studio, and her roles never varied widely
from it. For example, Norma Shearer represented the
conservative-young-woman type; Garbo was always the
unpredictable, mysterious exotic; and Joan Crawford typ-
ified sophisticated young America.

Film styles had influenced fashion since the silent
movie era, but their impact was intensified by the advent
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of sound. With the “talkies,” films became more realis-
tic, and film costuming became less focused on theatri-
cal effects. The European fashion world watched to see
what Adrian put on Garbo, Shearer, and Crawford. De-
signs that Adrian introduced on individual stars fre-
quently returned to America as “the latest from Paris.”

The studios allowed manufacturers to market gar-
ments based on a star’s film wardrobe, and thousands of
dresses, blouses, and coats named for Letty Lynton ( Joan
Crawford, 1932) or Queen Christina (Greta Garbo, 1933)
were sold. A number of Garbo’s hats—the cloche from A
Woman of Affairs, the plumed cap from Romance, and the
pillbox and turban from Painted Veil—created new trends.

In 1930 the Modern Merchandising Bureau was es-
tablished to organize the manufacture of styles intro-
duced in a film before the picture’s release, in order to
have copies available in stores as soon as audiences saw
the movie. Macy’s in New York was the first store to
open a Cinema Fashions shop, and crowds would gather
on the sidewalk to see the new styles in the display win-
dows. During the Great Depression, Hollywood further
capitalized on film fashions by licensing patterns for
home sewing based on them. The success of  Condé
Nast’s Hollywood Pattern Book led to its becoming a whole
new magazine, Glamour of Hollywood, in 1939; the title
was subsequently shortened to Glamour. Movies exerted
an enormous influence on world fashion, and Adrian was
the leading Hollywood designer of his era.

After retiring from films, Adrian opened a couture
and ready-to-wear business in Beverly Hills, which man-
ufactured his designs and sold them to specialty stores
throughout the United States. He showed his first col-
lection in February 1942. Having designed suit variations
for years in his movies on stars from Garbo to Hedy
Lamarr—but most famously on Joan Crawford—he now
produced the classic, square-shouldered, 1940s suit for
which he is best known. Antecedents of this “V” silhou-
ette throughout the 1930s had included such devices as
the pagoda shoulder and the horizontal extension of the
sleeve cap through pleating. To avoid both the faddish
effect of the pagoda shoulder and the boxiness of the
widened sleeve cap, Adrian squared the shoulder with
pads of his own design, narrowing and neatening the sil-
houette to give it a classic line. As well as suits, he in-
cluded a wide variety of day dresses, cocktail and evening
wear, and coats in his collections.

In 1947 Adrian refused to follow the example of Paris
when the New Look was introduced by Christian Dior.
He found sloping shoulders, a cinched waist, padded hips,
and long, full skirts unattractive on the average woman
as well as cumbersome and impractical. Although he
never significantly varied the “V” cut of his suits, he re-
duced the shoulder pads in his suits—never removing
them altogether—and lengthened and slimmed the skirt.
For evening wear, as opposed to daytime, Adrian had no
quarrel with the New Look and encouraged women to

go “all out.” His wartime evening silhouette—a neoclas-
sic column of rayon crepe with the same slim, squared
shoulders as his suits—mutated into a softer silk sheath.
Adrian’s evening collections expanded to include every-
thing from voluminous ball gowns to variations on the
sari to dinner dresses draped with bustle variations.

Throughout the collections of Adrian’s fashion ca-
reer, certain themes reappeared. He frequently designed
prints of animals, such as the famous “Roan Stallion”
evening gown or The Egg and I at-home dress with its fu-
rious barnyard chickens. After Adrian’s trip to Africa in
1949, animal and reptile prints appeared in a ball gown
of tiger-skin taffeta and a hooded evening suit made from
heavy silk that looked like an iridescent python skin. His
“Americana” theme included a quilted silk hostess gown
appliquéd with cotton gingham motifs and a long ging-
ham evening coat with a matching skirt and sequined
bodice. He referenced modern art movements such as fu-
turism with inset streamers that emerged from the gown’s
surface to drape and flutter and cubism in the extraordi-
nary “Modern Museum” series of rayon crepe gowns ex-
ecuted in pieced, multicolor, biomorphic shapes. In 1952
Adrian suffered a heart attack that forced him to close his
business. He died in 1959.

Adrian’s career was unique among designers in that
he conquered both the film and fashion worlds. He
worked entirely in California, far off the beaten track for
couture or ready-to-wear. In film he worked as a cou-
turier, designing costumes to highlight a star’s individu-
ality and conceal her figure flaws. These singular
creations in turn engendered worldwide fashion trends.
After leaving films his greatest achievement lay in his
mastery of the ready-to-wear market. As a film designer
Adrian gave fashion inspiration and hours of entertain-
ment to millions of people all over the world. As a fash-
ion designer he set a standard both for originality of
design and quality of workmanship.

See also Actors and Actresses, Impact on Fashion; Costume
Designer; Film and Fashion; Hollywood Style; Ready-
to-Wear.
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Jane Trapnell

AESTHETIC DRESS In 1851, London celebrated
the Great Exhibition, showcasing the latest innovations
in manufacture and design. Its warm reception by the
public and the media confirmed, in many people’s eyes,
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the triumph of increased industrialization and mass pro-
duction. However, some, who found this way of life in-
creasingly abhorrent, sought an alternative lifestyle by
looking to the past.

Three years earlier, in 1848, the young artists
William Holman Hunt, John Everett Millais, and Dante
Gabriel Rosetti established the Pre-Raphaelite Brother-
hood, taking inspiration from the art of the late medieval
and early renaissance periods, which they felt produced
a purer and more naturalistic style. As such, dress played
an important role in the depiction of the subjects, but
with no extant examples, references came from tomb ef-
figies, illustrated manuscripts, and the artist’s own in-
ventions. The type of dress that emerged was worn by
female members of the artists’ circle.

Early styles of aesthetic dress took the form of flow-
ing fabric with soft pleating falling from the neckline.
The folds then gently gathered in at the natural, un-
corseted waistline and fell into a small train at the back.
The sleeves were a defining feature; unlike those of fash-
ionable dress, they were set at the natural shoulder line
and often decorated with puffs of fabric at the sleeve head,
or gathered down the length of the arm. This enabled
freedom of movement, as did the abandonment of the
corset, which was felt to offer a more natural figure along
the lines of the Venus de Milo, although critics noted
“had Venus herself been compelled by a cold climate to
drape herself, we have little doubt she would have worn
stays, to give her clothes the shape they lacked” (Dou-
glas, pp. 123–124). As such, the style found favor with
dress reformers who spoke out against the damaging ef-
fects of tightly laced corseting. The two movements be-
came closely allied and by 1890 the Healthy and Artistic
Dress Union was established, publishing their ideas in
their journal Aglaia.

Color was an all important element of the style, with
soft browns, reds, blues, and—a popular choice and most
recognizable of them all—a sage green, which was often
referred to as “greenery yallery.” Aesthetic dress was rel-
atively unadorned, the only decoration appearing in the
form of smocking or floral and organically inspired em-
broidery, with the sunflower and the lily being popular
motifs. Accessories were kept to a minimum, with amber
beads seen as the most appropriate choice, along with
eastern or oriental-inspired pieces. The aesthetic woman
herself was epitomized by the red-haired, pale-skinned
beauties with their defined jawlines and sorrowful eyes as
seen in Rosetti’s La Ghirlandata (1877). A photograph of
Jane Morris, the wife of the designer William Morris,
taken in 1865, depicts her as the perfect embodiment of
this ideal. Her untamed hair is loosely tied back, her dress
draping in heavy folds.

By the 1870s, the style had really come to the at-
tention of the public. In 1877, Mrs. Eliza Haweis pub-
lished her book The Art of Beauty in which she outlined
the drawbacks of contemporary fashion and commended

the lines of historical dress. She was approached in 1878
by the ladies magazine The Queen to write some articles
on the subject of Pre-Raphaelite dress. The Queen re-
ported: “A great change has come over the style of Eng-
lish dressing within the last, say, five years. . . . The world
of artists first started the idea of their wives and daugh-
ters dressing in harmony with . . . [their] surroundings,
and thence the grandes dames of fashion were influenced”
(pp. 139–140).

As fashion conscripted artistic dress, historic periods
were plundered with a myriad of styles indiscriminately
thrown together under the term “aesthetic”; Greek tu-
nics, medieval sleeves, and Elizabethan ruffs became pop-
ular adornments for fashionable dress. The Watteau-back
dress, a partly fashionable style, was characterized by a
large pleat of fabric falling loosely from the shoulders and
caught up above the hem; it was inspired by eighteenth-
century sacque dresses, depicted in the works of Wat-
teau. These styles were a feature of the tea gown, a loose
informal garment that could be worn at home or while
receiving guests for afternoon tea.

The year 1877 also saw the opening of the Grosvenor
Gallery and the first of the satirist George Du Maurier’s
series of cartoons, published in Punch, and based around
a family known as the Cimabue Browns. The images por-
trayed the wearers of aesthetic dress as lank and languid
men and women—the men in velvet jackets and long hair,
the ladies with frizzed hair in long drooping garments—
who always seemed to be contemplating the emotional
impact of art on life.

The International Exhibition held in London in
1862 had stimulated the growing interest in oriental and
exotic foreign goods. Arthur Lasenby Liberty, a young
employee of Farmer and Roger’s Shawl Emporium in Re-
gent Street, persuaded his employers to open an oriental
department. Owing to its huge success, Liberty left to set
up his own department store in 1875. His imported fab-
rics and unusual artifacts were extremely popular with
many artists, such as George Frederick Watts, James
Whistler, and Frederick Leighton, who frequented the
shop. Liberty soon began to produce his own fabrics suit-
able to the English climate yet with the qualities and col-
ors of imported Eastern examples. In 1884, he opened a
dressmaking department, overseen by E. W. Godwin, an
architect and honorable secretary of the Costume Soci-
ety. Godwin had designed many of the costumes for his
partner, the famous actress Ellen Terry, whose choice of
aesthetic dress was well known.

In 1881, the aesthetic craze was at its height with the
production of Gilbert and Sullivan’s Patience and the start
of Oscar Wilde’s lecture tours in America. His lectures
included the importance of Liberty to the aesthetic move-
ment and, as Alison Adburgham notes, this could “be said
to have sown the first seeds that germinated into the long
love affair between the Americans and Liberty’s of Lon-
don” (pp. 32–33).
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May Morning, Jane Morris, taken by J. Robert Parsons. The heavily draped, unadorned dress, minimal accessories, and sorrowful
expression are all typical of aesthetic fashion. © STAPLETON COLLECTION/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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The aesthetic movement had a popular following
in America, the most noted proponent being Annie Jen-
ness Miller who published Dress: The Jenness Miller Mag-
azine. The society painter W. P. Frith captured the
aesthetic scene in his painting Private View (1881),
which depicted many of the leading proponents of the
movement, such as Wilde and Ellen Terry. In his mem-
oirs of 1887, Frith recalled,

Seven years ago certain ladies delighted to display
themselves at public gatherings in what are called aes-
thetic dresses; in some cases the costumes were pretty
enough, in others they seemed to rival each other in
ugliness of form and oddity of color (p. 256).

This telling quote also illustrates how aesthetic dress
was now somewhat passé. Many of its elements had en-
tered the mainstream, with the popularity of the tea gown
and the ready availability of “artistic dress” in most de-
partment stores. A guide to London of 1889 recommends
Hamilton’s of Regent Street for “those triumphs of needle-
work: smocked frocks and smocked tea gowns. But it is by
no means only in so-called artistic dress that they excel”
(Pascoe, p. 351). By the turn of the century, aesthetic dress
was no longer seen as radical or revolutionary. While its
themes may have lingered in the work of early twentieth-
century designers, such as Mariano Fortuny, whose pleated
fabrics seem directly inspired by the dress worn in Rosetti’s
painting A Vision of Fiametta (1878), or the draped velvets
of Maria Monaci Gallenga, the sumptuous sophisticated
style of art nouveau had captured the artistic imagination,
and the soft muted colors and trailing drapery of aesthetic
dress were considered démodé.

See also Art and Fashion; Fortuny, Mariano; Wilde, Oscar.
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Oriole Cullen

AFRICAN AMERICAN DRESS African American
dress intertwines with the history of Africans, who ar-
rived in the Virginia colony in 1619. Within that cen-
tury, southern codes forced the children of any enslaved
woman to remain enslaved for life. West Africans con-
tinued to come unwillingly until the 1830s. President
Abraham Lincoln proclaimed the emancipation of all en-
slaved peoples in 1863; but after the Civil War, African
Americans lived on the margins of American society with
poor jobs, substandard living and educational conditions,
disenfranchisement, and public segregation. Nearly one
hundred years later, in 1954, a Supreme Court decision
began the desegregation process and in the 1960s, Fed-
eral legislation gave equal rights to African Americans.

Under enslavement, white owners demanded a cer-
tain form of dress for those in bondage: better dress for
house servants and managers; poorer attire for field
hands, children, and those too old to continue working.
In spite of these constrictions, the nineteenth-century au-
tobiographies and narratives, collected in the 1930s from
formerly enslaved people, relate that African Americans
put a great deal of thought into their dress. The narra-
tors emphasized what clothing they had and did not have
and described the clothing styles they desired and how
they obtained them. “Correct” dress was especially im-
portant when “stepping out” for social occasions with
community members, a habit that continues in the early
2000s. Narrators offered vivid depictions of dressing well
for church, dances, and marriage.

Evidence shows that some retained West African
forms of bodily adornment, particularly in the form of
jewelry. From the African Burial Ground (1712–1795) in
New York City, the remains of an adult female and an
infant wore waistbeads as do West African women. Ar-
chaeological evidence from known slave sites sometimes
includes cowries, seashells of economic importance be-
fore currencies became available in Africa and apparently
worn as jewelry by the enslaved. The beads most often
found at these sites consist of blue glass beads, worn as
amulets in much of Africa and the Middle East. Former
slaves provided testimony of wearing jewelry for both
adornment and protection. Several Sea Islands narrators,
for instance, describe single gold, loop earrings worn to
protect the eyesight, retention of an African belief.

More outstanding as an African holdover than spe-
cific items of jewelry or clothing has been the interest
in hairstyle and headwear by African American men 
and women. Documentation for West Africans’ concern 
for well-groomed hair and ornamented heads is long-
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standing and survives among African Americans. Black
men continue to sport ever-changing styles of facial hair
and hairdos; the “conk” (straightened hair that is flat-
tened down or slightly waved) of the 1930s remains a
primary example. And, into the early twenty-first cen-
tury, African American men consistently wear some type
of headgear.

African American women also show a marked inter-
est in their hairstyles and headwear. The slave narratives
explain various ways of styling hair even under the most
adverse conditions. Photographs of prominent women af-
ter the Civil War show them wearing the elegant, long,
straight hairstyles in general fashion at the time. In 1906,
this processing of the natural hair texture into straight
hair spread across the country when Madame C. J.
Walker began to market her highly profitable hair for-
mula for managing African American women’s hair. Black

women also choose to wear hats, especially prevalent for
church attendance.

With one exception, portraits from the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, and nineteenth-century pho-
tographs, of African Americans show them wearing dress
appropriate in general society. The exception is the
African American woman’s headwrap, the oldest extant
specific dress item of any immigrant group worn in the
early 2000s. But over time, its meaning changed.

In the antebellum South, several states legally en-
forced the code that ordered black women to wear a cloth
head covering in public and not the hats and feathers
worn by white women. These codes thus marked certain
females as a subservient class. During enslavement,
women working in onerous conditions wore the head
wrap to keep the hair cleaner and to absorb perspiration.
Use of the head wrap at home continued after the Civil
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War, but for public wear it was discarded. Beginning with
the civil rights movement of the 1960s and 1970s, the
head wrap took on other meanings. Young African Amer-
ican women again tied elaborate head wraps around their
heads and publicly wore them in acknowledgment of their
enslaved ancestors and as a reference to Africa and the
way West African women adorn their heads.

During the civil rights movement, along with the
head wrap, other young black revolutionaries adopted
what they perceived to be West African attire, such as
caftans and male head caps. Men and women grew their
hair into enormous styles called “Afros,” allowing for the
natural texture to be emphasized in direct reaction against
conks and Walker’s straightening products that at-
tempted to simulate European hair. Since the 1960s,
some black men have continued to look back to Africa
by wearing Rasta locks while black women have their hair
intricately braided into elaborate African styles, often
adding hairpieces.

African Americans generally have dressed in the pre-
vailing fashions along with other Americans. Portraits of
early black clergymen offer examples. Slave narrative
frontispieces, however, illustrate the author in either slave
clothing or formally dressed as a freed person, the choice
obviously expressed what the author wanted to portray
about his or her place in society. After the invention of
photography, the images of eminent leaders such as Fred-
erick Douglass and Booker T. Washington always show
them dressed in formal, gentleman’s clothing. Between
1895 and 1925, black intellectuals, literati, and artists
strove to present themselves as quite different from the
racist stereotypical cartoon illustrations of “Mammys”
and “Sambos” drawn by whites. Many illustrations show
these “New Negroes” groomed and adorned in conser-
vative, mainstream dress.

Although African Americans adopted the prevailing
cultural dress of each period, their style often sets them
apart. For instance, travelers’ accounts about the South
prior to emancipation describe African Americans’ dress
as more flamboyant and colorful than that of whites. Con-
temporary African Americans similarly prefer to be well
dressed for most occasions and have not adopted the
white population’s sartorial trends to casual and even
sloppy dress.

In general, American fashions came from Europe un-
til about 1950. But at the same time, black styles began to
influence white American dress, particularly men’s; for ex-
ample, the zoot suit of the 1940s, highlighted by the pop-
ular singers Billy Eckstein and Frank Sinatra. In the 1960s,
expensive, stylized brands of tennis shoes, first worn by
professional African American athletes, notably basketball
players, were adopted by the larger, adolescent commu-
nity. In the 1990s, white, suburban youth began wearing
the hip-hop clothing first worn by young, urban, black
males. And in the early twenty-first century, white males
wear the doo rag, for decades the African American male’s
inner-city hair tamer.

Since the mid-1950s, African Americans have be-
come part of the greater American cultural scene. And,
in a very real sense, this larger society in the early 2000s
adopts African American culture in many aspects of life,
not the least in styles of dress.

See also Afro Hairstyle; Afrocentric Fashion; Ethnic Dress;
Zoot Suit.
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AFRICA, NORTH: HISTORY OF DRESS North
Africa comprises Egypt and the lands to its west, known
in Arabic as al-Maghrib, literally “the place of sunset”:
Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. These political di-
visions were essentially established by the Ottomans in
the sixteenth century, but throughout history this part of
Africa has been affected by, and has had a profound ef-
fect upon, the regions that surround it: the Mediter-
ranean, sub-Saharan Africa, and the Middle East. It is
impossible to appreciate one region without knowing
something of the history of all; the style and patterning
of dress provides one means of reading that history.

History, Geography, and Climate
The climate and topography of North Africa is extraor-
dinarily varied. The peaks of the High Atlas mountains
of Morocco tower over 13,000 feet, whereas oases in the
depressions of the Libyan Desert descend to sea level or
below. The mild, temperate conditions of the Mediter-
ranean and Atlantic coasts give way to the searing day-
time heat and freezing nighttime temperatures of the
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desert lands to the south. Crops and vegetation thrive on
the fertile northern plains and along the Nile valley,
whereas scarcely anything grows in the desert save in the
lush oases where the water table is close to the surface.

Ancient Egyptian art gives us a fairly detailed pic-
ture of how people in this part of North Africa dressed,
at least as far back as 5000 B.C.E. Elsewhere, the extra-
ordinary rock paintings of the Sahara, the Atlas Moun-
tains, and the Nile valley, dating from c. 12000 to 3000
B.C.E., give us an idea of how people might have dressed
when the interior of North Africa had a much wetter cli-
mate, supporting animals such as hippos, elephants, gi-
raffes, and rhinos.

In the ninth century B.C.E., Carthage was founded
near the modern city of Tunis; the Carthaginians traded
cloth and other luxury goods across the Sahara in exchange
for slaves, gold, and ivory, a pattern continued by the Ro-
mans following the sacking of Carthage in 146 B.C.E., only
declining when the Portuguese and other Europeans be-
gan to trade along the west coast of Africa in the fifteenth
century. Roman mosaic pavements from Carthage show
garments that bear a remarkable similarity to tunics worn
in the early twenty-first century as part of a woman’s wed-
ding costume in the Tunisian town of Mahdia.

In the seventh century, Muslim armies invaded
North Africa and began the process that, despite resis-
tance from the indigenous Berber peoples, culminated in
the establishment of the Hispano-Moresque civilization;
this society flourished in the Maghrib countries and
southern Spain until the fall of Granada to Christian
armies in 1492. After that event, many Muslim and Jew-
ish artisans, including weavers and embroiderers, sought
refuge in the large towns of North Africa, and at this
point, a particular pattern of production, use of materi-
als, and division of labor, which has remained essentially
unchanged, was established.

Town and Country
Walk through the marketplace in any North African town,
from Cairo to Marrakech, and at first glance you will find
people dressed no differently than city dwellers in any
other part of the world. Many male professionals and of-
fice workers wear a suit and tie, or possibly some version
of the “safari” suit. Many women wear an equally con-
ventional two-piece top and skirt, though most wear the
Hijab, the Islamic head covering. Younger people of both
sexes wear jeans, T-shirts, or football shirts. Among these
now ubiquitous “Western” garments, however, people
wear more obviously local fashions. Many working men
in Cairo wear djellaba, the long, loose-fitting gown, some-
times in combination with the kaffiyeh, a turbanlike head
cloth or cotton skullcap; older women may wear burqa and
bedla, a black headscarf and flowing dress. In Tunisian
towns, the red felt chechiya, a cross between skullcap and
beret, is still the single most distinctive item of male at-
tire, while in much of the Maghrib the burnoose, a hooded
cloak, is worn by many men.

In rural regions, the cut and sewn garments of the
city tend to be replaced by single-piece draped or
wrapped clothes for women, secured by a fibula, or cloak
pin. Berber women of the Atlas Mountains of Morocco
wear elaborate headdresses on certain occasions, whereas
men may wear large woolen cloaks or knitted “long
johns” while herding their flocks during the winter. So-
called “granny” dresses—often featuring “foreign” ele-
ments such as cuffs, collars, pockets, and pleated
hems—are commonly worn by women in rural commu-
nities of North Africa. Variations on this style, based on
European dresses of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies, may be found in many other parts of the world,
including the islands of the Pacific Ocean. However, the
costumes worn for special occasions, particularly mar-
riage, emphasize the real differences between town and
country styles.

Marriage Costume
In North Africa, as in all Muslim societies, marriage is
seen as the ideal adult state. Clothing for both bride and
groom reflects their new social status as well as concerns
over modesty and fertility; perhaps most importantly,
clothing is seen to ease transition from the unmarried to
the married state. As elsewhere in postcolonial Africa, the
popularity of “traditional” attire has fluctuated according
to political, religious, and economic circumstances. The
dictates of fashion and the desire to appear modern has
made the white European wedding dress a popular
choice, though often dress designers have come up with
styles that incorporate something old and something new,
thus satisfying the desire to be both fashionable and cul-
turally aware.

The names of certain wedding garments in North
Africa suggest one or more of the ceremonies marking
the different days of the marriage festivities; for example,
mwashma (painted), an elaborately embroidered dress
from the village of Raf Raf in Tunisia, evokes the laylat
al-henna, or “night of henna,” when the bride and groom
are tattooed with henna to bless their marriage and en-
courage the birth of children.

The simple, T-shaped cotton tunics worn by the
bride in Siwa, Egypt; Ghada–mis, Libya; and Mahdia,
Tunisia, probably share a common ancestry with certain
garments that appear in the mosaics of Roman Carthage.
These loose-fitting, yet elaborately decorated dresses are
designed to show off the status and beauty of the bride
while preserving her modesty; they can also accommo-
date up to seven more garments beneath them, which are
revealed to the bride’s and then to the groom’s relatives
during the jilwa ceremony.

The Significance of Pattern
Similar patterns are known by different names in different
regions of North Africa and do not necessarily have the
same significance. However, universal concerns regarding
protection from harm—and, by extension, promoting
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good luck, health, and fertility—are preoccupations that
inform the patterning of artifacts throughout the region.

Concerns about the harmful effects of envy, focused
in beliefs surrounding the evil eye, are often manifest in
the form of patterning applied to marriage costume in
particular, though such designs may perform a host of
additional functions. The bakhnuq, a marriage shawl from
southern Tunisia, is woven in a combination of wool and
cotton that, when dyed, reveals the white cotton motifs
resistant to dye. These motifs suggest items of jewelry
and the pattern of women’s tattoos, but also snakes’ ver-
tebrae and sharp cloak pins to repel or pierce the evil eye.
The different colors of the bakhnuq traditionally indicate
women’s status: young, unmarried girls wear white; mar-
ried women of child-bearing age don red, while older
women wear black or blue.

The wedding dresses of women from the oases in
the Western Desert of Egypt, with the exception of the
oasis of Siwa, display unmistakable similarities to the em-
broidered dresses of Palestine, reflecting a long histori-
cal connection between the two regions. In the 2000s
these dresses are only worn by older women, but they
still display the very distinctive patterning, color, and
style of embroidery peculiar to each oasis, and sometimes
even to individual villages within the same oasis. The em-
broidered bodices of these dresses, embellished with nu-
merous sequins and sometimes small coins to deflect the
evil eye, are a certain way of establishing the identity and
affiliation of the wearer. For example, the bodices of
dresses from Bahriya oasis are invariably made up of rec-
tangular areas of embroidery with distinctive tassels on
the shoulders and chest; the dresses of Daqahl�–ya oasis,
by contrast, have a quite different pattern of embroidery
on the bodice, with a central section tapering to a point.

The patterning applied to male clothing reflects sim-
ilar concerns. The woolen tunics, gandura, woven by
women for their sons in the remote M’zab region of
southern Algeria include named motifs, such as “birds
with their young” and “a table of guests,” emphasizing
fertility and harmony; other motifs, such as forks and
weaving combs, have the added dimension of sharp im-
plements with the ability to pierce the evil eye.

Dress as Historical Document
The patterning, color, style, and design of dress and tex-
tiles in North Africa suggest clues that, through painstak-
ing research, can be pieced together to provide a more
detailed and reliable picture of the past than any written
record. Few, if any, of the distinctive features of dress
happen by accident or whim; many tell of the movements
of people through warfare, religious persecution, trade,
economic necessity, or natural disaster. Often this story
goes back many centuries, perhaps reaching outside both
the region and even the African continent, each event be-
ing recorded in a series of details that have gradually
evolved into the form of modern dress.

The machine-embroidered wedding dresses worn by
women of the Jewish faith in urban Morocco are devel-
opments of the elaborate, hand-embroidered dresses of
the nineteenth century. These in turn can be traced back
to Spanish styles of the late Hispano-Moresque period,
brought to Morocco by Jewish craftsmen expelled from
Andalusia during Christian persecution of the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries. These craftsmen settled not just
in Morocco, but in major urban centers throughout the
Maghrib. From the sixteenth century, Ottoman influence
began to spread throughout the region, and many of the
floral motifs that appear on textiles, such as the tanshifa of
Algeria, and the ’ajar and rida’ ahmar of Tunisia, are of
Turkish inspiration. The first two are no longer worn, but
the rida’ ahmar remains the most prestigious item of cloth-
ing worn by women of the town of Mahdia. At each end
of this silk wedding veil is a set of design bands woven in
silk and gold thread. The central band known as dar-al-
wust (literally “the house in the middle”) represents a
mosque in stylized form; at the other end of the cloth, the
dar-al-wust features two motifs in the form of the Star of
David, an element of the design that continues to be in-
cluded by the Muslim weavers out of respect for the Jew-
ish weavers who once produced this garment.

Female weavers in the old silk-weaving town of
Naqâda, in the Nile valley of Egypt, produce a style of
shawl that has a similarly complex history. Using a ta-
pestry weave technique widely practiced in Damascus and
elsewhere in the Levant, male weavers of the nineteenth
century produced the aba, a man’s gown, as well as other
garments such as the cotton and silk modesty garment
worn by women of Bahriya oasis in Egypt’s Western
Desert until it began to go out of fashion in the mid-
twentieth century. In recent years a collective of female
weavers, taking over what had previously been an exclu-
sively male profession, began to weave this shawl, using
the same looms and weaving techniques, but in gaudy,
two-tone rayon, rather than in silk and cotton. Their new
markets were initially in Libya and Sudan, but when these
dried up following political differences between the three
countries, the women found other outlets in the tourist
trade in Cairo from where these textiles are today ex-
ported to various European countries.

Distinctive ceremonial costumes continue to be pro-
duced by weavers and embroiderers in different parts of
North Africa, displaying the dynamism with which tex-
tile traditions throughout Africa have developed since an-
tiquity. Despite the clear influences that have helped to
shape North African cultures, an internal dynamic has
molded these elements into the distinctive material cul-
ture characteristic of each region.

See also Africa, Sub-Saharan: History of Dress; Burqa;
Djellaba; Hijab; Kaffiyeh; Textiles, African.
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AFRICA, SUB-SAHARAN: HISTORY OF DRESS
African dress, like dress everywhere, communicates age,
gender, occupation, ethnicity, power, and religious com-
mitment for everyday, celebratory, ceremonial, and ritual
occasions. Along with fashionable Western dress, Africans
wear Islamic and indigenous apparel. Dress involves totally
or partially covering the body by supplementing it with ap-
parel and accessories such as head wraps and jewelry and
modifying the body itself with tattoos or piercing. Dress-
ing well for Africans involves proper conduct and elegant
style, which includes appropriate apparel, cosmetics, and
coiffure along with magnificent carriage, graceful move-
ment, fastidious toilette, and immaculate garments.

African dress worn every day indicates socially sig-
nificant categories, but may also express personal idio-
syncrasy. When Africans wear identical dress, such as
uniforms or garments made from the same fabric, their
garb emphasizes group affiliation and minimizes individ-
uality. African dress is not the same as African costume.
Actors and masqueraders temporarily conceal personal
identity through costume, whereas in everyday life peo-

ple communicate and reveal their personal identity
through dress.

African dress is as varied and diverse as the histori-
cal antecedents and cultural backgrounds of the African
people in fifty-five countries and more than eight hun-
dred linguistic groups. A continent two-and-a-half times
as large as the continental United States, the physical en-
vironment of Africa ranges from the deserts of the Sa-
hara and the Kalahari, to the mountains of the Great Rift
Valley, and the rain forests in West and Central Africa,
as well as the arid region of the Sahel that borders the
Sahara. What African people wear relates to these fac-
tors of physical environment, to external and internal
trade and migration, to the influences of explorers, mis-
sionaries, and travelers and to their own creativity. Spe-
cific information about the dress of each ethnic group
comes from social, religious, and political histories, as
well as oral, archaeological, trade, and mercantile records.
Early evidence of dress is depicted in the rock art of
northern, southern, and eastern Africa, indicating items
of dress that predate contact with European, Asian, and
Middle Eastern peoples. Tellem caves in Mali provide
cloth fragments that give evidence of hand woven apparel
before Saharan trade or coastal contacts.

In the twenty-first century, dress in Africa includes
items fashioned from local resources and tools, such as
wrappers hand woven from handspun cotton threads on
handmade looms in the West African countries of Sierra
Leone, Mali, and Nigeria. In addition, combinations of
local resources and imported materials are used, as seen
in the kente wrappers woven from imported rayon or silk
threads on locally made looms in Ghana. African dress
also includes imported items from worldwide sources
made by complex machines and techniques (British top
hats and homburgs, French designer gowns, Italian shoes
and handbags, and Swiss laces along with secondhand
clothing from the United States) from commercially pro-
duced materials. In addition, Africans produce their own
designer garments from both imported and locally made
textiles and also transform imported secondhand cloth-
ing into locally admired fashions. Some African design-
ers, like the Malian, Xuly Bët, left Africa to become
successful in Paris, New York, and elsewhere.

Purely indigenous items are becoming less common
and therefore less often worn. Borrowed items are often
creatively used and juxtaposed with other items that re-
sult in a readily identifiable ethnic style. The Kalabari-
Ijo people, from the delta area of the Niger River in
Nigeria, combine a variety of textiles and other items of
dress that are imported from elsewhere in Nigeria and
abroad. Their dress illustrates the term “cultural au-
thentication,” which designates adopted articles that are
selected, characterized by symbolic representation, in-
corporated, and transformed. For example, the Kalabari-
Ijo man’s ceremonial hat, called ajibulu, stems from the
European military and naval officers’ bicorne hat from
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the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The
Kalabari decorate a hat of this shape with hair from a
ram’s beard along with tiny mirrors, small, shiny Christ-
mas ball ornaments, brightly colored feathers, and plas-
tic hair clasps, each glued or stitched onto the basic fabric,
resulting in a head covering that is uniquely Kalabari.

African residents who come from European and
Asian ancestry may choose not to wear African items of
dress; instead, they maintain forms of dress fashionable
in the countries of their ancestors. Indian women whose
families have lived in East and West Africa for several
generations continue to wear the sari as commonly worn
on the Indian subcontinent. In South Africa, Afrikaaners
wear European dress that continues their European her-
itage. In contrast to those who refrain from wearing
African items, some non-Africans embrace them: Peace
Corps volunteers from the United States in Nigeria
found the Yoruba dansiki (more commonly known in the
United States as “dashiki”) a handsome and comfortable
shirt to wear. Tourists, too, often buy and wear African
beads, hats, cloth, garments, and fans while travelling and
take them home as souvenirs.

Dressing the Torso
The torso is usually the focus when dressing the body,
although headwear and footwear are also significant.
Items of dress generally may be classified as enclosing,
attached, or hand held. Enclosing dress can be subdivided
into wraparound, preshaped, and suspended categories;
all examples are found in Africa. Wraparound garments
are formed from rectangular pieces of fabric that are
folded, crushed, or twisted around the body. Preshaped
items include cut and sewn garments along with other
items, such as jewelry, that are molded or cast. Most at-
tached and many suspended enclosing items of dress are
also jewelry, such as earrings and necklaces. Handheld
items usually consist of accessories such as a fan, purse,
cane, or walking stick. Throughout Africa, both men and
women wear variations of the wrapper (also called kanga,
futa, lappa, or pagne). As a garment, the loose fit of wrap-
around apparel seems particularly appropriate and com-
fortable to wear because of prevalent high temperatures,
both dry and humid. Wrappers are also easily made from
available materials such as skins, bark (or bark cloth), or
wool, cotton, silk, and raffia for handwoven cloth. Pre-
shaped garments for men and women in general came
from contact with Europeans and Middle Easterners, as
women adopted dresses and gowns and men adopted
jackets, shirts, and trousers as clothing styles. African
women and girls rarely wore pants or other bifurcated
garments until jeans and pants became fashionable for
women in Europe, America, and Japan, thus beginning
an influence on young African women especially to adopt
these styles for many occasions.

The wrapper, however, is probably the most frequent
and popular indigenous garment in sub-Saharan Africa.
Women may wrap cloth from their waist to their knees,

calves, or feet. Sometimes they wrap the cloth under the
armpits to cover their breasts and lower body. Men ordi-
narily wrap a small length of cloth from their waist to
their feet, with the chest either bare or covered. For both
men and women in the twenty-first century, a bare chest
is not frequently seen in public, but remains an option for
dressing informally at home. Non-Muslim Africans were
influenced by European ideas of modesty after many
countries became independent in the 1960s, because they
discovered that journalists and outsiders commented neg-
atively on African “nudity,” usually referring to bare-
breasted women. In fact, some Nigerian municipalities
passed laws at that time specifically forbidding women to
enter the town if they were bare-breasted.

Examples of wraparound garments abound. In
Ghana, Asante men wear handwoven kente togas; in
Ethiopia, Amharic women don handwoven shawls of
sheer, white cotton; in Nigeria, Yoruba women garb
themselves in indigo resist-dyed wrappers; in Zaire, the
Kuba dress in raffia skirts. Other examples include sev-
eral from southern Africa: Ndebele and Xhosa women
wrap commercially made blankets around themselves,
and Zulu men wrap skin aprons. Both sexes among the
Baganda in Uganda traditionally wore bark-cloth wrap-
pers, as did the Masai of Kenya and Somalis from the
Horn of Africa; some continue the practice today. Masai
warriors, depending on their geographical location, wear
a wrapper that is either below the knee or very short,
sometimes wrapping it around the waist and at other
times wrapping it across one shoulder. Those warriors
wearing short wrappers are said to choose that style to
show off their handsome bodies. Masai women wear a
skirt or cloth wrapped around their waist as well as a blan-
ket or cloth wrapped over their shoulders. Somali peo-
ple wore leather garments of their own making before
the 1800s, but imported cotton textiles quickly made in-
roads and included several options of wrapping the body
for both men and women, depending on the occasion and
the weather.

For festive, ritual, or ceremonial occasions, Ghana-
ian men wear a well-known example of an African wrap-
around garment similar to the Roman toga. They take a
large rectangle of cloth, sometimes as large as six yards
square, depending on the size of the man, and wrap it
full-length around the body with one shoulder uncov-
ered. This style became internationally visible in the
1960s when the first president of Ghana, Kwame
Nkrumah, wore it and was photographed in it for cere-
monial occasions, both at home and abroad.

Preshaped dress involves cutting and sewing lengths
of cloth to make a garment fit the body. Common styles
are shirts, blouses, robes, and pants, or the Hausa man’s
baba riga (big gown). Cross-cultural contacts influenced
the design of many preshaped garments. The colonial im-
pact and trade contacts of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries are seen in several women’s gowns.
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For example, the long gown (called boubou) made popu-
lar by Wolof women in Senegal indicates probable Mus-
lim and Middle Eastern origins, whereas the gowns of
Herero women in Namibia, Efik women in Nigeria, and
the “granny” gown of women in Egypt show nineteenth-
century European contact.

Men’s trouser shapes vary considerably. Along with
Western fashions found across the continent, indigenous
fashions also abound. In Nigeria, Hausa men wear enor-
mously large drawstring breeches with a “baba riga” over
the top. Yoruba men wear both wide or narrow trousers,
often as a three-piece outfit along with a robe (agbada)
and shirt (dansiki). When the men’s ensemble is tailored
from colorful, wax-printed cotton, the Yoruba outfit is
interpreted as being informal. If made from damask, lace,
eyelet, brocade, or the handwoven textile of nubby, na-
tive silk that the Yoruba call sanyan (produced by a dif-
ferent silk worm than the Asian one), the ensemble is
considered formal.

Throughout Africa, males wear preshaped shirts and
hip-length or calf-length garments with trousers or wrap-
pers. Finishing and decorating details distinguish many
of the garments as being associated with one ethnic group
or another. In the Republic of Benin, Fon men’s ensem-
bles include a heavily embroidered, sleeveless tunic
pleated at the neckline and flared at the hipline that they
combine with embroidered trousers and an embroidered
cap. In Cote d’Ivoire and Ghana, Mandinka and Akan
men wear garments known as war shirts and hunters’
shirts. Amulets decorate these garments and are made of
animal horns, claws, teeth, or packets that contain slips
of paper with magical or mystical words written on them.

Enclosing garments include suspended and combina-
tion forms. Some hats are suspended by being perched on
top of the head and many items of jewelry are suspended
around the neck or wrist. Capes (often worn by  Hausa
and Fulani emirs and other royalty) are combination forms.
Preshaped and stitched, they are also loosely suspended
from the shoulders.

Items held by or for a person complete an African
ensemble. As accessory items, these include umbrellas,
canes, walking sticks, purses, handbags, fans, switches,
handkerchiefs, linguist staffs, and tusks, as well as
weapons such as daggers, swords, and spears. Many ma-
terials are used for these items. An individual carries an
umbrella for protection from rain or as a substitute for a
cane. Attendants for a ruler carry large, decorative, and
colorful umbrellas to emphasize the ruler’s position and
significance, for a ruler should not be so encumbered.
Canes and walking sticks are made of wood, ivory, or
plastic; fans, of paper, leather, hide, or feathers. Fash-
ionable handbags are commercially manufactured; some
are produced domestically while others are imported.
When wearing an indigenous ensemble, an individual of-
ten carries a bag crafted from indigenous materials, such
as domestically produced leather that is also dyed,

painted, or decorated with beads. An ivory elephant’s tusk
held by an important individual indicates high status and
wealth.

Many types of body modifications and jewelry also
dress the torso. Tattooing occurs among light-skinned
people, like the North African Berbers, because tattoos
do not show on dark skin. Instead, permanent markings
in the form of scarification and cicatrization or tempo-
rary cosmetics (ochre, kaolin, indigo, henna, and chalk)
decorate dark-skinned bodies. Many permanent-marking
procedures began to die out in the twentieth century as
Africans became exposed to Western cosmetic and body
decoration practices, and interest grew in looking “mod-
ern.” Cosmetics familiar to Westerners are easily avail-
able throughout Africa, although not always worn or used
plentifully. Again, the issue relates to varieties of skin
color, for lipstick and blush are not as visible on dark
complexions as on light-colored ones. Similarly, henna—
a common cosmetic in North Africa and the Middle
East—is not used by Africans with darker skin, although
it is sometimes used on the palms and bottom of the feet,
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which are lighter parts of the body. Both men and women
wear scented products, but frequently, African men wear
stronger scents than found among most European and
American men. European perfumes and scents can be
purchased throughout Africa, but prohibitive prices pre-
clude wide usage. Instead, indigenous products are avail-
able and used, as in the case of Muslim women who stand
over incense burners to scent their clothing with the fra-
grant smoke.

Africans display many kinds of jewelry. Items for the
torso include necklaces, armlets, bracelets, and anklets of
many types, along with items that circle the waist, such
as “waist beads.” Necklaces vary in size and style, from
large to small, fashioned from metals, beads, shells,
chains, and medallions. Some bracelets and anklets are
modest in size, circling only the wrist and ankle with
metal or beads. Others are massive, used to adorn the
lower arm, upper arm, or lower leg with coils of copper
or chunks of ivory. Materials used for body ornaments
include gold, silver, brass, copper, ivory, natural stones
like jasper, coral, and amber, and many cowrie shells
(which often decorate garments as well). Both imported
and locally produced glass beads exist throughout Africa.
Italy, Austria, and Germany historically exported glass
beads to all areas of Africa, and artisans in towns (Bida,
Nigeria, for example) produce glass beads from recycled
beverage bottles. Both Masai men and women wear neck-
laces of imported, colorful beads that that look like wide
collars and rest on the back of the neck. Some Masai chil-
dren wear miniature examples of these beaded necklaces
as well as beaded bracelets and anklets. Small disk shapes
cut from ostrich shells or celluloid are used for waist
beads worn by women and girls in West Africa. These
beads are decorative and also sexually attractive in inti-
mate situations. Some make sounds that attract attention
when the individual moves.

Color, texture, or fabric motif distinguishes the dress
of different peoples. All types of textiles exist from im-
ported natural and synthetic yarns along with domestic
ones of cotton, wool, silk, and synthetics. Favorite fab-
rics include plain broadcloth, lace, eyelet, damask, bro-
cade, and velvet. Suppliers are generally located in Africa,
but import sources include the United Kingdom and such
European countries as the Netherlands and Switzerland.
Asian sources include Japan, China, and India, where
manufacturers cater to African preferences for specific
textile motifs and colors. Fashions in material, design, and
color change over time, but preferences for muted and
somber colors can often be found in some countries,
bright and saturated colors in others, and dazzling whites
or pastels in still others. A printed textile used for wrap-
pers in Tanzania and Kenya known as kanga, domesti-
cally produced in the early 2000s, has a distinct pattern.
Ordinarily, the colors are bright green, yellow, orange,
and red. The cloth is printed in repeat motifs that in-
clude a motto or saying. These written messages com-
municate political or social points of view. Somali men

and women have used imported cloth for their wrappers
for many years. Records from the nineteenth century in-
dicate that one type, an inexpensive white cotton, was
called merikani because it was imported from the United
States. Another imported blue fabric worn during the
same period, came from the Indian city of Surat to be
used by married women as a head wrap.

Identical textiles worn for special events by a large
number of people are popular in various locations. An
entire community or special group may honor significant
people (usually political) by having their portrait screen-
printed on a commercially manufactured textile or T-
shirt. Other times, members of the group select a special
color or pattern of either handwoven or commercial cloth
to wear. The custom of wearing identical cloth is known
as aso ebi (family dress) and aso egbi (association dress)
among the Yoruba of Nigeria, where it apparently be-
gan. Other groups, the Ibo of Nigeria, for example, have
adopted the custom and call their identical dress “uni-
forms.” Techniques to decorate garments include em-
broidery, beading, and appliqué. Various robes worn by
men throughout West Africa are heavily embroidered;
simpler embroidery is seen on some of the contemporary
gowns worn by women, caftans or boubous, especially
those being made for the tourist market in the early
twenty-first century. Beading is found on robes of some
royalty; sequins and beads decorate women’s blouses, for
example among the Yoruba and Kalabari-Ijo. Appliqué is
often used for ceremonial attire, masquerade garb, and
trappings for horses.

Hair Styles and Headwear
Stylish coiffure, headwear, and appropriate cosmetics of-
ten complete African ensembles of dress, and in addi-
tion provide information about gender, age, political
position, or community standing. Hairstyles vary across
the continent. Braiding (sometimes called plaiting or
weaving) the hair and twisting are common as well as
combing the hair in sections to produce a pattern on the
scalp after the sections are braided or bound with thread.
Wigs are worn, fashionable ones for every day, made
from synthetic or human hair, as well as older types,
made from indigenous fibers, for special ceremonies.
Older customs also included adding oil, ochre, or mud
to give textural and sculptural effects to the hair. Head-
wear is made from indigenous as well as imported ma-
terials including textiles, skins, feathers, straw, raffia, and
beads. Children and youth wear headgear less often than
adults do. Men’s headwear includes caps, hats, and tur-
bans and in some areas exhibits greater variety in type
than the head wraps (often called head ties) and other
headwear of women. This may be related to a wider
range of available positions in political and religious sys-
tems for men than women, such as chieftaincies and
priesthoods. Men’s headwear includes many types of
caps and hats from handwoven and hand-embroidered
fabrics but, especially since the arrival of Europeans,
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men wear many styles of imported hats and caps. Opu-
lent decorations for hats of high-status (often royal) men
include embroidery with metallic threads of gold and sil-
ver or precious gems or metals. In some areas, men se-
lect an imported top hat, derby, or fedora as part of their
dress ensemble, again indicating high status, whether
born into the position or achieved by being granted a
local honor or reaching a certain age. Veils and turbans
may also be part of male dress. The wrapped white tur-
ban of a Hausa man shows that he has been to Mecca.
The shiny, deep indigo-dyed veils worn by Tuareg males
make them easily identifiable.

Adult females, particularly the Yoruba of Nigeria and
Ndebele of Southern Africa, most often wear cloth head
ties wrapped in numerous shapes and styles. Fashion
changes as well as creativity and individual flair influence
their head-tie arrangements. A highly desirable fabric for
women’s head ties in western Africa comes from a man-
ufacturer in England, but women also select hand-woven
cloth to match their wrapper set. An example of fashion
change occurred among Herero women, who used skins
for  headwear in the 1800s, but use cloth in the early
2000s. Muslim women throughout Africa employ several

methods to cover their hair. Some cut and sew cloth to
preshape a head covering or suspend fabric to create a
veil that reveals only their eyes. Others loosely wrap fab-
ric over their heads and tie or pin it under their chins.
Some veiling garments, such as the burqa, were once
worn only by Arab women living in Africa but have spread
to other Muslim populations. Jewelry also decorates the
hair and head for men and women, including earrings,
hair ornaments, and headbands using the same beads,
metals, precious and semiprecious gems, ivory, stones,
fibers, and many natural materials to fashion them. Im-
ported items like buttons also provide decoration.

Footwear
Footwear is often desired to complete a person’s dress
ensemble. During colonial periods, some Europeans did
not allow shoes to be worn by those subservient to them,
whether in the house or at work in colonial offices. Many
styles of leather sandals, boots, and shoes are worn; these
may be handmade or commercially manufactured, locally
or abroad. Inexpensive rubber and plastic thongs are
widely available for people who want to protect their feet
in a minimal fashion and for minimal cost. In contrast,
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men and women of special rank wear distinctive and ex-
pensive footwear decorated with beads, rare feathers, pre-
cious metals, or carefully worked designs in leather. For
example, Hausa emirs in northern Nigeria display ostrich
feathers on the insteps of their footwear to complement
their royal gown and cape, and the horsemen in their
royal entourage wear leather boots. In the south of Nige-
ria, rulers choose other footwear. The oba of Benin puts
on slippers covered with coral beads as part of his cere-
monial dress, and the royal ensemble of the Alake of
Abeokuta includes colorful slippers covered with tiny im-
ported glass beads.

Conclusion
African dress may consist of a single item or an ensem-
ble and range from simple to complex. Single items such
as a hat, necklace, or waist beads contrast with the total
ensemble of an elaborate gown or robe worn with a head
covering, jewelry, and accessories. A wrapper, body paint,
and uncomplicated hairdo exemplify a simple ensemble
whereas a complex one combines several richly decorated
garments, an intricate coiffure, opulent jewelry, and other
items. Either single items or total ensembles may have
an additive, cumulative character created by clusters of
beads or layers of cloth or jewelry. As an individual’s body
moves, such clusters and layers are necessary components
of dress that provides ambient noise with the rustle of
fibers or fabrics and jingle of jewelry. A bulky body of-
ten indicates power and the importance of the individ-
ual’s position, but slenderness is gaining popularity as
young people travel to the West or see Western media.
Impressiveness through bulk can be achieved by layering
garments and jewelry or using heavy fabric. Examples are
the elaborate robes of a ruler, such as the Asantehene of
the Asante people in Ghana. On top of his robes, he adds
impressive amounts of gold jewelry and presents himself
in an ensemble expected by his subjects. Similarly, the
customers of a successful and powerful market woman
expect her to wear an imposing wrapper set, blouse, and
head wrap. In many cases, middle-class and wealthy
African men and women enjoy a wardrobe of many types
of dress, selecting from a variety of Western pieces of ap-
parel or from indigenous items. Such a wardrobe allows
selection of an outfit to attend an ethnic funeral or cer-
emonial event in their hometown as well as dress in cur-
rent fashions from Europe and America when traveling,
studying abroad, or living or visiting in African cos-
mopolitan cities.

The wide range of color and style in African dress,
headdress, and footwear reflects the reality that covering
and adorning the body is used to provide both aesthetic
and social information about an individual or a group.
Aesthetically, individuals can manipulate color, texture,
shape, and proportion with great skill. An individual’s
dress may express an individual’s personal aesthetic in-
terest or it may indicate membership in an ethnic, occu-
pational, or religious group. Similarly, an individual’s

dress conveys social information because specific expec-
tations exist within groups for appropriate outfits for age,
occupation, and group affiliation. Understanding the
dress of the people who live on the large African conti-
nent means realizing that many complex factors con-
tribute to choices that an African makes about what to
wear at a particular time. To appreciate fully or depict
accurately the dress of an individual African or of a spe-
cific African group of people, one needs to consult avail-
able social and historical records and contemporary
scholarly information as well as African newspapers, mag-
azines, television, and other media sources.

See also Africa, North: History of Dress; Bogolan; Burqa;
Dashiki; Indigo; Kanga; Kente; Pagne and Wrapper;
Secondhand Clothes, Anthropology of; Textiles,
African; Xuly Bët.
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AFRO HAIRSTYLE At the end of the 1950s, a small
number of young black female dancers and jazz singers
broke with prevailing black community norms and wore
unstraightened hair. The hairstyle they wore had no
name and when noticed by the black press, was commonly
referred to as wearing hair “close-cropped.” These
dancers and musicians were sympathetic to or involved
with the civil rights movement and felt that unstraight-
ened hair expressed their feelings of racial pride. Around
1960, similarly motivated female student civil rights ac-
tivists at Howard University and other historically black
colleges stopped straightening their hair, had it cut short,
and generally suffered ridicule from fellow students. Over
time the close-cropped style developed into a large round
shape, worn by both sexes, and achieved by lifting longer
unstraightened hair outward with a wide-toothed comb
known as an Afro pick. At the peak of its popularity in
the late 1960s and early 1970s the Afro epitomized the
black is beautiful movement. In those years the style rep-
resented a celebration of black beauty and a repudiation
of Eurocentric beauty standards. It also created a sense
of commonality among its wearers who saw the style as
the mark of a person who was willing to take a defiant
stand against racial injustice. As the Afro increased in
popularity its association with black political movements
weakened and so its capacity to communicate the politi-
cal commitments of its wearers declined.

Pre-Existing Norms
In the 1950s black women were expected to straighten

their hair. An unstraightened black female hairstyle con-
stituted a radical rejection of black community norms.
Black women straightened their hair by coating it with
protective pomade and combing it with a heated metal
comb. This technique transformed the tight curls of
African American hair into completely straight hair with
a pomaded sheen. Straightened hair remained straight
until it had contact with water. Black women made every
effort to lengthen the time between touch-ups. They pro-
tected their hair from rain, did not go swimming, and
washed their hair only immediately before straightening
it again. If a woman could not straighten her hair, she
covered it with a scarf.

The technology of hair straightening served prevail-
ing gender norms that defined long wavy hair as beauti-
fully feminine. While hair straightening could not
lengthen hair and may have contributed to breakage, it
transformed tightly curled hair into straight hair that
could be set into waves. Tightly curled hair was dispar-
aged as “nappy” or “bad hair,” while straight hair was
praised as “good hair.” The Eurocentric underpinnings

of these black community judgments have led many to
characterize the practice of hair straightening as a black
attempt to imitate whites. Cultural critics have countered
by arguing that hair straightening represented much
more than an imitation of whites. Black women modeled
themselves after other black women who straightened
their hair to present themselves as urban, modern, and
well groomed.

In the post–World War II period, when the vast ma-
jority of black women straightened their hair, most black
men wore short unstraightened hair. The male straight-
ened hairstyle that was known as the conk was highly vis-
ible because it was the style favored by many black
entertainers. The conk, however, was a rebellious style
associated with entertainers and with men in criminal
subcultures. Conventional black men and men with middle-
class aspirations kept their hair short and did not
straighten it.

Origins
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, awareness of newly in-
dependent African nations and the victories and setbacks
of the civil rights movement encouraged feelings of hope
and anger, as well as exploration of identity among young
African Americans. The Afro originated in that political
and emotional climate. The style fit with a broader gen-
erational rejection of artifice but more importantly, it ex-
pressed defiance of racist beauty norms, rejection of
middle-class conventions, and pride in black beauty. The
unstraightened hair of the Afro was simultaneously a way
to celebrate the cultural and physical distinctiveness of
the race and to reject practices associated with emulation
of whites.

Dancers, jazz and folk musicians, and university stu-
dents may have enjoyed greater freedom to defy con-
ventional styles than ordinary working women and were
the first to wear unstraightened styles. In the late 1950s
a few black modern dancers who tired of continually
touching-up straightened hair that perspiration had re-
turned to kinkiness, decided to wear short unstraightened
hair. Ruth Beckford, who performed with Katherine
Dunham, recalled the confused reactions she received
when she wore a short unstraightened haircut. Strangers
offered her cures to help her hair grow and a young stu-
dent asked the shapely Miss Beckford if she was a man.

Around 1960, in politically active circles on the cam-
puses of historically black colleges and in civil rights
movement organizations, a few young black women
adopted natural hairstyles. As early as 1961 the jazz mu-
sicians Abbey Lincoln, Melba Liston, Miriam Makeba,
Nina Simone and folk singer Odetta were performing
wearing short unstraightened hair. Though these women
are primarily known as performing artists, political com-
mitments were integral to their work. They sang lyrics
calling for racial justice and performed at civil rights
movement rallies and fund-raisers. In 1962 and 1963
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Abbey Lincoln toured with Grandassa, a group of mod-
els and entertainers whose fashion shows promoted the
link between black pride and what had begun to be called
variously the “au naturel,” “au naturelle,” or “natural”
look. When the mainstream black press took note of un-
straightened hair, reporters generally insinuated that
wearers of “au naturelle” styles had sacrificed their sex ap-
peal for their politics. They could not yet see unstraight-
ened hair as beautiful.

Early Reactions
Though they received support for the style among fel-
low activists, the first women who wore unstraightened
styles experienced shocked stares, ridicule, and insults for
wearing styles that were perceived as appalling rejections
of community standards. Many of these women had con-
flicts with their elders who thought of hair straightening
as essential good grooming. Ironically, a few black female
students who were isolated at predominantly white col-
leges experienced acceptance from white radicals who
were unfamiliar with black community norms. More
mainstream whites, however, saw the style as shockingly
unconventional and some employers banned Afros from
the workplace. As more women abandoned hair straight-
ening, the natural became a recognizable style and a fre-

quent topic of debate in the black press. Increasing num-
bers of women stopped straightening their hair as the
practice became emblematic of racial shame. At a 1966
rally, the black leader Stokely Carmichael fused style, pol-
itics, and self-love when he told the crowd: “We have to
stop being ashamed of being black. A broad nose, a thick
lip, and nappy hair is us and we are going to call that
beautiful whether they like it or not. We are not going
to fry our hair anymore” (Bracey, Meier, and Rudwick
1970, p. 472). The phrase “black is beautiful” was every-
where and it summed up a new aesthetic ranking that val-
ued the beauty of dark brown skin and the tight curls of
unstraightened hair.

Increasing numbers of activists adopted the hairstyle
and the media disseminated their images. By 1966 the
Afro was firmly associated with political activism.
Women who wore unstraightened hair could feel that
their hair identified them with the emerging black power
movement. Televised images of Black Panther Party
members wearing black leather jackets, black berets, sun-
glasses, and Afros projected the embodiment of black rad-
icalism. Some men and many women began to grow
larger Afros. Eventually only hair that was cut in a large
round shape was called an Afro, while other unstraight-
ened haircuts were called naturals.
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Activist Angela Davis, without and with an Afro. By the late 1960s, the Afro was less frequently associated with black political
movements, but the notoriety of Davis caused many to refer to the Afro as the “Angela Davis look.” © BETTMANN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED
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Popularization
As larger numbers of black men and women wore the
Afro, workplace and intergenerational conflicts lessened.
In 1968 Kent cigarettes and Pepsi-cola developed print
advertisements featuring women with large Afros. Dec-
orative Afro picks with black power fist-shaped handles
or African motifs were popular fashion items. While con-
tinuing to market older products for straightening hair,
manufacturers of black hair-care products formulated
new products for Afro care. The electric “blow-out
comb” combined a blow-dryer and an Afro pick for
styling large Afros. Wig manufacturers introduced Afro
wigs. Though the Afro’s origins were in the United
States, Johnson Products, longtime manufacturer of hair-
straightening products, promoted its new line of Afro
Sheen products with the Swahili words for “beautiful
people” in radio and print advertisements that stated
“Wantu Wazuri use Afro Sheen.” In 1968 a large Afro
was a crucial element of the style of Clarence Williams
III, star of the popular television series, The Mod Squad.
In 1969 British Vogue published Patrick Lichfield’s pho-
tograph of Marsha Hunt, who posed nude except for arm
and ankle bands and her grand round Afro. This widely
celebrated image fit with an emerging fashion industry
pattern of featuring black models associated with signi-
fiers of the primitive, wildness, or exotica.

One wearer of a large Afro was the activist and scholar
Angela Davis who wore the style in keeping with the prac-
tices of other politically active black women. When, in
1970, she was placed on the FBI’s most wanted list, her
image circulated internationally. During her time as a fugi-
tive and prisoner she became a heroine for many black
women as a wide campaign worked for her release. The
large Afro became indelibly associated with Angela Davis
and increasingly described as the “Angela Davis look.”
Ironically the popularization of her image contributed to
the transformation of the Afro from a practice that ex-
pressed the political commitments of dedicated activists to
a style that could be worn by the merely fashion-conscious.

The style that became the Afro originated with black
women. Since most black men wore short unstraightened
hair in the late 1950s, short unstraightened hair could
only represent something noteworthy for black women.
When, in the mid-1960s, the style evolved into a large
round shape, it became a style for men as well as women.
Since black men customarily wore unstraightened hair,
an Afro was only an Afro when it was large. During the
late 1960s and early 1970s, when men and women wore
Afros, commercial advertising and politically inclined art-
work generally reasserted gender distinctions that had
been challenged by the first women who dared to wear
short unstraightened hair. Countless images of the era
showed the head and shoulders of a black man wearing
a large Afro behind a black woman with a larger Afro.
Typically, the woman’s shoulders were bare and she wore
large earrings.

Declining Popularity and Enduring Significance
In the late 1960s the black radical H. Rap Brown com-
plained that underneath their natural hairstyles too many
blacks had “processed minds.” By the end of the decade
many blacks would agree with his observation that the
style said little about a wearer’s political views. As fashion
incorporated the formerly shocking style, it detached the
Afro from its political origins. The hair-care industry
worked to position the Afro as one option among many
and to reassert hair straightening as the essential first step
of black women’s hair care. In 1970 a style known as the
Curly Afro, which required straightening and then curl-
ing hair, became popular for black women. In 1972 Ron
O’Neal revived pre-1960s subcultural images of black
masculinity when he wore long wavy hair as the star of
the film Superfly. Large Afros continued to be popular
through the 1970s but their use in the era’s blaxploitation
films introduced new associations with Hollywood’s par-
odic representations of black subcultures.

While the large round Afro is so strongly associated
with the 1970s that it is most frequently revived in com-
ical retro contexts, the Afro nonetheless had enduring
consequences. It permanently expanded prevailing im-
ages of beauty. In 2003 the black singer Erykah Badu
stepped onstage at Harlem’s Apollo Theater wearing a
large Afro wig. After a few songs she removed the wig to
reveal her short unstraightened hair. Reporters described
her hair using the language employed by those who had
first attempted to describe the styles worn by singer Nina
Simone, Abbey Lincoln, and Odetta at the beginning of
the 1960s. They called it “close-cropped.” Prior to the
popularity of the Afro black women hid unstraightened
hair under scarves. Through the Afro the public grew ac-
customed to seeing the texture of unstraightened hair as
beautiful and the way was opened for a proliferation of
unstraightened African American styles.

See also African American Dress; Afrocentric Fashion; Bar-
bers; Hair Accessories; Hairdressers; Hairstyles.
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Maxine Leeds Craig

AFROCENTRIC FASHION An Afrocentric per-
spective references African history and applies it to all
creative, social, and political activity.

Negritude and Afrocentricity
Afrocentricity was founded in the 1940s when Aimé Cé-
saire and Léopold Sédar Senghor, president of Senegal
and poet, used the term “negritude” to describe the ef-
fects of Western colonization upon black people without
any reference to their culture, language, or place. The
most significant example of colonization was the Atlantic
slave trade that started in the fourteenth century and
lasted for 400 years. However, the effects of colonization
have arguably caused Africa to become economically un-
derdeveloped and culturally bereft. For the descendants
of slaves living in Western countries Atlantic slavery had
resulted in them experiencing disadvantage and intoler-
ance, which was based upon their physical dissimilarity
from the indigenous population. These points are at the
kernel of Aimé Césaire and Léopold Sédar Senghor’s idea
that negritude is defined by the physical state of the black
person, which is blackness.

Afrocentrism gained gravitas when Cheikh Anta
Diop (1974) argued that ancient Africans and modern
Africans share similar physical appearances and other ge-
netic similarities, as well as cultural patterns and language
structures. Diop and others have used this insight to
sponsor the idea of ancient Egypt (Kemet) as a black civ-
ilization and a reference point for modern Africans.

Frantz Fanon (1967) used the term “negritude” to
illustrate the existence of black psychological pathologies
that hindered black individuals from attaining liberation
within Western modernism and the way all black people
are affected by colonialism. An example of black psycho-
logical pathology in self-expression is found in the way
fashion provides a visual backdrop to the engagement be-
tween mask and identity, image and identification. The
purpose of fashion in the African setting is precise; it en-
ables black individuals to attain status positions that are
outside of their usual habitus. In doing so blacks use some
of the visual tools of their oppression and liberation when
creating their fashioned self image. Fanon provides a
sketch of a black Caribbean man who arrives in the West
after leaving his homeland. He leaves behind a way of life
symbolized by the bandanna and the straw hat. Once in
the West the man shifts into a position, which is mani-
fest by his unease of existing in the West and perhaps
from wearing Western clothes. Fanon’s rather harsh in-
dictment offers blacks in the West only two possibilities,

either to stand with the white world or to reject it. This
concept of negritude contributed to the conceptual basis
of Afrocentrism.

Expression of Self
The way that black people use apparel in personal rep-
resentations of self may differ and be dependent upon lo-
cation and perspective. Afrocentric fashion is analogous
to Western fashion. Both appropriate much from oppo-
sitional fashion expressions; consequently both expres-
sions are fragmented and perennially incomplete. Avid
Afrocentrists reject the idea that Afrocentricism might be
influenced or contain traces of Western culture, though
it is perceptible that Afrocentric fashion is less absolute
than other expressive forms, such as music and art.

In Africa and in the African diaspora, disparate ele-
ments may be united by their adoption  of Afrocentric
apparel. Visualizations of Afrocentric clothing are made
with reference to Kemet and are therefore mental con-
structions that are mimetic because they draw upon the
idea of an ancient African self and its accompanied ges-
tures, which are of course an aberration, occasioned by
the pathology that Fanon alluded to. Around the time of
the 1960s American civil rights movement, Afrocentri-
cism became important and sometimes central to the
fashion expressions of black people living in America, the
Caribbean, and Britain.

Ordinarily, Afrocentric clothing does not feature fine
linen dresses, kilts, collars, or the wearing of kohl on one’s
eyes; yet Afrocentric dressing does feature selected ap-
parel motifs and long-established textiles, production,
and cutting methods from the rest of Africa. Afrocentric
fashion references the apparel traditions of multicultural
Africa, including the traditions of both the colonizers and
the colonized. The story of batik (which is Indonesian in
origin) is an example of the former.

For Afrocentrists, Afrocentric dress is the norm; con-
sequently Western dress is “ethnic” and therefore “ex-
otic.” For that reason, Afrocentric dress has become a
virtuoso expression of African diaspora culture. Political
and cultural activities like black cultural nationalism have
adopted Afrocentric fashion for its visual symbolism.
African and black identity and black nationalism are ex-
pressed by the wearing of African and African-inspired
dress such as the dashiki, Abacos (Mao-styled suit),
Kanga, caftan, wraps, and Buba. All of these items are
cultural products of the black diaspora and are worn ex-
clusively or integrated into Western dress.

These fashions connote a dissonance. The combina-
tion of Afrocentric and Western styles in a single garment
or outfit is a direct confrontation of Western fashion, es-
pecially if the clothing does not simultaneously promote
an Afrocentric leitmotiv or theme. Within its configura-
tion, Afrocentric dress co-opts a number of textiles.
Ghanaian kente cloth, batik, mud cloth, indigo cloth, and,
to a lesser extent, bark cloth are used. Interestingly,
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Trio modeling Afrocentric clothing. The women wear bubas, a type of floor-length West African garment, and the man wears a
loose-fitting dashiki shirt and wooden jewelry. © BETTMANN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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dashikis, Abacos, Kangas, caftans, wraps, and Saki robes
are all made in kente, batik, and mud cloth, but are also
made in plain cottons, polyesters, and glittery novelty fab-
rics and tiger, leopard, and zebra prints.

Less popular are apparel items that do not assimilate
well in everyday life; these are grand items such the West
African Buba, which can be a voluminous floor-length
robe that is often embroidered at the neckline and worn
both by men and women. Various types of accessories
such as skullcaps, kofis, turbans, and Egyptian- and
Ghanaian-inspired jewelry are worn with other Afrocen-
tric items or separately with Western items. Afrocentric
fabrics that are made into ties, purses, graduation cowls,
and pocket-handkerchiefs have special significance within
the middle-class African diaspora.

Who Has Worn Afrocentric Fashion?
The most significant expression of Afrocentricity outside
of Africa existed in America during the 1960s and 1970s.
The Black Panthers and other black nationalist and civil
rights groups used clothing as a synthesis of protest and
self-affirmation. Prototype items consisted of men’s
berets, knitted tams, black leather jackets, black turtle-
neck sweaters, Converse sneakers, and Afrocentric items
including dashikis, various versions of Afro hairstyles, and
to a lesser extent Nehru jackets, caftans, and djellabas for
men. Women adopted tight black turtleneck sweaters,
leather trousers, dark shades, Yoruba-style head wraps,
batik wrap skirts, and African inspired jewelry. For both
men and women, the latter items were Afrocentric; the
former were incorporated into Afrocentricity because the
constituency wore them and popularized them, and they
became idiomatic of black protest.

In 1962, Kwame Brathwaite and the African Jazz-Art
Society and Studios in Harlem presented a fashion and
cultural show that featured the Grandassa Models. The
show became an annual event. The purpose was to explore
the idea that “black is beautiful.” It did so by using dark-
skinned models with kinky hair wearing clothes that used
African fabrics cut in shapes derivative of African dress.
The impetus for the popularity of Afrocentric fashion in
America arose from this event. The Grandassa Models ex-
plored the possibilities of kente, mud cloth, batik, tie-dye,
and indigo cloths, and numerous possibilities of wrapping
cloth, as opposed to cut-and-sewn apparel. Subsequently,
such entertainers as Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin, the
Voices of East Harlem, and Stevie Wonder on occasion
wore part or full Afrocentric dress. In America, the
Caribbean, and Britain, Afrocentric fashion was most pop-
ular during the 1960s and 1970s. Turbans, dashikis, large
hooped earrings, and cowrie shell jewelry became the most
popular Afrocentric fashion items.

Similar to the Black Panthers, Jamaican Rastafarians
wear “essentialized” fashion items. However, spiritual,
aesthetic, and cultural values of Rastafarianism are im-
plied through various apparel items. The material culture

of Rastafarianism is directly linked to cultural resistance,
signified by military combat pants, battle jackets, and
berets. These items were introduced in the 1970s and
provided Rastafarians with a sense of identity that is fur-
ther supported and symbolized by dreadlocks, the red,
green, and gold Ethiopian flag, and the image of the Lion
of Judah, which represents strength and dread.

Jamaican Dancehall, a music-led subculture that
started with picnics and tea dances in the 1950s, features
a wide repertoire of fashion themes. One widely used
theme is African. African dress is omnipresent in Dance-
hall fashion; items such as the baggy “Click Suits,” worn
by men in the mid-1990s, were based on the African
Buba top and Sokoto pants. Women’s fashions—including
baggy layered clothing made in vibrant and sometimes
gaudy colors; transparent, plastic, or stretchable fabrics;
and decorations, such as beading, fringing, or rickrack—
were shaped into discordant Western silhouettes.
Dancehall fashions of the 1990s symbolized sexuality,
self-determination; and freedom. Wearers rejected ap-
parel that was comfortable and practical in favor of cloth-
ing that celebrated hedonism.

Wearers of Afrocentric dress distinguish themselves
and celebrate “Africanness” within the context of the
West. Adoption of Afrocentric clothing is a way of cast-
ing aside the deep psychological rift of topographical past
and modern present that the psychiatrist Frantz Fanon
writes of in Black Skin, White Masks (1967). Afrocentric
dress is also present in black music cultures of the
Caribbean, United States, and the United Kingdom. In
the early 2000s B-boys and girls, Flyboys and girls,
Dancehall Kings and Queens, Daisy Agers, Rastafarians,
neo-Panthers, Funki Dreds, and Junglist all include Afro-
centicity in their fashion choices. Afrocentric fashion fea-
tures combinations of commonplace apparel items that
represent dissonance with selected preeminent pieces
from Africa’s primordial past and its present.

See also African American Dress; Batik; Boubou; Dashiki;
Kente.
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Van Dyk Lewis

AGBADA Agbada is a four-piece male attire found
among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria and the Re-
public of Benin, West Africa. It consists of a large, free-
flowing outer robe (awosoke), an undervest (awotele), a pair
of long trousers (sokoto), and a hat (fìla). The outer robe—
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from which the entire outfit derives the name agbada,
meaning “voluminous attire”—is a big, loose-fitting, 
ankle-length garment. It has three sections: a rectangu-
lar centerpiece, flanked by wide sleeves. The center-
piece—usually covered front and back with elaborate
embroidery—has a neck hole (orun) and big pocket (apo)
on the left side. The density and extent of the embroi-
dery vary considerably, depending on how much a pa-
tron can afford. There are two types of undervest: the
buba, a loose, round-neck shirt with elbow-length sleeves;
and dansiki, a loose, round-neck, sleeveless smock. The
Yoruba trousers, all of which have a drawstring for se-
curing them around the waist, come in a variety of shapes
and lengths. The two most popular trousers for the ag-
bada are sooro, a close-fitting, ankle-length, and narrow-
bottomed piece; and kembe, a loose, wide-bottomed one
that reaches slightly below the knee, but not as far as the
ankle. Different types of hats may be worn to comple-
ment the agbada; the most popular, gobi, is cylindrical in
form, measuring between nine and ten inches long.
When worn, it may be compressed and shaped forward,
sideways, or backward. Literally meaning “the dog-eared
one,” the abetiaja has a crestlike shape and derives its
name from its hanging flaps that may be used to cover
the ears in cold weather. Otherwise, the two flaps are
turned upward in normal wear. The labankada is a big-
ger version of the abetiaja, and is worn in such a way as
to reveal the contrasting color of the cloth used as un-
derlay for the flaps. Some fashionable men may add an
accessory to the agbada outfit in the form of a wraparound
(ibora). A shoe or sandal (bata) may be worn to complete
the outfit.

It is worth mentioning that the agbada is not exclu-
sive to the Yoruba, being found in other parts of Africa
as well. It is known as mbubb (French, boubou) among the
Wolof of Senegambia and as riga among the Hausa and
Fulani of the West African savannah from whom the
Yoruba adopted it. The general consensus among schol-
ars is that the attire originated in the Middle East and
was introduced to Africa by the Berber and Arab mer-
chants from the Maghreb (the Mediterranean coast) and
the desert Tuaregs during the trans-Saharan trade that
began in the pre-Christian era and lasted until the late
nineteenth century. While the exact date of its introduc-
tion to West Africa is uncertain, reports by visiting Arab
geographers indicate that the attire was very popular in
the area from the eleventh century onward, most espe-
cially in the ancient kingdoms of Ghana, Mali, Songhay,
Bornu, and Kanem, as well as in the Hausa states of
northern Nigeria. When worn with a turban, the riga or
mbubb identified an individual as an Arab, Berber, desert
Tuareg, or a Muslim. Because of its costly fabrics and
elaborate embroidery, the attire was once symbolic of
wealth and high status. Those ornamented with Arab cal-
ligraphy were believed to attract good fortune (baraka).
Hence, by the early nineteenth century, the attire had
been adopted by many non-Muslims in sub-Saharan

Africa, most especially kings, chiefs, and elites, who not
only modified it to reflect local dress aesthetics, but also
replaced the turban with indigenous headgears. The big-
ger the robe and the more elaborate its embroidery, the
higher the prestige and authority associated with it.

There are two major types of agbada among the
Yoruba, namely the casual (agbada iwole) and ceremonial
(agbada amurode). Commonly called Sulia or Sapara, the
casual agbada is smaller, less voluminous, and often made
of light, plain cotton. The Sapara came into being in the
1920s and is named after a Yoruba medical practitioner,
Dr. Oguntola Sapara, who felt uncomfortable in the tra-
ditional agbada. He therefore asked his tailor not only to
reduce the volume and length of his agbada, but also to
make it from imported, lightweight cotton. The cere-
monial agbada, on the other hand, is bigger, more ornate,
and frequently fashioned from expensive and heavier ma-
terials. The largest and most elaborately embroidered is
called agbada nla or girike. The most valued fabric for the
ceremonial agbada is the traditionally woven cloth popu-
larly called aso ofi (narrow-band weave) or aso oke (north-
ern weave). The term aso oke reflects the fact that the Oyo
Yoruba of the grassland to the north introduced this type
of fabric to the southern Yoruba. It also hints at the close
cultural interaction between the Oyo and their northern
neighbors, the Nupe, Hausa, and Fulani from whom the
former adopted certain dresses and musical instruments.
A typical narrow-band weave is produced on a horizon-
tal loom in a strip between four and six inches wide and
several yards long. The strip is later cut into the required
lengths and sewn together into broad sheets before be-
ing cut again into dress shapes and then tailored. A fab-
ric is called alari when woven from wild silk fiber dyed
deep red; sanyan when woven from brown or beige silk;
and etu when woven from indigo-dyed cotton. In any
case, a quality fabric with elaborate embroidery is ex-
pected to enhance social visibility, conveying the wearer’s
taste, status, and rank, among other things. Yet to the
Yoruba, it is not enough to wear an expensive agbada—
the body must display it to full advantage. For instance,
an oversize agbada may jokingly be likened to a sail (aso
igbokun), implying that the wearer runs the risk of being
blown off-course in a windstorm. An undersize agbada,
on the other hand, may be compared to the body-tight
plumage of a gray heron (ako) whose long legs make the
feathers seem too small for the bird’s height. Tall and
well-built men are said to look more attractive in a well-
tailored agbada. Yoruba women admiringly tease such men
with nicknames such as agunlejika (the square-shouldered
one) and agunt’asoolo (tall enough to display a robe to full
advantage). That the Yoruba place as much of a premium
on the quality of material as on how well a dress fits res-
onates in the popular saying, Gele o dun, bii ka mo o we, ka
mo o we, ko da bi ko yeni (It is not enough to put on a head-
gear, it is appreciated only when it fits well).

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, new
materials such as brocade, damask, and velvet have been
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used for the agbada. The traditional design, along with
the embroidery, is being modernized. The agbada worn
by the king of the Yoruba town of Akure, the late Oba
Adesida, is made of imported European velvet and partly
embroidered with glass beads. Instead of an ordinary hat,
the king wears a beaded crown with a veil (ade) that partly
conceals his face, signifying his role as a living represen-
tative of the ancestors—a role clearly reinforced by his
colorful, highly ornate, and expensive agbada.

In spite of its voluminous appearance, the agbada is
not as hot as it might seem to a non-Yoruba. Apart from
the fact that some of the fabrics may have openwork pat-
terns (eya), the looseness of an agbada and the frequent
adjustment of its open sleeves ventilate the body. This is
particularly so when the body is in motion, or during a
dance, when the sleeves are manipulated to emphasize
body movements.

See also Africa, Sub-Saharan: History of Dress.
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Babatunde Lawal

ALAÏA, AZZEDINE Azzedine Alaïa was born in
southern Tunisia in about 1940 to a farming family de-
scended from Spanish Arabic stock. He was brought up
by his maternal grandparents in Tunis and, at the age of
fifteen, enrolled at l’École des beaux-arts de Tunis to
study sculpture. However, his interest in form soon di-
verted him toward fashion. Alaïa’s career started with a
part-time job finishing hems (assisted at first by his sis-
ter, who also studied fashion). He became a dressmaker’s
assistant, helping to copy couture gowns by such Parisian
couturiers as Christian Dior, Pierre Balmain, and
Cristóbal Balenciaga for wealthy Tunisian clients; these
luxurious and refined creations set a standard for excel-
lence that Alaïa has emulated ever since.

In 1957 Alaïa moved to Paris. His first job, for Chris-
tian Dior, lasted only five days; the Algerian war had just
begun and Alaïa, being Arabic, was probably not welcome.
He then worked on two collections at Guy Laroche,
learning the essentials of dress construction. Introduced
to the cream of Parisian society by a Paris-based compa-
triot (Simone Zehrfuss, wife of the architect Bernard
Zehrfuss), Alaïa began to attract private commissions. Be-
tween 1960 and 1965 he lived as a housekeeper and dress-
maker for the comtesse Nicole de Blégiers and then
established a small salon on the Left Bank, where he built
up a devoted private clientele. He remained there until
1984, fashioning elegant clothing for, among others, the
French actress Arlette-Leonie Bathiat, the legendary cin-
ema star Greta Garbo, and the socialite Cécile de Roth-
schild, a cousin of the famous French banking family.
Alaïa also worked on commissions for other designers; for
example, he created the prototype for Yves Saint Lau-
rent’s Mondrian-inspired shift dress.

Ready-to-Wear Collections
By the 1970s, in response to the changing climate in fash-
ion, Alaïa’s focus shifted from custom-made gowns to
ready-to-wear for an emerging clientele of young, dis-
cerning customers. Toward the end of the decade he de-
signed for Thierry Mugler and produced a group of
leather garments for Charles Jourdan. Rejected for being
too provocative, they have been kept ever since in Alaïa’s
extensive archive. In 1981 he launched his first collection;
already favored by the French fashion press, he soon found
international success. In 1982 he showed his prêt-à-porter,
or ready-to-wear, line at Bergdorf Goodman in New
York, and in 1983 he opened a boutique in Beverly Hills.
The French Ministry of Culture honored him with the
Designer of the Year award in 1985. He has dressed many
famous women, such as the model Stephanie Seymour,
the entertainer and model Grace Jones, and the 1950s
Dior model Bettina. Moreover, Alaïa was the first to fea-
ture the supermodel Naomi Campbell on the catwalk.

In the early 1990s Alaïa relocated his Paris showroom
to a large, nineteenth-century, glass-roofed, iron-frame
building on the rue de Moussy. There he lives and works,
accompanied by various dogs, and his staff, regardless of
status, eat lunch together every day. Partly designed by
Julian Schnabel and adorned with his artwork, the build-
ing’s calm, pared-down interior, glass-roofed gallery, and
intense workshops resemble a shrine to fashion. Alaïa has
always been a nonconformist; since 1993 he has eschewed
producing a new collection every season, preferring to
show his creations at his atelier when they are ready, which
is often months later than announced.

King of Cling
Alaïa’s technique was formed through traditional couture
practice, but his style is essentially modern. He is best
known for his svelte, clinging garments that fit like a sec-
ond skin. Although he is revered in the early 2000s, the
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1980s were in many ways Alaïa’s time; his use of stretch
Lycra, silk jersey knits, and glove leather and suede suited
the sports- and body-conscious decade. The singer Tina
Turner said of his work, “He gives you the very best line
you can get out of your body. . . . Take any garment he
has made. You can’t drop the hem, you can’t let it out or
take it in. It’s a piece of sculpture” (Howell, p. 256).

Alaïa has described himself as a bâtisseur, or builder,
and his tailoring is exceptional. He cuts the pattern and
assembles the prototype for every single dress that he cre-
ates, sculpting and draping the fabric on a live model. As
he explains, “I have to try my things on a living body be-
cause the clothes I make must respect the body” (Mendes,
p. 113). Although his clothes appear simple, many con-
tain numerous discrete components, all constructed with
raised, corsetry stitching and curved seaming to achieve
a perfect sculptural form. Georgina Howell wrote in
Vogue in March 1990:

He worked out dress in terms of touch. He abolished
all underclothes and made one garment do the work.
The technique is dazzling, for just as a woman’s body
is a network of surface tensions, hard here, soft there,
so Azzedine Alaïa’s clothes are a force field of give
and resistance. (p. 258)

Utilizing fabric technology first designed for sports-
wear to skim the body in stretch fabric that made
women’s bodies look as smooth as possible, Alaïa pro-
duced a stunning variety of fashions. They included jer-
sey sheath dresses with flesh-exposing zippers, dresses
made of stretch Lycra bands, taut jackets and short skirts,
stretch chenille and lace body suits, leggings, skinny
jumper dresses with cutouts, and dresses with spiraling
zippers. To this oeuvre he added bustiers and cinched,
perforated leather belts; cowl-neck gowns; broderie
anglaise or gold-mesh minidresses; and stiffened tulle
wedding gowns. His palette favored muted colors, in par-
ticular, black, uncluttered and unadorned with jewelry.

Alaïa’s Influence
Whether applied to his haute couture, tailoring, or
ready-to-wear lines, Alaïa’s work is typified by precision
and control; these characteristics apply even to his de-
signs for mail-order companies, such as Les 3 Suisses
and La redoute. He survived the 1990s without glossy
advertising campaigns and without compromise, and in
2001 Helmut Lang paid tribute to Alaïa’s work in his
spring and summer 2001 collection.

Alaïa is a perfectionist and has been known to sew
women into their outfits in order to get the most perfect
fit. Often accompanied by his friend, confidante, and
muse, the model and actress Farida Khelfa, he is of small
stature and invariably dresses in a black Chinese silk
jacket and trousers and black cotton slippers, declaring
that he would look far too macho in a suit. Alaïa’s work
has been shown in retrospectives at the Bordeaux Mu-
seum of Contemporary Art (1984–1985) and the

Groninger Museum in the Netherlands (1998), and in
the exhibition Radical Fashion at the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London (2001). In 2000 Prada acquired a
stake in Alaïa; the agreement contains the promise of
creating a foundation in Paris for the Alaïa archive,
which includes not only his own creations but also de-
signs by many twentieth-century couturiers, such as
Madeleine Vionnet and Cristóbal Balenciaga. Alaïa said,
“When I see beautiful clothes I want to keep them, pre-
serve them. . . . clothes, like architecture and art, reflect
an era” (Wilcox, p. 56).

See also Fashion Designer; Fashion Models; Jersey; Super-
models.
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Claire Wilcox

ALBINI, WALTER Walter Albini (1941–1983) was
born Gualtiero Angleo Albini in Busto Arsizio, Lom-
bardy, in northern Italy. In 1957 he interrupted his study
of the classics, which his family had encouraged him to
pursue, and enrolled in the Istituto d’Arte, Disegno e
Moda in Turin, the only male student admitted to the
all-girls school. A gifted student, Albini studied drawing
and specialized in ink and tempera, at which he excelled.
He took a degree in fashion design in 1960.

Fashion design remained an abiding interest for Al-
bini. Even as an adolescent he worked as an artist for
newspapers and magazines, to whom he sent sketches of
the fashion shows held in Rome and Paris, a city for which
he felt an intense and profound affinity. Paris was a fun-
damental step in his creative and emotional development,
as evidenced by the many references to the French de-
signers Paul Poiret and Coco Chanel in his work. In Paris,
where he remained from 1961 to 1965, Albini met
Chanel—a designer he admired throughout his life and
to whom he dedicated his 1975 haute couture show in
Rome. He was inspired by the importance Chanel gave
to freeing the woman’s body, to mixing and coordinat-
ing different pieces, and to accessorizing. While still in
Paris he became friends with Mariucci Mandelli, who
started the Krizia line and with whom he had a lifelong
friendship. After Albini’s return to Italy, he worked for
three years (1965–1968) designing sweaters for Krizia.
The designer, Karl Lagerfeld was also working for Krizia
in this period. Mandelli once said of Albini, “I was never
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disappointed with Walter. He never gave in to vulgarity,
pettiness, or mediocrity; he was a character straight out
of (F. Scott) Fitzgerald, maybe the last. He gave us a les-
son in style” (Bocca, p. 138).

Albini worked as a consultant for several companies
and designed for Billy Ballo, Cadette, Trell, and Monte-
doro. He selected fabrics and designs for Etro and cre-
ated several collections for Basile. In 1967 Vogue Italia
published a six-page spread of his work for the Krizia col-
lection, and by 1968 he was already well known to other
designers. The next year he presented his own Mister Fox
line, a name that had been suggested by his friend the
journalist Anna Piaggi. The collection comprised sixteen
elegant suits, eight of which (all black) were called “the
widows” and the other eight (all flesh-colored), “the
wives.” The garments were made in collaboration with
the industrialist, Luciano Papini.

Albini was the first to initiate a series of innovative
reforms in Italian fashion that responded to a changing
market. These innovations included freeing the designer
from the anonymity of the world of production and treat-
ing him as a creator, as in the world of haute couture,
and recognizing the need for the fashion industry to pro-
vide styles and images and not only clothing, so that it
could reach new market segments in a rapidly changing
world. Albini worked closely with fabric manufacturers
and enhanced the presence of the designer in industrial
production.

He also helped create specialized companies in dif-
ferent sections of industry, so that they could collaborate
to produce a collection with a recognizable brand name.
These companies included well-known names like Basile
for coats, skirts, and jackets; Escargots for jersey;
Callaghan for knitwear, Mister Fox for evening dress;
Diamant’s for shirts. An agreement with FTM (Ferrante,
Tositti, Monti) gave rise to a new label—“Walter Albini
for,” followed by the name of the manufacturer. At the
Circolo del Giardino in Milan (28 April 1971), a prêt-à-
porter collection was presented for the first time. The
collection, made of dresses, shirts, coats, trousers, evening
dress, hats, shoes, and jewelry was designed by just one
designer in coordination with producers from different
industries, each of them specialized in its own field of
production. The collection was then sold as a whole to
shops, which sold them as they were conceived. It was
the system of prêt-à-porter as we currently know it. The
7 June 1971 issue of Women’s Wear Daily, entitled
“Putting It Together,” reported on this epochal change
in fashion.

In 1971 Albini was the first designer to abandon the
Sala Bianca at Palazzo Pitti in Florence—together with
Caumont, Trell, Ken Scott, Missoni, Krizia—which was
still associated with the older fashion tradition, in favor
of Milan. That year, 1971, is considered the official birth
of prêt-à-porter. Bianca was a place strictly connected to
the name of Giovanni Battista Giorgini and to the offi-

cial birth of Italian fashion with the collective catwalk
shows of January 1952. Sala Bianca continued its activi-
ties until 1982, when Milan, already the center of the
emerging new design prêt-à-porter,  took over.

The 1973 Venice catwalk show took place among
the tables of the celebrated Caffè Florian, which had been
closed for the day. It was a magical moment for Albini.
“It had been a long time since so much tweed, velvet, silk,
and lamé, worn by these elegant women, had grazed the
exquisitely decorated woodwork of the Caffè Florian in
Piazza san Marco” (Vercelloni 1984, p. 90).

There are a number of constants in Walter Albini’s
designs and inspiration: the deco style, Poiret interpre-
tation of liberty, Bauhaus, futurism, constructivism, the
art of the 1910s to 1930s when a new feminine repre-
sentation emerged especially with the work of Chanel.
Albini’s constants in design are jackets with half belts, flat
collars, wide pants, the famous shirt jacket that was to
become a classic of Italian men’s clothing, sandals, two-
tone shoes, Bermuda shorts, sports jackets, knit caps worn
low on the forehead, and the first waterproof boots. He
invented the image of the woman in pants, jacket, and
shirt and reintroduced the use of print designs, both ab-
stract and figurative. His favorite themes were the zodiac,
the ballerina, the Scottish terrier, and the Madonna.

Albini is considered the inventor of the “total look,”
derived from his single-minded emphasis on accessories
and details that became almost more important than the
garment itself. It was Albini who first developed the idea
of using music in place of an announcer during fashion
shows. He also conceived the idea of grouping advertis-
ing pages in fashion magazines. But Albini was even more
tied to the past, to the historical roots that inspired him,
to the perfect elegance that is never achieved without a
fanatical attention to the search for perfection in the in-
telligent and ironic use of older styles.

When Albini’s agreement with FTM terminated in
1973, he founded Albini Srl with Papini. The new com-
pany produced and distributed the WA label, with MIS-
TERFOX as their commercial line of clothing. In this
endeavor, too, Albini was ahead of his time. His love of
fashion went hand in hand with his interest in research
and traveling to Asia—India, in particular, and also
Tunisia, where he found inspiration for his creations. He
bought apartments in his favorite cities, one on the Grand
Canal in Venice, another on Piazza Borromeo in Milan,
and a third in Sidi-fu-Said in Tunisia. Each of them, in
its own way, expressed the aesthetics of the surrounding
environment.

In 1975 Albini presented his first fall collection for
men—another area in which he was a precursor of later
designers. But the fashion world was not quite ready for
Albini’s innovations. When Albini was at the height of
his success, there was not sufficient financial support in
a still immature clothing and textile market. Toward the
end of his career, his manufacturers could not live up to
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their commitments; Paolo Rinaldi, his companion and
press agent, remained his only supporter. Albini died in
Milan at the age of forty-two.

Walter Albini cannot easily be categorized, because
of the richness and variety of his designs, their intimacy
and complexity, and the fact that the designs were ahead
of their time. “A creative genius in the pure state,” wrote
Isa Vercelloni, Albini “is always somewhere else, at least
one step ahead of what is predictable, and a thousand
miles ahead of what we anticipate” (1984, p. 235). A key
figure of Italian artistic culture, Albini still evokes deep
admiration. His memory lingers on in the images taken
by the many photographers who worked with him: Aldo
Ballo, Maria Vittoria Corradi Backhaus, Giampaolo Bar-
bieri, and Alfa Castaldi.

See also Chanel, Gabrielle (Coco); Fashion Designer; Fash-
ion Shows; Italian Fashion; Ready-to-Wear.
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Simona Segre Reinach

A-LINE DRESS The term “A-line” is used to describe
a dress, skirt, or coat with a triangular silhouette, narrow
and fitted at the top and widening out from the bust or
waist in a straight line to the hem. More specifically, it
is understood to mean a structured garment, which stands
away from the body to form the sides of the A. The fronts
of A-line garments are often cut in one piece, with darts
for fitting, and the skirts often have no waistband.

The term first entered the vocabulary of fashion via
the couturier Christian Dior’s collection for Spring 1955,
which he named the “A-Line.” In the 1950s, the inter-
national fashion press looked to Paris, and Dior in par-
ticular, to set the direction fashion would take each
season. Dior obliged by organizing each new collection
around a specific idea, and giving each a name that de-
scribed or evoked that idea. In 1954 and 1955, he de-
signed three closely related collections, based on the
shapes of the letters H, A, and Y, which marked a move
away from the strongly emphasized, nipped-in waist that

had been the dominant silhouette since his 1947 “Corolle
Line” (or “New Look”) collection. The most influential
of these was the “A-Line” collection, characterized by
narrow shoulders and a smooth, trumpetlike flare toward
the hem; the elongated waistline, either high under the
bust or dropped toward the hips, formed the crossbar of
the A. The signature look of this collection (the “most
wanted silhouette in Paris,” according to Vogue, 1 March
1995, p. 95) was a fingertip-length flared jacket worn over
a dress with a very full, pleated skirt; while it was clearly
an A-shape, this silhouette was quite different from what
was later meant by “A-line.”

Though the example set by the A-Line collection
was not immediately followed, and Christian Dior ex-
plored other ideas in subsequent collections, the idea of
the A-shape was a success, and the term quickly entered
common usage. The A-line was one of a series of con-
troversial mid- to late-1950s looks that de-emphasized
the waist and brought an easier, more casual look to fash-
ion; chemise and sack dresses, loose tunics, and boxy suits
were shown by Dior, but also by other couturiers, most
notably Balenciaga and Chanel. The most dramatic of
these, in which the A-line idea was given its ultimate ex-
pression, was the Spring 1958 “Trapeze Line” intro-
duced by Dior’s successor, Yves Saint Laurent, in his
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A-line ensemble. Introduced by designer Christian Dior in the
mid-1950s, A-line garments flared outwards toward the hem
and de-emphasized the waist, creating a silhouette similar in
appearance to the letter “A.” © BETTMANN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY
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first collection for the house of Dior. The Trapeze sil-
houette, in which dresses flared out dramatically from a
fitted shoulder line, was considered extreme by many,
but it did establish the A-line dress, with its highly struc-
tured, clean lines, as a suitable look for modern times.
A more subdued version of the A-line shape was intro-
duced in the early 1960s, and A-line dresses and skirts
remained a popular style choice through the mid-1970s.

By the early 1980s, however, A-line garments, and
flared shapes in general, had almost completely disap-
peared. The new loose silhouette was an update of the
sack shape, with dresses and tunics falling loosely from
an exaggerated shoulder line. Some 1960s styles received
a retro revival later in the decade, but as long as the shoul-
ders remained padded and the tops loose-fitting, straight
skirts were required to balance the look. A-line skirts and
dresses were not revived until the late 1990s, when the
retro trend embraced the styles of the 1970s, and closely
fitted garments with narrow shoulders and fitted sleeves
came back into fashion. By this time, following almost
twenty years of straight skirts and dresses, the term had
been out of use for so long that its earlier, more specific
meanings had been forgotten. It is used loosely to de-
scribe any dress wider at the hips than at the bust or waist,
and a variety of flared skirt styles. With the revival of true
A-line shapes in the early 2000s, however, there are signs
that the terms originally used to describe them are be-
ginning to return as well.

See also Chemise Dress; Dior, Christian; Saint Laurent,
Yves.
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ALPACA The alpaca is a domesticated member of the
camel family and native to the high Andes Mountains of
Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and northwestern Argentina. Al-
pacas are small animals raised primarily for their fleece.
They were domesticated over 5,000 years ago, and it is
thought that humans used their fiber for 4,000 years prior
to domestication. Alpaca has been considered a luxury
fiber for much of this time, for example the Incan Em-
pire reserved alpaca fiber for royalty.

Alpacas are close relatives of the llama and vicuña
(see sidebar). Llamas were used as beasts of burden,
whereas alpacas were primarily used for their soft, luxu-
rious fiber. Alpacas differ from llamas in that they are
smaller and lack the coarse and brittle hair of the llama.

Alpaca differs from sheep’s wool in that it lacks the
greasy lanolin coating on its fleece and wool fiber’s
prominent scales. Without the lanolin, the fiber hangs
from the animal in glossy strands and can be processed
into yarn without a complicated scouring process. In ad-
dition, people with sensitivities to wool generally find that
they can wear alpaca without their skin being irritated.
Its hypoallergenic nature is due to it being lanolin-free
and having very fine scales on the surface of the fiber.

The fibers of the alpaca are hollow. This gives al-
paca an excellent insulating ability and makes alpaca fiber
products feel very light in weight.

The wool fiber is sheared from the alpaca in the
spring of every year. The fiber ranges in length from
eight to twelve inches, and sometimes longer. It is gen-
erally processed on the woolen spinning system to pro-
duce soft, airy yarns.

There are two types of alpacas, the huacaya and the
suri. The huacaya alpacas have soft and crimpy (wavy)
fiber. The suri alpacas have long, pencil-like locks of fiber,
which are silky and lustrous. They both produce over
twenty natural colors of alpaca, including white, light
fawn (a light, grayish brown), light to dark brown, gray,
black, and piebald (blotched with white and black). Like
sheep’s wool, alpaca fiber absorbs dyes very well.

Alpaca fiber is desirable because it is fine, soft, lus-
trous, and elastic. In the nineteenth century, Sir Titus
Salt made use of alpaca’s properties to create luxury fab-
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A Peruvian alpaca. Alpaca fleece is soft, luxurious, light
weight, and free of many of the irritants found in sheep’s wool.
Alpacas are sheared in the spring and the fleece is spun to
make yarn. © GEORGE D. LEPP/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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rics for the English market. Alpaca yarns were inserted
into the weft (crosswise direction) of the fabric with yarns
of cotton, silk, or wool in the warp (lengthwise direction).
In the early 2000s, alpaca fiber is found in knit sweaters,
hats, and scarves that are hand- or machine-made. Many
handmade products are manufactured in the countries
where alpaca first originated.

Alpacas have a gentle and docile disposition that has
made them popular animals for hobby farms in the
United States and Canada. In 2001 the Alpaca Breeders
and Owners Association reported over 30,000 registered
alpacas in North America. The products made from the
fiber from these alpacas are being marketed through the
Alpaca Fiber Cooperative of North America, Inc.

See also Fibers; Wool; Yarns.
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AMERICA, CENTRAL, AND MEXICO: HIS-
TORY OF DRESS Cultural artifacts such as clothing
and cloth also serve as signs that communicate visually in
a silent language. This communication is a kind of visual
literacy: becoming familiar with the language of textiles
is similar to learning how to read, only it means learning
how to read cloth, clothing, and how it is worn. To the
untrained eye, traditional clothing worn by indigenous
people of Mexico and Central America may impress and
startle. It may be embroidered or handwoven in rainbow
colors with geometric, floral, animal, or human images,
or elaborated with commercial trims. Clothing may con-
vey categories relating to rank, class, status, region or
town, religion, or age (Schevill 1986).

Geography
Mexico and Central America encompass cool temperate
highlands and warm tropical lowlands and islands. The
great northern desert is intersected by the Sierra Madre,
which extends into Southern Mexico and Central Amer-
ica and forms the highlands and is inhabited predomi-
nantly by indigenous people. To the west is the Pacific
Ocean, and the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea
lie to the east. Volcanoes, dense tropical jungles, long
stretches of beaches, deep canyons, and fertile mountain
valleys share a cultural history dating for over 3,000 years,
from 1500 B.C.E. to C.E. 1519. Great ceremonial centers
flourished in remote geographical areas connected by
trade networks. Contrasting environmental conditions
and a wide range of raw materials have influenced the
evolution of clothing and have fostered the variety of
styles in use in the early twenty-first century.

Persistence and Innovation
Why have typical clothing and cloth production persisted
in parts of Mexico, Guatemala, and Panama, and not in
Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica?
Some factors to consider are: the geographic isolation of
towns and regions; the continuance of markets and the
fiesta cycle; the symbolization of town ideals in clothing;
and the differentiation of civil-religious hierarchies
through clothing. Closer to the urban areas, men’s and
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VICUÑA

Vicuñas (vy-KOON-yuh) are the smallest member
of the South American camel family. They live at an
altitude of 12,000 to 16,000 feet near the snowline of
the Andes Mountains. Adult vicuñas are 2½ to 3 feet
(69 to 91 centimeters) high and weigh 75 to 140
pounds (34 to 64 kilograms).

Vicuña fiber’s limited supply and luxurious qual-
ities make it one of the most valuable luxury fibers.
The vicuñas’ wild nature made it easiest to obtain the
fiber by killing the animals. In 1970, vicuñas were
placed on the Endangered Species List. Over the last
thirty years, the Andean countries protection efforts
have allowed the vicuña population to increase. Ef-
forts are under way to change  its classification from
an “endangered” to “threatened” species.

Each vicuña provides about 4 ounces (114 grams)
of fine fiber and around 8 ounces (284 to 340 grams)
of shorter, less choice fiber. Fine vicuña fibers mea-
sure 12 microns in diameter, which is finer than cash-
mere. Its color ranges from red-brown to light tan to
yellow-red. The fiber’s softness, luster, strength, and
warmth without weight result in highly desirable fab-
rics. Raw vicuña fiber, which includes fine and less-
choice fiber, has sold at auction for $200 per pound.

In 2004, the only vicuña wool that can be legally
traded is that which is sheared from a live vicuña at
an officially authorized facility. Since the vicuña is an
endangered species, those wishing to import it must
carefully examine and follow the regulations govern-
ing its trade.
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children’s Western-style dress has replaced typical cloth-
ing. The desire to dress like the rest of the world, en-
couraged by television and tourism, has created a market
for jeans, T-shirts, and sport shoes. In the past, outsiders
stereotyped indigenous communities as inherently con-
servative and resistant to change. Two conflicting prin-
ciples, however, affect textile production: the artistic,
creative impulse to innovate and the conservative con-
straint, which is tradition-bound. Artists of the loom and
needle respond to new materials, techniques, and pa-
trons—who are tourists, entrepreneurs, or advisers in-
volved in marketing textiles abroad. The fashion impulse
is part of innovation, and new clothing trends among cer-
tain age groups may be observed in the way a garment is
worn, the colors and designs, and layout (Schevill 1997,
pp. 129–143).

Dress Form Survivals
Present in contemporary indigenous dress are what some
call pre-Columbian dress form survivals, such as the
woman’s huipil, or upper body garment, and the small
shoulder quechquémitl, or shawl, as well as the man’s cal-
zones, or pants, and a sleeveless jacket, xicolli. Hispanic
dress form survivals also exist. Women’s blouses, head
veils, gathered skirts, men’s tailored pants and jackets,
sombreros, and, of course, shoes for both men and
women are only a few examples.

Western and Traditional Combinations
Urban and rural males still leave their homes seasonally
to work on large coffee and cotton fincas (plantations) and
wear Western-style clothing in order to avoid racial dis-
crimination against them. But at fiesta time, people re-

turn to their communities and wear typical clothing and
participate in traditional activities called costumbre.
Women and men may use several elements of traditional
clothing along with Western-style dress. The rebozo or
perraje, a shawl, is a good example (Logan et al. 1994).
Both ladinas and mestizas (persons of mixed Indian,
African, and/or Spanish ancestry who do not belong to
one of the indigenous cultural groups) include rebozos
in their dress ensemble. Another fashion phenomenon
relates to adaptations of other than Spanish foreign dress
styles. The Tarahumaras (Raramuris) of Chichuahua’s
Sierra Madre, under the influence of the missionaries,
adopted aspects of non-Indian culture, while retaining
traditional arts, such as weaving. Their clothing is hand-
sewn of commercial patterned cloth with full skirts and
blouses, some with peplums. Women cover their heads
with cloths in a bandanna style, while men continue to
wear turbans and loincloths of white commercial cotton
(Green 2003). The male Mam speakers of Todos Santos
Cuchumatán, Huehuetenango (Guatemala), adapted black
woolen tailored overpants, a style worn by the French
Navy who visited Guatemala in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury and wear them over their own handwoven long
pants. In southeastern Central America, off the northern
coast of Panama, are the San Blas islands inhabited by
the indigenous Kunas. The women’s molas, or blouses,
are made of commercial multicolored cotton. Two sim-
ilar intricately hand-stitched appliquéd panels adorn a
woman’s blouse front and back. Some of the imagery re-
flects outside influences as seen in billboards, advertise-
ments, and television.

The Art of the Weaver
Before the Conquest, a woman was expected to weave for
herself and her family and to produce ceremonial clothes
for use in temples and as offerings. A fine weaver had sta-
tus in the community, as she does as late as the twenty-
first century. Clothing and cloth also produced extra
income when made for sale. Children learned by imita-
tion, watching their mothers spin, prepare yarn, warp the
loom, and weave. By the age of twelve, whether or not
they like it, weaving must be taken seriously. Before that,
it is like a game, but by the marrying age of sixteen, a
woman must be an accomplished weaver.

Looms
The backstrap loom has been in use in Mexico and Cen-
tral America since 1500 B.C.E. A Classic Maya ceramic
figurine recovered from Jaina Island off the eastern coast
of Mexico is of a weaver at her backstrap loom. This loom
is sometimes called the hip-loom, or stick-loom (telar de
palitos), and although both male and female indigenous
weavers produce cloth on this simple apparatus, it is
largely associated with women. When the cloth, often
selvaged on both ends, is removed from the loom, only
the sticks and ropes remain. Also in use are staked, hor-
izontal looms and floor or treadle looms introduced by
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TIMELINE

Mexico
1519 Arrival of Cortés
1521 Fall of Aztec Empire
1528–1535 Mexico rules by Royal Audiencia,

called New Spain
1535–1810 Colonial Period
1810–1821 Mexican Revolution
1821 Independence from Spain

Guatemala
1523 Invasion by Alvarado
1524 Conquest of various Maya groups
1523–1821 Colonial Period
1821 Independence from Spain
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the Spanish after the Conquest. Weaving of this kind was
taught to indigenous males, who soon learned how to
produce yardage, a requisite for the cut-and-sew tailored
fashions of the Spanish. In the early 2000s, Zapotec male
weavers in Teotitlán del Valle, Oaxaca (Mexico), weave
fine woolen rugs and blankets on treadle looms, and
double-ikat cotton cloth for skirts is woven in Salcajá,
Quezaltenango (Guatemala), by Maya men. Both male
and female weavers in the Totonicapán (Guatemala) area
use a unique loom that combines features of the back-
strap and treadle loom to create headbands. In addition,
both draw and jacquard loom weavers produce yardage
of great complexity.

Materials
Cotton has been the most important fiber for weavers
since pre-Columbian times. The two varieties are a long-
staple white cotton and a short-staple, tawny colored cot-
ton known as ixcaq, ixcaco, coyuche, or cuyuscate. Agave,
yucca, and other vegetal fibers, as well as dyed rabbit hair
and feathers are still in use. The feathered wedding dress
continues to be worn by the Tzotzil women of Zinacan-
tán, Chiapas (Mexico). After the Spanish introduced
sheep, wool was readily adopted by native weavers for its
warmth, its sturdy and thick texture, and its ability to take
dyes. For ornamentation, colored imported silk, pearl

cotton, assorted embroidery cottons, and synthetic yarn
are employed.

Dyes
Because of the paucity of archaeological textile remains,
it is not known with certainty what natural dyes were em-
ployed in pre-Columbian textiles. The painted codices,
ceramics, and other visual material give some clues
(Anawalt 1981). Indigo (blue), brazil wood, and cochineal
(red), palo de tinta (black), cinnabar (red-brown), and pur-
pura patula (lavender) may have been in use. The 1856
invention of chemical dyes in Europe expanded the color
palette throughout the world. These dyes were quickly
adopted and used along with some of the natural dyes.
By early 2000s, natural dyes were reintroduced to many
Mexican and Guatemalan weavers and embroiderers.
Rainbow coloring is a predictable and enjoyable aspect
of twenty-first-century clothing.

Techniques
Warp-predominant cloth with supplementary weft bro-
cading is one of the most frequently represented combi-
nations. It is a technique for decorating the cloth while
still on the loom. There are three types of brocading:
single-faced with a pattern recognizable on one side; two-
faced with the decorative yarn floating on the reverse side
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Three Central American men in hats and shirts. Contemporary Central American dress draws from both native traditions and
new styles, fusing the Old and New Worlds together. J.J. FOXX/NYC. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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between pattern areas forming an inverse of the design;
and double-faced brocading that creates a nearly identi-
cal pattern on both sides. Other techniques include, first
and foremost, embroidery, then knitting, beading, cro-
cheting, and more. As with the acceptance of chemical
dyes, the advent of the sewing machine and availability
of commercial cloth and trims have replaced in many ar-
eas what was formerly accomplished by hand.

Iconography
Iconography is varied. Geometric shapes, plants, animals,
and human images are woven in a representational, styl-
ized, or abstract fashion. The precise meaning of these
designs to the weavers may never be known, as they are
a part of the collective consciousness or mythical history
and not actually discussed. Clothing is memory.

Garment Repertoire
There is a great variety of indigenous clothing worn
throughout this vast geographic area. The individual gar-
ment styles, however, are a shared tradition.

Women. The upper garment or huipil, a Nahua word, is
the most important component of a woman’s clothing.
Nahua was the language of the Aztecs and is still spoken
in many Mexican communities. The huipil can be short
or long, of two or three backstrap or floor-loomed pieces
joined together, sometimes with a decorative stitching,
and neck and arm openings. Designs are woven in as part
of the weaving process, embroidered or commercial fab-
rics, such as ribbons or rickrack, can be added. Particu-
larly fine, handwoven; or embroidered huipiles are worn
by the Zapotecs of Oaxaca, Mexico, and by the Mayas of
Chiapas, Yucatán, and Guatemala. Skirts are either wrap-
around and held in place by wide or narrow handwoven
belts or gathered to a waistband. The fabric can be either
solid colored, commonly dark blue, or patterned floor-
loomed cotton. The tie-dyed or ikat ( jaspe) multicolored
skirts of the K’iche’ and Cakchiquel Mayas (in Guatemala)
are outstanding. Multipurpose backstrap-loomed cloths
are essential for covering the head and to wrap food or
objects. Aprons are cut-and-sew garments, a Hispanic
dress form survival that serves decorative as well as func-
tional purposes. The adornment of the head and hair is
especially important. The Yalalags of Oaxaca use heavy
yarn headdresses, while many Mayas wear tapestry woven
headbands with elaborate tassels. The women of the
northern Sierra of Puebla (Mexico) have perfected the art
of the embroidered blouse with the sewing machine
(Anawalt and Berdan 1994). In the early 2000s, young
Maya women of Chiapas embroidered motifs on their
blouses of commercial cloth, whereas in the past, the dec-
oration was the result of supplementary weft brocading.
The quechquémitl, or capelike shoulder garment, is still
worn by older Nahua and Otomi women in Puebla, while
large shoulder cloths are in general use throughout the
area. Sandals and jewelry complete the woman’s dress en-
semble.

Men. Tailored pants, loose-fitting and held up with a
wide belt, are of white manta or commercial cotton, as
well as handwoven multicolored cloth. As with women’s
huipiles, the shirts may be loom-decorated. Shoulder bags
are knitted or crocheted in cotton and wool. Often, men
create their own bags. Others are made for sale, a popu-
lar tourist item. In colder areas, men need overgarments
of black or multicolored wool and shoulder or hip blan-
kets. Handwoven head cloths may be worn under the
sombrero in a pirate fashion. Hatbands often adorn the
sombreros. Tailored cotton or wool jackets, along with
the sleeveless style, are worn over the shirt. Men also
wear sandals or shoes.

Children. Children dress as their parents do when pos-
sible, in smaller versions of typical clothing.

Occasions for Special Clothing
Each region has distinctive styles of dress for special oc-
casions; these styles are derived from family or area tradi-
tions and sometimes pay tribute to historical happenings.
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Oaxacan folk dancer. In Mexico and Central America, elabo-
rate costumes consisting of embroidered cotton blouses and
long ruffled skirts are frequently worn for special occasions and
festivals. © BOB KRIST/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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Cofradías. There are religious organizations associated
with the Catholic Church for men and women called
cofradías. Participants take care of the church, the statues
of saints, and sponsor religious ceremonies often in their
own homes. The women wear ceremonial huipiles, and
men demonstrate their importance in the community
with special head cloths, jackets, and hats.

Contests, Festivals, Fiestas. The indigenous population
wears special clothing on festive occasions. For example,
in El Salvador for fiestas, white ruffled cotton blouses
with red embroidery and long white ruffled skirts replace
Western-style dress (Valasquez 2003). In many regions
of Guatemala and Mexico, there are beauty contests in
which the indigenous and ladina contestants wear the
most beautiful traditional clothing available. Fiestas cel-
ebrating the saints’ days are the occasion for costumed
dances that are often of Spanish origin, and special rented
dance costumes are required on these occasions. The

quinceañera or fifteenth birthday party for a young woman
is another occasion for special clothing.

Contemporary Mexican and Central American dress
owes its richness and variety to the fusion of clothing
styles and textiles from the Old and New Worlds.

See also Embroidery; Handwoven Textiles.
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AMERICA, NORTH: HISTORY OF INDIGE-
NOUS PEOPLES’ DRESS The native peoples of
North America are diverse in culture, language, and eco-
logical adaptations to varied environments. This variation
is expressed in their attire. The only major constant in
their clothing prior to European contact was the use of
the skins of animals—most notably the tanned skins of the
variety of large North American mammals—buffalo or
bison, antelope, mountain sheep, caribou, and others.
Owing to its wide geographic distribution, deer was the
most prevalent. Smaller animals such as mink, beaver, and
rabbit were also used but mainly for decorative effects.

Native peoples in certain regional areas did create
textile clothing technologies that mainly utilized fibers
harvested from gathered plant products and sometimes
used spun thread made from hair from both domesticated
and killed or captured wild animals. From Alaska down
through the gathering cultures of the Plateau, Great
Basin, and California tribes as far to the southwest as the
border of Mexico, woven products were worn literally
from head to toe. Hats, capes, blouses, dresses, and even
footwear were constructed of plant material. In the north,
this practice reflected the deleterious effects of the con-
stant dampness of the coastal temperate rain forest cli-
mate upon skin products, and in the south it was largely
due to the scarcity or rarity of large animals for skins.
For example, as a means to maximize available resources,
several Great Basin tribes had developed a system of
weaving strips of the skins of small animals (like rabbits)
into blankets or shawls.

Before contact, the main decorative additions for
clothing were paints and the quills of the porcupine and
the shafts of stripped bird feathers. Entire feathers from
a variety of birds were used as well, with the feathers from
large raptors, especially the eagle, signifying prestige and
sacred power among many tribes. Dyes and paints were
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used to color both the additive elements and the main
bodies of the clothes themselves. These coloring agents
were derived from plant and mineral sources, and in some
areas very sophisticated systems for obtaining different
colors from the local flora were in place. These products,
as well as paints derived from regional mineral outcrop-
pings, became important trade items.

Bone and shell ornaments were used as jewelry—
bracelets, earrings, combs, and hair ornaments—and to
a lesser extent as clothing ornaments. Extensive precon-
tact trade routes existed for the distribution of these
items, with the coveted shimmering abalone shells and
the tapering conical dentalia shells that resembled minia-
ture elephant tusks being traded from California and the
more northerly Pacific Coast to the Great Plains and be-
yond to the Great Lakes region. Similarly, shells found
in the Gulf of Mexico and ornaments cut from them were
traded up river trade routes to areas in the Northern
Plains, Midwest, and Great Lakes regions. A wide net-
work also existed for the disbursement of the beads cut
from Atlantic shells, later known to early European set-
tlers as “wampum.”

The only evidences of metallurgy north of Mexico
occurred among the so-called Mound Builders of the
Mississippi and Ohio valleys, where copper mined largely
in the islands of Lake Superior and traded south to be
turned into jewelry and other ornaments existed. On the

Pacific Northwest Coast, exploitation of similar “native
copper” deposits, allowed the nearly pure copper prod-
uct to be exploited as jewelry, knives, and other imple-
ments. The unique metal shieldlike objects created were
a pure demonstration of wealth, which represented pres-
tige and status among the “Potlatch People” of the
Northwest Coast.

The abundance of resources in the Pacific coastal re-
gion led to the extensive use of various vegetation sources
for clothing; in the north from Alaska to Northern Cal-
ifornia people relied upon evergreen root and inner-bark
fibers, together with sedges, grasses, and ferns. As the
rain forest climate gives way to marshy environments and
grassy savannas in the south, the material from grasses
and other smaller plants predominates. Nevertheless, this
general area created some of the finest basketry products
ever made by humanity, and a great array of basket-woven
products was used as apparel. Large rain hats, caps, var-
ious forms of capes and wraps, dresses, kilts, leggings, and
even shoes met the varying needs of the people of the
western coast.

Peoples of the arid Southwest and Great Basin areas
also wove clothing, but to a lesser degree, incorporating
more skin products. Some sedentary tribes raised cotton
that had previously been domesticated in Mesoamerica
and had been traded north together with chilies, corn,
and squashes as part of an agricultural diffusion. The
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Hopi Kachina dolls. Kachinas were gods or spirits, and Hopi dancers often emulated them in their performances. Hopi mythol-
ogy maintained that Kachina costumes gave magical powers to the wearer, and the masks in particular were considered sacred.
© GEOFFREY CLEMENTS/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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Hopi, for example, produced cotton mantas or women’s
dresses and sashes and kilts for men. Interestingly, the
men wove their own apparel items in this culture.

In the Southwest in general, men tended to wear a
belt and breechclout combination, while women wore ei-
ther a skirt or kilt or a dress that covered the entire torso,
depending upon the tribe. More warmth for the winter
months was furnished by a robe of skin tanned with the
hair on, of locally obtained deer, antelope, sheep, or of
trade-obtained bison. Woven rabbit-skin robes were also
used. Footwear appropriate to resist a rough, rocky envi-
ronment and the often-thorned plants of the desert cli-
mate assumed increased importance.

In the far north, the Arctic culture area, the Inuit
(formerly called Eskimo) often utilized skins processed
especially with the fur retained in such a way as to com-
bat the frigid weather. Fitted fur garments had hoods,
which were bordered with specific species of fur to min-
imize the formation of frost around the edge due to the
condensation of moisture from exhaled breath in extreme
weather. Other areas of the clothing were specifically en-
gineered as well, with some species’ skins being used for
specific traits in different areas of the garment. Seal was

used for water resistance, caribou for insulative ability.
Sealskin-soled mukluks or boots with formed soles were
stuffed with dried grasses or mosses to provide insulation
and protect the feet. The different species’ skins were
used in decorative fashion as well, with different tailor-
ing demarcating various culture groups and gender iden-
tification. In addition, coastal groups created waterproof
clothing of finely stitched seal intestine that enabled sea-
hunters to venture out on frigid Arctic waters, allowing
them to fasten themselves into their one-man kayaks in
a leak-proof manner, when the intrusion of frigid seawa-
ter might have meant death, both for the kayaker and for
those he was providing for.

Referencing the next cultural area south in the inte-
rior of the continent, the Athapaskan and Northern Al-
gonquin also designed their clothing to stave off the
hazards of the northern winter. Ironically, hazards of the
possibility of thawing ground occasionally posed more
danger than cold itself and thus changed the clothing de-
sign needs as opposed to those of their neighbors to the
north. Additional decoration possibilities were afforded
by the existence of porcupine and moose in the arboreal
forest, allowing the use of quills and moose-hair as over-
lay and embroidery elements.

Indians of the Eastern Woodlands also decorated
their clothing with quill and hair, both in embroidery and
appliqué. Even inland tribes could obtain trade beads and
shaped objects made by the coastal tribes from the cov-
erings of the abundant shellfish. Deer, being the most
common large animal, provided the most common skins
utilized for clothing. Breechclouts, deer-skin leggings
worn with each end tucked into a belt, were the norm in
male attire, with women generally wearing full dresses.
Moccasins in the wooded areas tended to be soft-soled,
of tanned deer, moose, or caribou hide, often smoked
over a smoldering fire to aid in resisting moisture prior
to being cut up for the shoe’s construction. Deer-hide
robes aided in warmth during the cooler months. Some
tribes in the area did develop a textile culture using fibers
from gathered plants such as the stinging nettle; how-
ever, it was largely limited to smaller objects such as
pouches, bags, and sashes.

By contrast, the tribes of the Plains had virtually no
textile cultural history. In addition, the environment of
the Plains area necessitated a change in the footwear tech-
nology, with most tribes favoring a two-part moccasin,
with a tanned-skin vamp or upper attached to a thicker
rawhide sole. As in the Southwest, this was a response to
the more barren ground surface and thorned plants.

With the majority of the buffalo or bison in North
America residing in this area, they assumed a central po-
sition in the cultures of the Plains tribes. This impor-
tance is reflected in clothing as well, with buffalo hide
becoming a major resource. In the northern tribes espe-
cially, robes of buffalo hide tanned with the hair on were
highly prized as winter attire, and often highly decorated.
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Native American traditional dress. Plains Indian clothing was
made from hides sewn together with sinew and decorated with
quills, fringe, animal teeth, beads, and sometimes even the hu-
man hair of enemies. © CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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In order to counter the monolithic image of the
Native American, one must consider, in the early 2000s,
the estimated 565 viable native groups in their proper
cultural contexts to truly comprehend their rich cul-
tural diversity, linguistic variation, and clothing and de-
sign of attire.

The long utilized Culture Area concept still has per-
tinence in postcolonial life. Within these coalescing areas,
indigenous nations were grouped, mainly along the lines
of material culture items—as among the Iroquois in the
Northeast where longhouses sheltered several families to-
gether based upon matrilineal clan affiliation. There, a
mixed hunting and agricultural economy was fostered by
matrilocal residence and inheritance through the female
and allowed a focus on seasonal ceremonies such as the
midwinter and harvest festivals. Ceremonial-plaited corn-
husk and carved wood masks were used in these and other
rituals, often in the context of healing. Stranded belts of
cut-shell beads rose above mere decoration, often being
created to commemorate specific events. These wampum
belts served as historic record-keeping devices. Quite a
number of existing belts document treaties between native
and European groups, for example.

One can select any area and explicate the clothing
and adornment of the groups interacting with the envi-
ronmental opportunity. The Northwest Coast consisted
of various peoples speaking unrelated languages, but
largely sharing a vibrant cultural lifestyle based upon the
possibility for economic surplus afforded by the rich mar-
itime environment. The most dazzling and elegant de-
signs were undoubtedly those of the Haida from the
Queen Charlotte Islands off the coast of present-day
British Columbia in Canada. Their totemic art was em-
bodied in monumental totem poles and decorated house
villages, masks for ceremonial use, and the beautification
of virtually every object type in the culture, whether util-
itarian or decorative. This urge to beautify transferred to
clothing as well, with masterful painting incorporating the
same curvilinear stylized totemic themes on the woven
hats and mats made from cedar bark and on skin robes
and tunics as well. Chilkat blankets woven of mountain-
goat wool and cedar bark were important prestige items
owned by powerful individuals.

All aboriginal people of North America have under-
gone coerced culture change by the colonizers. Although
native beliefs, culture, and languages have been legally sup-
pressed they have adapted and changed to new lifestyles.
Many wear traditional styles adapted to new materials. In
attire, they evidence modern styles in new fashions.

See also America, Central, and Mexico: History of Dress;
Beads; Fur; Leather and Suede.
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Beatrice Medicine

AMERICA, SOUTH: HISTORY OF DRESS The
vast South American continent is a study in geographic
extremes, including the Amazon Basin, the world’s largest
tropical rain forest; the Andes, the second-highest moun-
tain range in the world; and the coastal deserts of Peru
and northern Chile, which are among the driest areas in
the world. The ecology of these regions (and such areas
as the hot, humid Atlantic coast and cold, wet Patagonia)
naturally influenced the dress of the aboriginal South
Americans. Dress includes clothing, footwear, hairstyles
and headdresses, jewelry, and other bodily adornment
(for example, piercing, tattooing, and painting).

Amazon Basin and the Coasts
Europeans landing on the coast of what is now Brazil in
the early sixteenth century encountered such groups as
the Tupinambás, who wore feathered headdresses, and
early drawings of natives wearing feathers became short-
hand for Native Americans. Feathered or porcupine quill
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Men in a traditional Tarabuco dance. The Tarabucan dancers
show off their Incan inspired tunics, worn over wide-legged
cropped pants. The draped hats cover up long hair worn in a
braid, an ethnic marker. Typical open-toed sandals are worn
on the feet. © LYNN A. MEISCH. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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headdresses are still worn by most Amazonian groups for
daily or fiesta use. Clothing is often minimal, no more
than a penis string for males and a cache-sexe (G-string)
for females, along with body painting or tattoos, and/or
earplugs or earrings, bead, fiber, animal bone or tooth
necklaces, bandoleers, armbands, leg bands, and
bracelets, nose and lip and hair ornaments—an infinite
variety of ornamentation—and, among Kayapó and
Botocudo males of Brazil, ternbeiteras, large circular
wooden discs inserted in the lower lip.

Such groups as the Colombian and Ecuadorian
Cofáns, Ecuadorian Záparos, and Ecuadorian and Peru-
vian Shuars and Achuars once wore bark-cloth tunics,
wrap skirts or (for women) dresses tied over one shoul-
der. Cofán males now wear knee-length tunics of com-
mercial cotton cloth.

Among such groups in the western Amazon as the
Cashinahuas (Dwyer, 1975) and Shipibos in Peru, and
the Kamsás in Colombia loom-woven cotton clothes are
worn, usually long tunics (often called kushma) for men,
and tubular skirts for women. Both male and female
Ashaninkas (Campas), and Matsigenkas (Machiguengas)
wear tunics, however.

Males among the Shuars and Achuars of Peru and
Ecuador wear a woven cotton wrap skirt, while the
women wear a body wrap that is tied over one shoulder.
The male wrap is sometimes tied with a woven belt with
dangling wefts of human hair (Bianchi et al. 1982). Con-
tacted tribes in Amazonia may choose to wear traditional
dress at times and Euro-American dress when visiting
towns or if they have been Christianized.

Such groups as the now culturally extinct Onas of
Tierra del Fuego, the cold, southern tip of South Amer-
ica near Antarctica, had no weaving, but wore fur robes,
hats, and moccasins.

The Andean Countries
The countries that once constituted the Inca Empire
(much of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and part of north-
ern Argentina) are significant for several reasons. The first
is that the Pacific coastal deserts have resulted in the
preservation of organic material including mummy bun-
dles with cadavers completely dressed. Other archaeolog-
ical artifacts, such as realistic ceramics portraying dressed
humans, combined with the Spanish conquistadores’ and
other historical accounts allow us to reconstruct the dress
of ancient peoples. It is possible to generalize about the
myriad local and historical highland and coastal dress
styles, which can be referred to overall as Andean. First,
the main fibers, dyes, and many technical features of later
dress were in use by the Common Era. Fibers, handspun
and handwoven on simple stick or frame looms, included
New World cotton and camelid (llama, alpaca, vicuña, and
wanaku). Myriad dyes were used to great effect, includ-
ing Relbunium and cochineal (red to purple), indigo (blue
to black), and a number of plants that gave yellow. Gar-
ments for the wealthy or high ranking were often adorned
with embroidery, feathers, beads, and gold or silver discs.
Second, pre-Hispanic garments were variations of the
square or rectangle, and they were woven to size using vir-
tually every technique known to modern Euro-American
weavers. Jewelry varied by sex, age, and rank.

Third, textiles were four selvage, meaning all four
edges were finished before the piece came off the loom.
It is rare to find a cut pre-Hispanic Andean garment; tai-
loring came with the Spanish. Fourth, cloth was highly
valued and exchanged or sacrificed at major life-cycle
events and religious rituals. Dress carried heavy symbolic
weight and indicated age, gender, marital status, social,
political, religious, economic rank, and ethnicity.

The Peruvian Coast
By the time of the Paracas culture (c. 600–175 B.C.E.) on
the south coast of Peru, male ritual attire consisted of
garments that were typical of the coast until the Spanish
Conquest in 1532: headband or turban, waist-length tu-
nic (sometimes with short, attached sleeves) or tabard,
breechcloth or kiltlike wrap skirt, mantle, and sometimes
sandals, and a small bag, usually used to hold coca leaves.
Paracas dress was consistent in terms of size, shape, and
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Indigenous women in Saraguro, Ecuador. These Ecuadorian
women display traditional, yet contemporary clothing that in-
cludes wide-brimmed woven hats with markings indicating
ethnicity and pinned anakus, or wrap-around skirts and Ilikl-
las, or mantles. Decorative earrings and necklaces adorn them.
© LYNN A. MEISCH. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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patterning, but varied in terms of decoration. Many Para-
cas garments, for example, were elaborately embroidered
and many garments had added fringes, tabs, or edgings
(Paul 1990).

Coastal male tunics and tabards had vertical warps
and neck slits, while women’s tunics were worn with the
warp horizontal, with stitches at the shoulders and a hor-
izontal neck opening (Rowe and Cohen 2002, p. 114).
Women also wore a mantle. Male garments from the
Chimu culture (c. C.E. 850–1532) of the north coast were
sometimes woven in matched sets with identical weave
structures and motifs on the tunic, breechcloth, and tur-
ban (Rowe 1984, p. 28).

For all the coastal cultures, jewelry differed by gen-
der and rank and could include neckpieces, pectorals,
bracelets, crowns, nose rings, and earplugs of copper, sil-
ver, gold, Spondylus shell, turquoise, feathers, and com-
binations of these materials, including the magnificent
jewelry excavated from the royal tombs of Sipán of the
Moche culture (c. C.E.100–700).

Inca Dress
Before the Spanish arrived, the Incas, spreading from their
center in Cuzco, Peru, between c. 1300 and 1532, reigned
over a vast empire. Mandating that conquered groups
maintain their traditional clothing, headdress, and hair-
style allowed the Incas to identify and control them.

Highland dress differed from that of the coast. Gar-
ments were generally woven of camelid hair because of
the cold. Inca garments had a distinctive embroidered
edging combining cross-knit loop stitch and overcasting,
with striped edge bindings on finer textiles (called qumpi,
often double-faced tapestry) and solid bindings on plainer
ones (awasqa) (Rowe 1995–1996, p. 6). Cloth was im-
portant, even sacred, to the Incas, who burned fine cloth-
ing as sacrifices to the sun (Murra 1989 [1962]).

Inca women wore an ankle-length square or rectan-
gular body wrap called an aksu in the southern part of
the empire and anaku in the north. It was wrapped un-
der the arms, then pulled up and pinned over each shoul-
der with a tupu, a stickpin made of wood, bone, copper,
or—for higher status women—silver or gold. The tupus
were connected with a cord with dangling Spondylus
shell pendants. A chumpia, or wide belt with woven pat-
tern, held the aksu shut at the waist.

Next came a lliklla, a mantle, held shut with another
stickpin (t’ipki; later also called tupu), and an istalla, a small
bag for coca leaves. Some females wore headbands known
by wincha, their Spanish name, and some upper-class
women wore ñañaqas, a type of head cloth (Rowe 1995–
1996).

Male garments included the unku, a sacklike, sleeve-
less, knee-length tunic, a yakolla, a mantle, a wara (breech-
cloth), ch’uspa (coca leaf bag), and a llautu (headwrap).
Inca noblemen wore large gold paku, earplugs that dis-

tended their lower earlobes, inspiring the Spanish to call
them orejones (big ears). Both sexes wore usuta, hide or
plant-fiber sandals (Rowe 1995–1996).

The Aymara-speaking chiefdoms of the Peruvian and
Bolivian altiplano deserve mention, as their region was
known for extensive camelid herds and fine textiles (Adel-
son and Tracht 1983). Some pre-Hispanic-style garments
are still worn by both Quechuas and Aymaras including
belts, mantles, tunics, ch’uspas, and aksus, but for Aymara
females on the altiplano, the emblematic gathered skirt,
tailored blouse, shawl, and bowler hat are more recent.

The Spanish Conquest
The Spanish introduced new tools for cloth production
(treadle looms, carders, spinning wheels), new fibers
(sheep’s wool and silk), and new fashions. Soon after the
conquest, upper-class male natives were wearing combi-
nations of Inca and Spanish clothes: an Inca unku with
Spanish knee breeches, stockings, shoes, and hat (Gua-
man Poma). The Spanish first insisted that native people
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Peruvian couple in native dress. The man wears a cotton tu-
nic, or kushma, and a traditional chullo hat. The woman wears
a short jacket and a pollera skirt. © JEREMY HORNER/CORBIS. REPRO-
DUCED BY PERMISSION.
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wear their own dress, but after the great indigenous re-
bellions of the 1780s, the government of Peru prohibited
the wearing of the headband, tunic, mantle, and other in-
signia of the Incas including jewelry engraved with the
image of the Inca, or sun. Fine Inca qumpi unku, how-
ever, continued to be made and worn well into the colo-
nial period (Pillsbury 2002).

Although poncho-like garments were worn before
the Spanish conquest, most males wore tunics sewn up
the sides. The first reference to the open-sided poncho
by that name came from a 1629 description of the Ma-
puches (Araucanians) of Chile (Montell 1929, p. 239).

Contemporary Andean Indigenous Clothing
Traditional Andean dress in the early twenty-first century
is a mixture of pre-Hispanic and Spanish colonial styles.
Dress still indicates ethnicity, and in Peru use of the chullu
(knitted hat with earflaps) by males and montera (Spanish
flat-brimmed hat) by females denotes indigenous identity,

with variations in the hats indicating the wearer’s commu-
nity. In Bolivia and Ecuador, a variety of hats indicate eth-
nicity and among three Ecuadorian groups (the Saraguros,
Cañars, and Otavalos), and one Bolivian (the Tarabucos),
one ethnic marker for males is long hair worn in a braid.
The Tarabucos are also known for their unique helmet-
like hat (Meisch 1986).

In several communities—for example Q’ero in Peru
(Rowe and Cohen 2002), the Chipayas in Bolivia, and the
Saraguros in Ecuador (Meisch 1980–1981)—males still
wear versions of the Inca tunic, while the females of
Otavalo, Ecuador, wear dress that is the closest in form to
Inca women’s dress worn anywhere in the Andes (Meisch
1987, p. 118). Throughout northern Ecuador, indigenous
females of many ethnic groups still wear the anaku, now a
wrap skirt, handwoven belt, lliklla, sometimes a tupu, and
distinctive hat, while males wear ponchos and felt fedoras.

In the Cuzco, Peru, region, males wear the chullu,
the poncho, and sometimes handwoven wool pants, or
Euro-American style dress, while women are more con-
servative and wear short jackets and sometimes vests over
manufactured blouses and sweaters, and pollera with llik-
llas, skirts with handwoven belts held shut with a tupu, or
safety pin. In many communities, women still pride them-
selves on their ability to weave fine cloth using pre-
Hispanic technology.

In the Ausangate region south Cuzco, such small dif-
ferences in the women’s dress as the length of their pollera
and the presence of fringe on their monteras indicates res-
idence (Heckman 2003, pp. 83–84).

In the Corporaque region (southern Peru), the
women’s dress (vests, hats, gathered skirts), while quite
European in form except for their carrying cloths, is elab-
orately machine-embroidered in small workshops (Fe-
menias 1980, p. 1). Although the technology is European,
the importance of dress as an ethnic marker is Andean.
Throughout the Bolivian, Peruvian, and Ecuadorian An-
des, many indigenous people wear usuta, sandals made
from truck tires, but in northern Ecuador, alpargatas,
handmade cotton sandals, are worn.

Although Colombia has a small indigenous popula-
tion, groups in two major highland regions maintain dis-
tinctive dress styles. The Kogis (Cágabas) and Incas of
the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta on the Atlantic coast
wear long, cotton belted tunics over tight pants, and a
small, round hat, cotton and pointed for the former, flat-
topped fiber or cotton for the latter. Men also carry a
mochilas, a cotton bag for their coca leaves and lime gourd.
Women wear a garment that resembles the aksu, which
is wrapped around the body, tied over one shoulder, and
fastened at the waist with a belt.

After the Spanish conquest, the Páezes of southwest-
ern Colombia developed a unique dress, abandoning sim-
ple cotton wraps. The most distinctive features of male
dress are a short, wool, poncho-like garment, and a wool
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Warrior tomb in Sipán, Peru. For coastal cultures in Peru, jew-
elry was an important indicator of rank, as indicated by the
gold, silver, and copper ornamentation found in this lord’s
tomb. © KEVIN SCHAFER/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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wrap skirt. Throughout the Andes, children usually wear
a wrap skirt until they are toilet trained; then they wear
traditional dress like the adults. Native people continue
to use indigenous dress to define themselves as ethnic
communities, and to combine pre-Hispanic and Euro-
pean technologies in the manufacture of their clothing.

See also Cache-Sexe; Homespun; Turban.
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AMERICAN INDIAN DRESS: See America,
North: History of Indigenous Peoples’ Dress

AMIES, HARDY The British couturier Hardy Amies
is best known as Queen Elizabeth II’s longest-serving
dressmaker. Supported by a highly skilled team in the
workrooms at Savile Row, Amies dressed the queen and
a small clientele of aristocratic and wealthy women for
half a century. His men’s wear and international licensee
business had a lower profile but were crucial to the fi-
nancial viability of the company. The licensee business
benefited from Amies’s position as dressmaker to the
queen and from his staff’s expertise, but its success en-
sured the survival of the couture house.

Early Life
Edwin Hardy Amies was born in London on 17 July 1909.
Although he had some knowledge of dressmaking through
his mother’s work as a saleswoman for Miss Gray, Ltd.,
a London court dressmaker, it was not his chosen career.
He wanted to be a journalist and on the advice of the ed-
itor of the Daily Express went to work in Europe to learn
French and German. Back in Britain in 1931 he joined
W. and T. Avery, selling industrial weighing machines
and hoping to be posted to Germany, but dressmaking
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Woman modeling Hardy Amies evening gown. Prior to 1958,
Amies concentrated on producing women’s garments with a par-
ticularly feminine feel, such as this satin-bodiced dress com-
prised of many layers of tulle. © HULTON-DEUTCH COLLECTION/CORBIS.
REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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was clearly his destiny. A chance letter describing a dress
worn by Miss Gray led to the offer of a job as designer at
Lachasse, a sportswear shop owned by Miss Gray’s hus-
band, Fred Shingleton. In late 1933, Amies was invited by
Mr. and Mrs. Shingleton (Miss Gray) to join their party
at a dance given in aid of the Middlesex Hospital. At
Christmas 1933, Amies wrote a letter to Mlle. Louise Pro-
bet-Piolat (Aunt Louie), a friend of his mother, describ-
ing the dress worn by Mrs. Shingleton at the dance. Aunt
Louie in turn wrote to Mrs. Shingleton, reporting “how
vivid she found my description.” Mrs Shingleton threw
the letter across the table to her husband and said, “You
ought to get that boy into the business in Digby Morton’s
place” (Amies 1954, pp. 52–53). Undeterred by his com-
plete ignorance of practical dressmaking, Amies boldly
grabbed the opportunity.

Lachasse and the War
Lachasse was set up in 1928 as an offshoot of Fred Shin-
gleton’s company Gray and Paulette, Ltd. The firm spe-
cialized in custom-made daywear designed for members
of the British upper classes, who divided their time be-
tween London and the country. When Amies joined in
1934 he replaced the Irish designer Digby Morton, whom
he credited with transforming the classic country tweed
suit “into an intricately cut and carefully designed gar-
ment that was so fashionable that it could be worn with
confidence at the Ritz” (Amies 1954, p. 54). Following
Morton, Amies concentrated on producing stylish, fem-
inine, tailored clothes. The year 1937 was a turning point.
The April edition of British Vogue featured a Lachasse
suit, and Amies made his first sales to U.S. buyers, in
London for King George VI’s coronation. Vogue praised
Amies’s facility with pattern and color but noted the com-
paratively static silhouette of his suits, which now incor-
porated the slightly low waist that became characteristic
of his cut. This slowly evolving line was, in fact, exactly
what Amies’s customers wanted. They were looking for
clothes that were in tune with fashion but that would
blend with their existing wardrobe, that were smart but
not ostentatious, and that were well cut, immaculately fit-
ted, and hard wearing. Amies catered to this particularly
English approach to dressing throughout his career. His
customers at Lachasse included the society hostess Mrs.
Ernest Guinness and the actress Virginia Cherrill.

By 1939 sales at Lachasse had doubled but Amies’s
appeals to design in his own name were rebuffed. Rest-
less and frustrated, he saw World War II as an escape.
He joined the Intelligence Corps, transferring in 1941 to
the Belgian section of the Special Operations Executive,
where he rose to the rank of lieutenant colonel. Amies
designed throughout the war, contributing to govern-
ment-backed export collections and, after resigning from
Lachasse, selling through the London house of Worth.
He was a founding member of the Incorporated Society
of London Fashion Designers and served as the society’s
chairman from 1959 to 1960.

Savile Row
After demobilization, Amies set up his own house in No-
vember 1945 at 14 Savile Row, in the heart of London’s
tailoring district. Staff from Lachasse, Worth, and Miss
Gray joined him, bringing their clients and skills and en-
abling Amies to establish a reputation for all-around ex-
cellence. Although nearly forty, he was considered young
in couture terms. Amies played on this, promoting him-
self and his house as vigorous, youthful, and progressive.
In 1950 he was among the first London couturiers to set
up a boutique line aimed at export buyers, selected
provincial retail buyers, and the general public. Within
two years the new business was half the size of the cou-
ture business.

In 1950 Amies received his first order from the fu-
ture Queen Elizabeth II. In 1955 he successfully applied
for the coveted royal warrant, which he held until his
death. Norman Hartnell was still the queen’s premier
dressmaker but Amies’s position at the top of his profes-
sion was secure. Designing for the queen gave him in-
ternational standing, attracted prestigious clients, and
guaranteed his own personal acceptability in the highest
echelons of society. He later designed for Princess
Michael of Kent and Diana, Princess of Wales.

Men’s Wear
Amies entered the men’s wear market in 1959, when he
designed a range of silk ties for Michelson’s. During the
1950s the preference of young adult men for more in-
formal, body-conscious clothes and the popularity of
American and Italian styles persuaded British manufac-
turers to reformulate their image and product. Hep-
worths, a middle-market multiple tailoring group,
approached Amies. His first collection for Hepworths in
1961 was designed “to make the customer feel younger
and richer than they were, and more attractive” (Amies
1984, p. 68). His designs were never cutting edge but for-
mulated to attract a broad customer base. By 1964 the
annual sales of his men’s wear was about £15 million,
compared with £0.75 million for women’s wear. His col-
laboration with Hepworths led to a string of licensee
agreements selling men’s wear and some women’s wear
across the globe from the United States and Canada to
Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Taiwan, and Korea. As
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“I understand and admire the Englishwoman’s
attitude to dress . . . just as our great country houses
always look lived in and not [like] museums, so do
our ladies refuse to look like fashion plates” (Amies
1954, p. 239).
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Amies dedicated more time to the licensee business, the
women’s wear design was taken over by his codirector,
Ken Fleetwood (d. 1996). Amies sold Hardy Amies, Ltd.,
to Debenhams in 1973 to develop a ready-to-wear busi-
ness but bought the company back in 1980.

Hardy Amies was appointed a Commander of the
Victorian Order (CVO) in 1977 and honored with a
knighthood in 1989. He was elected a Royal Designer for
Industry in 1964. He received the Harper’s Bazaar Award
in 1962, the Sunday Times Special Award in 1965, and the
British Fashion Council Hall of Fame award in 1989. He
sold Hardy Amies, Ltd., to the Luxury Brands Group in
2001. Amies died on 5 March 2003.

See also Diana, Princess of Wales; Haute Couture; Savile
Row; Travel Clothing; Tweed.
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ANCIENT WORLD: HISTORY OF DRESS Ev-
idence about dress becomes plentiful only after humans
began to live together in greater numbers in discrete lo-
calities with well-defined social organizations, with re-
finements in art and culture, and with a written language.
This happened first in the ancient world in Mesopotamia
(home of the Sumerians, Babylonians, and Assyrians) and
in Egypt. Later other parts of the Mediterranean region
were home to the Minoans (on the island of Crete), the
Greeks, the Etruscans, and the Romans (on the Italian
peninsula).

The sociocultural phenomenon called “fashion,” that
is, styles being widely adopted for a limited period of
time, was not part of dress in the ancient world. Specific
styles differed from one culture to another. Within a cul-

ture some changes took place over time, but those
changes usually occurred slowly, over hundreds of years.
In these civilizations tradition, not novelty, was the norm.

Certain common forms, structure, and elements ap-
pear in the dress of the different civilizations of the an-
cient world. Costume historians differentiate between
draped and tailored dress. Draped clothing is made from
lengths of fabric that are wrapped around the body and
require little or no sewing. Tailored costume is cut into
shaped pieces and sewn together. Draped costume uti-
lizes lengths of woven textiles and predominates in warm
climates where a loose fit is more comfortable. Tailored
costume is thought to have originated around the time
when animal skins were used. Being smaller in size than
woven textiles, skins had to be sewn together. Tailored
garments, cut to fit the body more closely, are more com-
mon in cold climates where the closer fit keeps the wearer
warm. With a few exceptions, ancient world garments of
the Mediterranean region were draped.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Evidence about Dress
Most of the evidence about costume of the ancient world
comes from depictions of people in the art of the time.
Often this evidence is fragmentary and difficult to deci-
pher because researchers may not know enough about
the context from which items come or about the con-
ventions to which artists had to conform.

The geography and climate of a particular civiliza-
tion and its religious practices may enhance or detract
from the quantity and quality of evidence. Fortunately,
the dry desert climate of ancient Egypt coupled with the
religious beliefs that caused Egyptians to bury many dif-
ferent items in tombs have yielded actual examples of tex-
tiles and some garments and accessories.

Written records from these ancient civilizations may
also contribute to what is known about dress. Such
records are often of limited usefulness because they use
terminology that is unclear today. They may, however,
shed light on cultural norms or attitudes and values in-
dividuals hold about aspects of dress such as its ability to
show status or reveal personal idiosyncrasies.

Common Types of Garments
Although they were used in unique ways, certain basic
garment types appeared in a number of the ancient civ-
ilizations. In describing these garments, which had dif-
ferent names in different locales, the modern term that
most closely approximates the garment will be used here.
Although local practices varied, both men and women of-
ten wore the same garment types. These were skirts of
various lengths; shawls, or lengths of woven fabric of dif-
ferent sizes and shapes that could be draped or wrapped
around the body; and tunics, T-shaped garments similar
to a loose-fitting modern T-shirt, that were made of wo-
ven fabric in varying lengths. E. J. W. Barber (1994) sug-
gests that the Latin word tunica derives from the Middle
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Eastern word for linen and she believes that the tunic
originated as a linen undergarment worn to protect the
skin against the harsh, itchy feel of wool. Later tunics
were also used as outerwear and were made from fabrics
of any available fibers.

The primary undergarment was a loincloth. In one
form or another this garment seems to have been worn
in most ancient world cultures. It appears not only on
men, but also is sometimes depicted as worn by women.
It generally wrapped much like a baby’s diaper, and if cli-
mate permitted workers often used it as their sole out-
door garment.

In most of the ancient world, the most common foot
covering was the sandal. Occasionally closed shoes and
protective boots are depicted on horsemen. A shoe with
an upward curve of the toe appears in many ancient world
cultures. This style seems to make its first appearance in
Mesopotamia around 2600 B.C.E. and it is thought that
it probably originated in mountainous regions where it
provided more protection from the cold than sandals. Its
depiction on kings indicates that it was associated with
royalty in Mesopotamia. It probably came to be a mark
of status elsewhere, as well (Born). Similar styles show up
among the Minoans and Etruscans.

Mesopotamian Dress
The Sumerians, as the earliest settlers in the land around
the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers in what is now modern
Iraq, established the first cities in the region. Active from
about 3500 B.C.E. to 2500 B.C.E., they were supplanted
as the dominant culture by the Babylonians (2500 B.C.E.
to 1000 B.C.E.) who in turn gave way to the Assyrians
(1000 B.C.E. to 600 B.C.E.).

One of the chief products of Mesopotamia, wool, was
used not only domestically but was also exported. Al-
though flax was available, it was clearly less important
than wool. The importance of sheep to clothing and the
economy is reflected in representations of dress. Sumer-
ian devotional or votive figures often depict men or
women wearing skirts that appear to be made from sheep-
skin with the fleece still attached. When the length of
material was sufficient, it was thrown up and over the left
shoulder and the right shoulder was left bare.

Other figures seem to be wearing fabrics with tufts
of wool attached, which were made to simulate sheep-
skin. The Greek word kaunakes has been applied to both
sheepskin and woven garments of this type.

Additional evidence of the importance of wool fab-
ric comes from archaeology. An excavation of the tomb
of a queen from Ur (c. 2600 B.C.E.) included fragments
of bright red wool fabric thought to be from the queen’s
garments.

Evidence about dress. Evidence for costume in this re-
gion comes from depictions of humans on engraved seals,
devotional, or votive statuettes of worshipers, a few wall

paintings, and statues and relief carvings of military and
political leaders. Representations of women are few, and
the writings from legal and other documents confirm the
impression that women’s roles were somewhat restricted.

Major costume forms. In addition to the aforementioned
kaunakes garment, early Sumerian art also depicts cloaks
(capelike coverings). Costumes of later periods appear to
have grown more complex, with shawls covering the up-
per body. Skirts, loincloths, and tunics also appear. A
draped garment, probably made from a square of fabric
118 inches wide and 56 inches long (Houston 2002), ap-
pears on noble and mythical male figures from Sumer
and Babylonia. Because the garment is represented as
smooth, without folds or drapery, most scholars believe
that this unlikely perfection was an artistic convention,
not a realistic view of clothing. With this garment men
wore a close-fitting head covering with a small brim or
padded roll.

Women’s dress of this period covered the entire up-
per body. The most likely forms were a skirt worn with
a cape that had an opening for the head or a tunic. Other
wrapped and draped styles have also been suggested.

Transitions from Babylonian to Assyrian rule are not
marked by clear changes in style. In time, the Assyrians
came to prefer tunics to the skirts and cape styles that
were more common in earlier periods. The length of tu-
nics varied with the gender, status, and occupation of the
wearer. Women’s tunics were full-length, as were those
of kings and highly placed courtiers. Common people and
soldiers wore short tunics.

Fabrics ornamented with complex designs appeared
in Assyria. Scholars are uncertain whether the designs on
royal costumes are embroidered or woven. Elaborate
shawls were wrapped over tunics, and the overall effect
was complex and multilayered. Priests selected the most
favorable colors and garments for the ruler to wear on
any given day.

Hairstyles and headdress are important elements of
dress and often convey status, occupation, or relate to
other aspects of culture. Sumerian men are depicted both
clean-shaven and bearded. Sometimes they are bald. In
hot climates shaving the head may be a health measure
and done for comfort. Both men and women are also
shown with long, curly hair, which is probably an ethnic
characteristic. Assyrian men are bearded and have such
elaborately arranged curls that curling irons may have
been used. In art women’s hair is shown as either ornately
curled or dressed simply at about shoulder length.

The status of women apparently changed over time.
From laws it is clear that Sumerian and Babylonian
women had more legal protections than did Assyrian
women. Law codes make reference to veiling and it ap-
pears that in Sumerian and Babylonian periods, free mar-
ried women wore veils, while slaves and concubines were
permitted to wear veils only when accompanied by the
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principal wife. Specific practices as to how and when the
veil was worn are not entirely clear; however, it is evi-
dent that traditions surrounding the wearing of veils by
women have deep roots in the Middle East.

Egyptian Dress
The civilization of Ancient Egypt came into being in
North Africa in the lands along the Nile River when two
kingdoms united during a so-called Early Dynastic Pe-
riod (c. 3200–2620 B.C.E.). Historians divide the history
of Egypt into three major periods: Old Kingdom (c.
2620–2260 B.C.E.), the Middle Kingdom (c. 2134–1786
B.C.E.), and the New Kingdom (c.1575–1087 B.C.E.).
Throughout this entire period Egyptian dress changed
very little.

The structure of Egyptian society also seems to have
changed little throughout its history. The pharaoh, a
hereditary king, ruled the country. The next level of so-

ciety, deputies and priests, served the king, and an offi-
cial class administered the royal court and governed other
areas of the country. A host of lower level officials,
scribes, and artisans provided needed services, along with
servants and laborers, and, at the bottom, were slaves who
were foreign captives.

The hot and dry climate of Egypt made elaborate
clothing unnecessary. However, due to the hierarchical
structure of society, clothing served an important func-
tion in the display of status. Furthermore, religious be-
liefs led to some uses of clothing to provide mystical
protection.

Sources of evidence about dress. It is religious beliefs that
have provided much of the evidence for dress of this pe-
riod. Egyptians believed that by placing real objects,
models of real objects, and paintings of daily activities in
the tomb with the dead, the deceased would be provided
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Nefertari’s tomb, Valley of the Queens. Artistic representations such as in this mural painting, created circa 1290–1224 B.C.E.,
provide historians with much information on the clothing of the period. This tomb relief shows three different dress styles: a
sheath dress, a pleated gown, and a man’s skirt (schenti). © ARCHIVO ICONOGRAFICO, S.A./CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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with the necessities for a comfortable afterlife. Depictions
and actual items of clothing and accessories were among
the materials included. The hot, dry climate preserved
these objects. Works of art from temples and surviving
inscriptions and documents are additional sources of in-
formation.

Textile availability and production. Linen fiber, ob-
tained from the stems of flax plants, was the primary tex-
tile used in Egypt. Wool was not worn by priests or for
religious rituals and was considered “unclean” although
the Greek historian Herodotus (c. 490 B.C.E.) reported
that he saw wool fabrics in use. From samples of fabric
that have been preserved, it is evident that the Egyptians
were highly skilled in linen production. They made elab-
orately pleated fabrics, probably by pressing dampened
fabrics on grooved boards. Tapestry woven fabrics ap-
peared after 1500 B.C.E. Beaded fabrics are found in
tombs, as are embroidered and appliquéd fabrics.

Major costume forms. Draped or wrapped clothing pre-
dominated in Egyptian dress. Lower status men wore the
simplest of garments: a loincloth of linen or leather, or
a leather network covering a loincloth. Men of all classes
wore wrapped skirts, sometimes called schenti, shent, skent,
or schent by costume historians. The precise shape of
these skirts varied depending on whether the fabric was
pleated or plain (more often plain in the Old Kingdom,
more likely pleated in the New Kingdom), longer or
shorter (growing longer for high status men in the Mid-
dle Kingdom and after), fuller (in the New Kingdom) or
less full (in the Old Kingdom). Royalty and upper-class
men often wore elaborate jeweled belts, decorative pan-
els, or aprons over skirts.

Coverings for the upper body consisted of leopard
or lion skins, short fabric capes, corselets that were ei-
ther strapless or suspended from straps, and wide, deco-
rative necklaces. Over time the use of animal skins
diminished. These became symbols of power, worn only
by kings and priests. Eventually cloth replicas with
painted leopard spots replaced the actual skins and
seemed to have had a purely ritual use.

Tunics appear in Egyptian dress during the New
Kingdom, possibly as a result of cross-cultural contact
with other parts of the region or the conquest and polit-
ical dominance of Egypt for a time by foreigners called
the Hyksos.

Long wrapped garments appear to have been worn
by both men and women until the Middle Kingdom, af-
ter which they appear only on women, gods, and kings.
Instead during the New Kingdom men were shown wear-
ing long, loose, flowing pleated garments, the construc-
tion of which is not entirely clear. Shawls were worn as
an outermost covering and were either wrapped or tied.

Slaves and dancing girls were sometimes shown as
being naked or wearing only a pubic band. Laboring
women wore skirts when at work. Women, especially

those of lower socioeconomic status, wore long, loose tu-
nics, similar to those worn by men. From the writings of
Herodotus, it appears this garment was called a kalasiris.
Some costume historians have mistakenly used this term
to refer to a tightly fitted garment that appears on women
of all classes. Although this garment has the appearance
of a tightly fitted sheath dress, it is thought that this rep-
resentation is probably an artistic convention, not a realis-
tic view. The garment was more likely to have been a length
of fabric wrapped around the body. Gillian Vogelsang-
Eastwood (1993) in an extensive study of garments from
Egyptian tombs has found no examples of sheath dresses,
but has found lengths of cloth with patterns of wear that
are consistent with such wrapped garments.

Sheathlike garments are often shown with elaborate
patterns. Suggestions for how the patterns were made
have included weaving, painting, appliqué, leatherwork,
and feathers. The more likely answer is that beaded net
dresses, found in a number of tombs, were placed over a
wrapped dress.

Garments from tombs from the Old Kingdom and af-
ter also include simple V-necked linen dresses made with-
out sleeves. A later, sleeved version has a more complex
construction that required sewing a tubular skirt to a yoke.

Like men, high status women wore long, full, pleated
gowns in the New Kingdom. Careful examination of rep-
resentations of these gowns indicates that the method of
draping these garments that was used by women was dif-
ferent from those of men. Like men, women used
wrapped shawls to provide warmth or cover.

Egyptian jewelry often provided the main sources of
color in costume. Wide jeweled collars, jeweled belts and
aprons, amulets worn around the neck to ward off evil,
diadems with real or jeweled flowers, armlets, bracelets,
and, during the New Kingdom, earrings were all part of
the repertoire of ornaments available to men and women.

Headdress and hair coverings were often used to
communicate status. As a result works of art show a wide
variety of symbolic styles. The pharaoh wore a crown,
the pschent, that was made by combining the traditional
crown of Lower Egypt with the traditional crown of Up-
per Egypt. This crown was a visible symbol of the king’s
authority over both Upper and Lower Egypt. Other sym-
bolic crowns and headdresses also are seen: the hemhemet
crown, worn on ceremonial occasions; the blue or war
crown when going to war; the uraeus, a representation of
a cobra worn by kings and queens as a symbol of royal
power. The nemes headdress, a scarflike garment fitted
across the forehead, hanging down to the shoulder be-
hind the ears, and having a long tail (symbolic of a lion’s
tail) in back was worn by rulers. Queens or goddesses
wore the falcon headdress, shaped like a bird with the
wings hanging down at the side of the face.

Men, and sometimes women and children, shaved
their heads. Although men were clean-shaven, beards
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were symbols of power and the pharaoh wore a false
beard. When artists depict Hatshepsut, a female pharaoh,
she, too, is shown with this false beard. The children of
the pharaoh had a distinctive hairstyle, the lock of Ho-
rus or the lock of youth. The head was shaved, and one
lock of hair was allowed to grow on the left side of the
head where it was braided and hung over the ear.

Minoan Dress
While the Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilizations were
flourishing in the Eastern Mediterranean, the island of
Crete, farther to the west, was home to the Minoans. This
people, named after a legendary king Minos, thrived from
about 2900 to 1150 B.C.E. on the island of Crete. By 2100
B.C.E. the Minoans extended their influence to the main-
land Greek city-state called Mycenae. After the Minoans
went into decline in the period around 1400 B.C.E., the
Mycenaeans gained control over Crete and the Minoans.

Archaeological evidence provides a glimpse of Mi-
noan and Mycenaean dress. From wall paintings and stat-
uettes scholars have reached some conclusions about
clothing of these periods. Archaeologists have determined
that both linen and wool were produced. Wall paintings
show Minoan textiles with intricate patterns that required
both simple and complex weaving processes, embroidery,
or painting. Excavations reveal that dyestuffs were im-
ported. And Egyptian wall paintings showing men dressed
in Minoan styles lead to the conclusion that Minoan
traders brought their textiles to Egypt.

Major costume forms. Minoan dress had some similar-
ities to and some marked differences from other
Mediterranean civilizations. Leaping over the horns of
bulls was a sport or religious ritual in which both Mi-
noan men and women participated. Wall paintings show
that for this sport, both wore loincloths reinforced at the
crotch for protection. Minoan men wore skirts that
ranged in length from short thigh-length versions with
a tassel in the front, to longer lengths that ended below
the knee or at the ankle. Skirts that appear to be very
similar to the Mesopotamian kaunakes garment are also
seen in Minoan art.

Women, too, wore skirts, but the construction was
quite different from those of men. Scholars propose three
different skirt types. All are full length. One is a bell-
shaped skirt fitted over the hips and flaring to the hem.
Another appears to be made of a series of horizontal ruf-
fles widening gradually until they reach the ground, and
the third is shown with a line down the center that some
have interpreted as depicting a culotte-like, bifurcated
skirt. Others see that line as merely showing how the skirt
fell. With these skirts women often wore an apronlike
overgarment. Arthur Evans, an archaeologist who was
one of the earliest to study Cretan sites, suggested that
the apron garment was worn for religious rituals and was
a vestige of a loincloth worn by men and women in ear-
lier times.

With these skirts, the top women wore  a garment
unique to the Minoans: a smoothly fitted bodice that, if
the art is being accurately interpreted, had to have been
cut and sewn. Tightly fitted sleeves were sewn or other-
wise fastened onto the bodice. It laced or fastened un-
derneath the breasts, leaving the bosom exposed.
Authorities do not agree on whether all women bared
their breasts. Some believe this style was restricted to
priestesses and that ordinary women covered their breasts
with a layer of sheer fabric.

With skirts or loincloths both men and women wore
wide, tight belts with rolled edges. They also wore tu-
nics. Men’s were short or long; women’s were long. Most
of the tunics, as well as bodices and skirts, seem to have
had woven patterned braid trimmings covering what ap-
pear to be the seam lines or points where garments would
have been sewn together.

Men and women are both depicted with long or short
curly hair. A variety of headwear can be seen in Minoan
art, much of which may have been used in religious rit-
uals or to designate status. Women are often shown with
their hair carefully arranged and held in place with dec-
orative nets or fillets (bands).

Greek Dress
A “dark age” of which little is known separates the 
Minoan/Mycenaean period from the Archaic Period of
Greek history on the mainland. The history of Ancient
Greece is generally divided into the Archaic Period
(800–500 B.C.E.), the Classical Age (500–323 B.C.E.), and
the Hellenistic Period (after 323 B.C.E. to the absorption
of Greece by the Romans).

Greek sculpture and vase paintings provide numer-
ous illustrations of Greek costume as do some wall paint-
ings. Some even show individuals putting on or taking
off clothing; therefore, scholars believe they understand
what was worn and how it was constructed. Color of
clothing, however, can be problematic. When first cre-
ated and displayed most sculpture had been painted with
colors. Those colors have been bleached away over time.
For many years people believed that Greeks wore white
almost exclusively. Most vase paintings are not a good
source for information about color because the traditions
of vase painting showed either black figures on a red back-
ground or red figures on a black background. From the
few white background vases on which figures were
painted in color and from frescoes it is possible to see
that Greeks wore a wide range of often vivid colors.

Married women in ancient Greece ran the house-
hold. They provided for the family’s needs for textiles by
spinning and weaving. Fibers used included wool, which
was produced in Greece. Linen came to Greece by the
sixth century B.C.E., probably making its way from Egypt
to the Ionian region of Asia Minor, where some Greeks
had settled, and from there to the Greek peninsula. Late
in Greek history silk evidently came from China by way
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of Persia, and the Greek island of Cos was known for its
silk production. Imported woven silk fabrics were prob-
ably unraveled into yarns and then combined with linen
yarns and woven into fabrics. In this way, less of the pre-
cious silk was needed to make a highly decorative fabric.

Dyes were made from plants and minerals. A par-
ticularly prized and valuable color was purple, which was
obtained from shellfish. Dyeing, bleaching, and some
other finishing processes were probably carried out in
special facilities, not in the home, because of the noxious
fumes they produced. Women were skilled in decorating
fabric with embroidery and woven designs. Garments
were draped and were most likely woven to the correct
size and therefore required little cutting and sewing.
Many garments appear to be pleated, so it is likely that
there were devices for pressing pleats into fabric and for
keeping textiles smooth and flat.

Major costume forms. The Greek name for the garment
roughly equivalent to a tunic was chiton, which is what cos-
tume historians now call Greek tunics. Throughout Greek
history one form or another of the chiton was the basic

garment for men, women, and children. Its size, shape,
and methods of fastening varied over time. Even so, the
chiton was constructed in much the same way throughout
Greek history. A rectangular length of fabric was folded
in half lengthwise and placed around the body under the
arms with the fold on one side and the open edge on the
other. The top of the fabric was pulled up over the shoul-
der in the front to meet the fabric in the back, and pinned.
This was repeated over the other shoulder. This rudi-
mentary garment was belted at the waist. Sometimes the
open side was sewn or it may have been pinned or left
open. By beginning with this simple garment, variations
could be made easily. Often the top edge of the fabric was
folded down to form a decorative overfold. The width of
the folded section could vary. Belts could be placed at var-
ious locations or multiple belts could be used. The method
of pinning the shoulder could also change.

The names used today for these different styles are
not necessarily those given to them by the ancient
Greeks, but have been assigned later by costume histori-
ans who sometimes differ about terminology. The terms
employed here are those that appear to be most com-
monly accepted.

In the Archaic Period, the chiton type garments are
known as the chitoniskos and the Doric peplos. Both had the
same construction and were made with an overfold that
came to about waist length. They appear to have been
closely fitted and seem to have been made from patterned
wool fabrics. Men wore the chitoniskos, which was usu-
ally short and ended between the hip and the thigh.
Women wore the Doric peplos, similar in shape and fit
but reaching to the floor. The Doric peplos was fastened
with a long, sharp, daggerlike decorative pin.

Herodotus says that the transition from the Doric
peplos to the Ionic chiton came about because the women
of Athens were said to have used their dress pins to stab
to death a messenger who brought them the news of the
resounding defeat of the Athenians in a battle. Herodotus
says that the use of these large pins was outlawed, and
small fastenings mandated instead.

This story may be apocryphal, but it is true that the
Ionic chiton did replace the Doric peplos for both men
and women soon after 550 B.C.E. The Ionic chiton was
made from a wider fabric and was pinned with many small
fasteners part or all of the way down the length of the
arm. With more fabric in the garment, overfolds were
less likely to be used. Instead other shawls or small rec-
tangular garments were placed over the chiton. Many of
the wider Ionic chitons appear to be pleated and were
most likely made of lighter weight wool or of linen. Styles
could be varied by belting the fabric in different ways.

Around 400 B.C.E. the Ionic chiton gradually gave
way to the Doric chiton. The Doric chiton was narrower
and fastened at the shoulder with a single pin very much
like a decorative safety pin. The Romans called such pins
fibulae and this Latin term is now used for any such pin
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Woman on urn. In ancient times, people in warmer climates
wore draped clothing such as that depicted in this artwork.
Garments of this nature were cooler and allowed freedom of
movement. © THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART, THE ATALANTA LEKYTHOS,
1966.114. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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from ancient times. This garment was more likely than
the Ionic chiton to have an overfold. Doric chitons could
also be worn with the previously mentioned small draped
garments and belted in various ways. They seem to have
been made from wool, linen, or silk.

Some scholars see the transition from the large, os-
tentatious Ionic chiton to the simpler Doric chiton as re-
flecting changes in attitudes and values in Greek society.
A. G. Geddes (1987) suggests that in the late fifth cen-
tury B.C.E. emphasis was being placed on physical fitness
(more obvious in the more fitted Doric chiton), equality,
and less flaunting of wealth.

The Hellenistic chiton appears from around 300 to
100 B.C.E. It was a refinement of the Doric chiton that
was narrower, belted just beneath the breasts, and made
of lighter weight wool cloth, linen, or silk. It is this chi-
ton that is closest in style to many of the later garment
styles that were inspired by the Greek chiton.

In general, styles for men and women were very sim-
ilar, with women’s garments reaching to the floor and
men’s more likely to be short for daily use. A poor man’s
version of the chiton was the exomis, a simple rectangle
of cloth that fastened over one shoulder, leaving the other
arm free for easier action.

Several garments seem to have been used more by
men than women. The himation was a large rectangle of
fabric that wrapped around the body. In use from the late
fifth century, the garment might be worn alone or over
a chiton. It covered the left shoulder, wrapped across the
back and under the right arm, then was thrown over the
left shoulder or carried across the left arm. For protec-
tion against inclement weather and while traveling, men
wore a rectangular cloak of leather or wool called the
chlamys. It could also be used as a blanket. The petasos, a
wide-brimmed hat that offered additional protection
against sun or rain was often worn with this cloak.

The question of whether married, adult Greek
women were required to be veiled when out-of-doors is
still debated. Some statues do seem to show this. A re-
spectable married woman’s activities were limited; most
of her time was spent in the home and she was excluded
from men’s social gatherings. The women shown social-
izing with men in Greek art are courtesans or entertain-
ers, not wives. Some scholars believe that when a woman
went outside the home, she pulled a mantle or veil over
her head to obscure her face. C. Galt (1931) suggests that
veiling came to Greece from Ionia in the Middle East
about the time the Ionian chiton was adopted.

Etruscan Dress
A number of tribes occupied the Italian peninsula. By
800 B.C.E. one of these groups had occupied a fairly large
area and had developed an advanced culture and econ-
omy. Their burial practices, which included tomb paint-
ings showing daily life, provide good evidence for how
they dressed.

Trade brought them into close contact with Greece,
Greek art, and Greek styles. In some periods Etruscan
costume shows more shaping in the sleeves, which flare
out at the ends, and a fit that molds the body more closely.
Other distinctively Etruscan garments included a tall
peaked hat, called a tutulus; shoes with pointed, curved
toes; and several different styles of mantles. One espe-
cially notable mantle was the tebenna, which was appar-
ently made with curved edges and semicircular in shape.
Scholars believe that this mantle was the forerunner of
the Roman toga. Even though individual characteristics
can be noted for some Etruscan styles, for the most part
Etruscan and Greek costumes show so many similarities
that Etruscan versions are virtually indistinguishable
from the Greek.

As the Romans rose to power in Italy, the Etruscans
were absorbed into Rome and by the first century B.C.E.
no longer existed as a separate culture.

Roman Dress
A tribe occupying the hills near the present city of Rome,
the Romans gradually came to dominate not only the Ital-
ian peninsula, but a vast region including present-day 
western Europe and large parts of the Middle East and
North Africa. Because much of the Mediterranean region
had been under the domination of Greece, Greek influ-
ences permeated much of Roman life. Dress was no ex-
ception. As with the Etruscans, it is often difficult to
distinguish between Greek and Roman styles. However,
Roman dress is far more likely than Greek to include el-
ements that identify some aspect of the status of the wearer.

Not only are there ample works of art remaining
from the Roman era, but also literary works and inscrip-
tions in Latin that can be read and understood. Even so,
some aspects of Roman dress are not clearly understood.
The precise meaning of certain Latin words referring to
clothing may not be clear. One example is a man’s gar-
ment called the synthesis.

The synthesis was a special occasion garment, worn
by men for dinner parties. The traditional Roman man’s
garment, the toga, was cumbersome. Romans reclined to
eat, and apparently it was difficult to stretch out in a toga,
so the synthesis was the solution to this awkwardness.
Based on what Roman texts say about the garment, schol-
ars have concluded that it was probably a tunic worn with
a shoulder wrap. But there does not appear to be any de-
piction of the style in Roman art.

Wool, linen, and silk were used in Rome and appar-
ently cotton was imported from India around 190 B.C.E.
or before. Silk was available only to the wealthy; cotton
might be blended with wool or linen. Textiles were not
produced in the family home, as in Greece. Instead they
were woven by women workers on large estates or by men
and women in businesses located throughout the empire.
While some clothing was made in the home, ready-to-
wear clothing was also available in shops.
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The Roman version of the chiton was called tunica,
from which the word tunic derives. Roman men’s tunics
ended at about the knee and were worn by all classes of
society. Bands of purple that extended vertically from one
hem to the other across the shoulder designated rank.
Tunics of the Emperor and senators had wider bands;
those of knights had narrower bands. Precise placement
and width of these bands, called clavi, changed somewhat
at different time periods, and after the first century C.E.
all male nobles wore these bands. At this time ordinary
citizens and slaves had no such insignia, but later they
became more common. All male citizens were expected
to wear the toga over a tunic.

The toga was the symbol of Roman citizenship. It
was draped from a semicircle of white wool and placed
across the shoulder, around the back, under the right arm,
and pulled across the chest and over the shoulder. As pre-
viously noted it probably derived from the Etruscan
tebenna. Some officials wore special togas and through-
out the history of Rome the size, shape, and details of
draping did change somewhat.

Various types of cloaks and capes, with or without
hoods, served to provide cover outdoors. Those worn by
the military often identified their rank. The sagum was a
red wool cape worn by ordinary soldiers. This term en-
tered into the lexicon of symbols, and when people talked
about “putting on the sagum” they meant “going to war.”

Women’s dress in Rome differed only a little from
that of Greek women of the Hellenic period. They wore
an under tunic, not seen in public, and an over tunic very
much like a Greek chiton. A palla, rather similar to a
Greek himation, was draped over this. The colors of these
layers varied. Opinions differ as to just what the stola with
the instita was. Many costume histories use the word stola
interchangeably with outer tunic. However, literary
works clearly indicate that the garment was associated
only with free, married women. Some sources describe
the instita as a ruffle at the bottom of the stola or outer
tunic. But a careful analysis by Judith Sebesta (1994) leads
her to conclude that it is a special type of outer tunic sus-
pended from sewed-on straps.

Hairstyles show marked differences from one time
period to another. Men are generally bearded during the
years of the Republic, clean-shaven during the Empire
until the time of the Emperor Hadrian who wore a beard.
Each family celebrated the occasion of the first shave for
a young boy with a festival at which they placed the hairs
in a special container and sacrificed them to the gods.

Women’s hairstyles were relatively simple during the
first century C.E., but later grew so very complicated that
they required the addition of artificial hair and special
curls and braids arranged into towering structures.

Literary sources speak of extensive use of makeup by
both men and women. Cleanliness was valued and pub-
lic baths available to all levels of society.

The children of Roman citizens dressed like adults.
Both boys and girls wore a toga with a purple band around
the edge (toga praetexta). Boys wore it until age fourteen
to sixteen, after which they wore the citizen’s toga (toga
pura), and girls gave it up after puberty. Initially this gar-
ment was only for the children of noble families, but
eventually became part of the dress of all children of Ro-
man citizens. Roman male children also wore a bulla, a
ball-shaped neck ornament containing protective charms
that was given to them at the time they were named.

Both brides and vestal virgins, women whose lives
were dedicated to the goddess Vesta, seem to have worn
a special headdress. It consisted of pads of artificial hair
alternating with narrow bands. A veil was placed over this.
For brides the veil was bright orange and a wreath made
of orange blossoms and myrtle was set on top of it. This
association of veils and orange blossoms with weddings
continues until modern times and may have its origin in
Roman custom.

See also Textiles, Prehistoric; Toga.
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Phyllis Tortora

ANGORA Though true angora fiber is from the hair
of the Angora rabbit, because more than one animal bears
the name “angora” some confusion exists regarding what
really is angora fiber. Angora rabbits produce angora
fiber, and Angora goats produce mohair fiber. Angora
also differs from rabbit hair, which is the fiber obtained
from the common rabbit, in that angora is longer and
more flexible and better suited for luxury textiles.

Each rabbit produces ten to sixteen ounces of luxu-
riously soft fiber per year. The rabbits are clipped with
a pair of scissors, sheared with electric clippers, or
plucked by hand when the hair is three to five inches
long. Plucking pulls the loose hair from the rabbit and
produces the highest grade of angora wool because of the
spiky fur-like quality it gives to the fabric. Some coun-
tries regard plucking as inhumane and have outlawed the
practice.

Angora fiber differs from sheep’s wool in several
ways. Unlike wool, angora fibers do not have scales on
their surface. This lowers the risk of shrinkage from felt-
ing (the permanent interlocking of the fibers) and makes
the fibers slippery. Angora fiber’s diameter is very fine,

approximately 11 microns (1/25,000 of an inch). Only the
finest wool is similar in diameter to angora. Angora fiber
has a low density (weight) of 1.15 to 1.18 grams per cu-
bic centimeter, compared to 1.33 for wool. Angora fibers
have little elasticity, making them difficult to process into
yarn. Wool, on the other hand, is very elastic because of
its crimp and molecular structure. Blending angora with
wool helps make spinning easier and helps to hold the
angora in the yarn structure. During a garment’s life, it
is normal for short angora fibers to work their way out
of the yarn and shed from the fabric.

Angora’s small diameter fibers have air-filled cham-
bers that give them warmth without weight. The fiber
transmits moisture readily, so garments feel dry, warm,
and comfortable. Angora’s properties are of value not
only for fashionable garments, but also for therapeutic
garments designed for people with joint diseases. Gar-
ments featuring angora fiber include knitted sweaters,
hats, gloves, and underwear for fall and winter-wear.

The highest quality commercial angora fiber is
white, but the fiber is available in other beautiful colors
including pure white, gray, fawn (a light grayish brown),
brown, and black. Angora does not take dye well, so the
dyed fiber usually has a lighter color than other fibers in
the blend.

There are five grades of angora fiber. The first four
require the fiber to be white, perfectly clean, and with-
out tangles or mats. The lengths vary according to the
grade: grade one, the top grade, is 2 to 3 inches long;
grade two is 1.5 to 2 inches; grade three is 1 to 1.5 inches;
and grade four is any length. Grade five is of any color
and can be soiled and matted or unmatted. Naturally col-
ored angora fiber is generally found in garments pro-
duced by small-scale manufacturers.

Angora rabbits were originally raised in North Africa
and France. In the early twenty-first century, 90 percent
of the world’s production was from China. Other coun-
tries producing angora included Argentina, Chile, Hun-
gary, France, and India.

See also Felt; Fibers.
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Ann W. Braaten

ANIMAL PRINTS Animal prints and skins are widely
believed to convey power to the wearer. Fabrics with pat-
terns and colors imitating the skins of animals were made
into fashionable dress as early as the eighteenth century,
when elaborate silk designs emulating exotic furs inter-
twined with expensive laces to evoke a sense of luxury
and wealth.
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Characteristics associated with a particular animal,
such as the fierceness of a tiger, are thought to be trans-
ferred to the wearer through animal-patterned clothing.
Animal motifs are also widely regarded as erotic and thus
tend to be utilized on clothing designed to attract oth-
ers. For example, animal prints have a constant presence
in overtly sexual lingerie. A person wearing an animal
print makes a statement about confidence and expresses
a desire to be noticed. These head-turning prints catch
the viewer’s attention with their multicolored patterns
and irregular designs. Their reputation ranges from clas-
sic and sophisticated in high fashion to cheap and trashy
in popular fashion. Mainstream fashion articles have sug-
gested that wearers limit animal prints to accents to avoid
sending an overly suggestive message.

From tiger stripes to cheetah spots, the patterns of the
world’s big cats have been constants in the fashion world.
The rosette pattern of the leopard has been a favorite.
Graceful and powerful hunters, they suggest “feminine”
cunning and instinct. The movie Tarzan the Apeman was
a huge success when it was released by MGM in 1932. The

revealing, leopard-patterned clothing of stars Johnny
Weissmuller as Tarzan and Maureen O’Sullivan as Jane,
created a sensation for leopard and cheetah prints during
the 1930s. Blouses, coats, and scarves were some of the
popular items made in animal prints during that time.
These items represented the excitement and adventure of
the jungle and an independence of spirit especially unusual
for depictions of women during that time.

The fashion designer Rudi Gernreich produced a col-
lection of animal-patterned dresses with matching tights
and underwear in 1968, documented in the movie Basic
Black (1968) by the photographer William Claxton and
the model Peggy Moffitt. Animal prints became very pop-
ular for dresses, leggings, and accessories in the 1970s and
1980s. Animal pelts and prints fit the free-spirited inde-
pendence and heightened interest in world cultures in the
1970s. Animal motifs were perfectly suited to the combi-
nation of extravagance, bold patterns, and color in the
1980s. The fashion designers Dominico Dolce and Ste-
fano Gabbana have made animal prints their signature.
These prints enhance the diva persona of the celebrities
they are known for dressing.

Political questions concerning the use of real leather
and animal fur have affected the wearing of animal prints.
International law prohibits the trade in endangered
species. By raising the awareness of the treatment of an-
imals that are killed for the use of their skins, animal
rights activists and organizations  have promoted wear-
ing clothing made of fabric printed with animal motifs
rather than actual pelts.

See also Dolce & Gabbana; Film and Fashion; Fur; Gern-
reich, Rudi.
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Dennita Sewell

AO DAI Vietnam’s national dress, the ao dai (literally
“long shirt”; pronounced “ow zai” in the north, “ow yai”
in the south) consists of two elements: a long tunic with
a close-fitting bodice, mandarin collar, raglan sleeves, and
side slits that create front and back panels from the waist
down; and wide-legged pants, often cut on the bias.
While in the past both men and women wore ao dai, in
the twenty-first century it is almost exclusively a women’s
garment. A popular uniform for civil servants, tour
guides, hotel and restaurant staff, and high school stu-
dents, the ao dai is also worn for weddings, religious rit-
uals, and special occasions. Commonly seen as
symbolizing traditional Vietnamese identity and femi-
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Model wearing coat from Dolce & Gabbana collection. Leop-
ard prints such as this are favorites of the fashion world, con-
veying a sense of boldness, independence, and power upon
the wearer. © ASHBY DON/CORBIS SYGMA. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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ninity, the ao dai in fact has a relatively brief history
marked by foreign influence.

History
The ao dai provides a striking example of how Viet-
namese have responded to both Chinese and French col-
onization by adopting elements of foreign cultures and
modifying them to be uniquely Vietnamese. Prior to the
fifteenth century, Vietnamese women typically wore a
skirt (vay) and halter top (yem). These were sometimes
covered by an open-necked tunic (ao tu than) with four
long panels, the front two tied or belted at the waist.
Women’s garments were brown or black, accented by
brightly colored tops or belts on special occasions. From
1407 to 1428, China’s Ming Dynasty occupied Vietnam
and forced women to wear Chinese-style pants. After re-
gaining independence, Vietnam’s Le Dynasty (1428–
1788) likewise criticized women’s clothing for violating
Confucian standards of decorum. These policies were
haphazardly enforced, and skirts and halter tops remained
the norm. During the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies, Vietnam was divided into two regions, with the
Nguyen family ruling the south. To distinguish their sub-

jects from northerners, Nguyen lords ordered southern
men and women to wear Chinese-style trousers and long,
front-buttoning tunics. After the Nguyen family gained
control over the entire country in 1802, the conservative
Confucian Emperor Minh Mang (r. 1820–1841) banned
women’s skirts (vay) on aesthetic and moral grounds.

Over the next century, precursors to the modern ao
dai became popular in cities, at the royal court in Hue,
and for holidays and festivals in the countryside. With
some regional variations, the outfit consisted of pants and
a loose-fitting shirt with a stand-up collar and a diagonal
closure that ran along the right side from the neck to the
armpit, both features inspired by Chinese and Manchu
garments. Elites often layered several ao dai of different
colors, with the neck left open to display the layers.
Among peasants and laborers, however, the vay and yem
remained popular for daily wear.

Under French colonialism (1858–1954), Vietnamese
intelligentsia and an emerging urban bourgeoisie strove
to adopt progressive elements of Western modernity
while at the same time resisting colonialism and pre-
serving select aspects of Vietnamese heritage. During the

AO DAI
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Beauty pageant contestants in Vietnam. The ao dai, with its characteristic long shirt, mandarin collar, and loose-fitting trousers,
enjoyed a revival in the 1990s, and is worn for special occasions, as well as by office workers and students. © STEVE RAYMER/CORBIS.
REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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1930s, as part of the efforts of Tu Luc Van Doan (Self-
Reliance Literary Group) to fashion a modern “new
woman,” Hanoi artist Nguyen Cat Tuong, also known
as Lemur, premiered ao dai styles inspired by French
fashion. The light-colored, close-fitting tunics featured
longer panels, puffy sleeves, asymmetrical lace collars,
buttoned cuffs, scalloped hems, and darts at the waist and
chest, thus requiring a brassiere or corset. Lemur’s Eu-
ropeanized flared pants were white with snugly tailored
hips. Criticized by conservatives as scandalous, Lemur’s
designs nonetheless marked the emergence of a contem-
porary ao dai blending traditional Vietnamese elements
with Western tailoring and bodily aesthetics, much like
the Chinese cheongsam of the same period.

French colonialism ended in 1954 with the division
of Vietnam into North and South. In North Vietnam,
communist leaders criticized the ao dai as bourgeois,
colonial, and impractical for manual labor, although
women continued to wear it for special occasions. Mean-
while, in capitalist South Vietnam, experimentation with
the garment continued. Madame Nhu (Tran Le Xuan),
the sister-in-law of President Ngo Dinh Diem, became
notorious in the 1950s and 1960s for the skin-baring open
necklines of her ao dai. Also at this time, two Saigon tai-
lors redesigned the ao dai to include raglan sleeves, thus
reducing wrinkling around the shoulders and armpits.

Revival
In 1975, the Vietnam War ended with the reunification
of North and South under communist rule. Leaders de-
cried the southern ao dai as decadent and instead pro-
moted simpler, utilitarian clothing styles. But austerity
proved short-lived. By the 1990s, economic reforms and
improved standards of living led to a revival of the ao dai
within Vietnam and to growing international awareness of
it as a symbol of Vietnamese identity. In 1989, the Women’s
Newspaper in Ho Chi Minh City (formerly Saigon) hosted
the first Miss Ao Dai contest. Six years later, Miss Viet-
nam’s blue brocade ao dai won the prize for best national
costume at Tokyo’s Miss International Pageant. Simple
white ao dai have been reinstated in many cities and towns
as uniforms for female high school students, while Viet-
nam Airlines flight attendants don red ao dai. Recent in-
novation has come in both decoration and form. The
designers Si Hoang and Minh Hanh employ novel fab-
rics, abstract motifs, and ethnic minority patterns, while
others alter the tunic by opening necklines, removing
sleeves, or replacing the long panels with fringe. The once
scandalous white pants now seem outmoded, and urban
women instead favor pants the same color as the tunic. Al-
though most Vietnamese women wear Western dress
daily, the ao dai allows the fashion-conscious to be simul-
taneously trendy and traditional on special occasions.

International Influence
When the ao dai fell into disfavor in socialist Vietnam,
Vietnamese who had immigrated to the United States,

Canada, Australia, or France preserved it as a symbol of
their ethnic heritage. Ao dai can be seen at fashion shows,
Tet (Lunar New Year) celebrations, weddings, and mu-
sical performances throughout the diaspora, which num-
bered approximately 2.5 million in 2003. Like the
Chinese cheongsam and the Japanese kimono, the ao dai
has also inspired non-Asian designers. Following the
1992 films Indochine and The Lover, both set in the French
colonial period, Ralph Lauren, Richard Tyler, Claude
Montana, and Giorgio Armani debuted ao dai–inspired
collections. While “Indo-Chic” fashions can be Orien-
talist in their celebration of a demure, sexy, and exotic
Vietnamese femininity, they are typically welcomed in
Vietnam as evidence that the ao dai has entered the
canon of international fashion. The ao dai’s twenty-first-
century revival in Vietnam rests as much on this newly
fashionable status as on its links to the past.

See also Asia, Southeastern Mainland: History of Dress; Qi-
pao; Shirt.
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APPEARANCE The term “appearance” is commonly
used in relation to the observable characteristics of a wide
range of things in the environment such as human be-
ings, plants and animals, geographical and atmospheric
conditions, and buildings, to name only a few. However,
this entry will be limited to a discussion of appearance in
relation to the human body along with things placed on
or about it in functioning as stimuli for communication.

Human beings have the capability of communicat-
ing in many different ways, often simultaneously. Ap-
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pearance, because of visual characteristics and the versa-
tility with which they can be structured to send various
messages, is used frequently as a type of nonverbal com-
munication as the primary focus of attention or in con-
junction with other forms of communication.

The Body and Dress
For purposes of study and analysis, appearance can be
considered according to two major components: the body
and dress. Because the characteristics of each are com-
plex, there is merit in considering them independently
before examining their interrelatedness.

The body component. A wide range of observable char-
acteristics of the body serve as stimuli during the process
of communication. They fall into four main categories:
body forms, body motions, body surfaces, and facial con-
figurations. The category of body forms includes char-
acteristics pertaining to the overall structure of the body
in a fixed position as well as the structure of various units
such as the head and limbs, each of which provides a dif-
ferent kind of stimuli in appearance. Because body forms
include size, shape, and mass, they are among the most
compelling aspects of appearance.

The category of body motions pertains to interrela-
tionships between movement and the totality of the body
as well as certain parts. Gait, hand gestures, shoulder
shrugs, nods, and pelvic movements all fall into this cat-
egory. Dynamic effects are often produced in appearance
through the tempo and rhythm of body motions.

The category of body surfaces pertains to character-
istics of coverings of the overall body and its parts such
as the color and texture of skin and hair. Because body
surfaces appeal to both the senses of touch and sight, they
can be among the most sensuous qualities of appearance.

The category of facial configurations pertains to
forms, motions, and surfaces that are unique to the face.
Since the face is composed of various forms, has poten-
tial for movement, and has color and texture in skin and
hair, this category is an integration of characteristics that
are similar to those in the other categories but on a
smaller scale. However, since the face is a particularly ex-
pressive part of the body and often serves as a major
source of stimuli in appearance, there is merit in consid-
ering facial configurations as a category apart from its
counterparts in the overall body composition.

Each of the four categories of the body component
can be analyzed further on the basis of constituent parts
referred to as elements. In addition to contributing to the
totality of a major characteristic of the body, each has the
potential of being a dominant aspect of appearance unto
itself. For example, eye movements are among the mix
of elements that constitute the overall characteristics of
facial configurations, but they can also command special
attention when they occur in such forms as unexpected
winks or sudden blinks. In a similar way, skin color and
texture are integrated characteristics of body surfaces, but

they can also be dominant features of appearance when
they stand out for some reason.

In prehistoric times, appearance was based solely on
the body since the concept of dress had not yet evolved.
However, there is considerable documentation that even
in the early years, the body was modified in various ways
apart from donning items of clothing. Substances were
discovered in nature that could be used to change the
color and texture of both skin and hair and technologi-
cal innovations were made that could change the size,
shape, and contours of the body.

The dress component. As knowledge about materials ex-
panded and skills concerning processes and techniques
emerged, new ways of protecting and enhancing the body
began to appear. Although scholars have referred to the
classification of those innovations in various ways, they
are referred to as dress in this entry.

Characteristics of dress fall into two main categories:
articles of clothing and articles of adornment. The term
“clothing” pertains to things that are placed over the body
to bring about comfort or protection whereas the term
“adornment” is used in reference to items that are placed
on or about the body to enhance it. However, the divid-
ing line is not always clear since clothing can serve as
adornment and under certain circumstances, adornment
functions as clothing.

Just as various categories of the body can be consid-
ered according to elements, so can the categories of cloth-
ing and articles of adornment. Materials, processes, and
techniques function as elements in both the categories of
clothing and adornment. New and compelling charac-
teristics of both clothing and adornment are often the re-
sult of advancements in materials or innovations that have
come about through processes and techniques.

In addition to serving different functions, clothing
and adornments differ in other ways. Materials used for
clothing are most likely to be softer and more pliable than
those used for adornments. Since comfort and protection
are often desirable qualities in clothing, characteristics of
body forms, motions, and surfaces tend to be taken into
greater consideration in clothing design than they are in
that of adornment.

Interrelationships between the body and dress. Appear-
ance is the result of various configurations of the body
operating either independently or in conjunction with
dress. As persons are born, raised, and socialized into a
culture, they are introduced to prevailing standards of ap-
pearance, some of which pertain to the body, others to
dress. They learn to assemble configurations of appear-
ance from a wide assortment of elements pertaining to
the body and dress. Some of those elements remain fixed
for long periods whereas others are temporary.

A person’s appearance undergoes considerable change
throughout the life cycle; however, some influences ac-
count for more rapid changes than others. Physical 
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characteristics, notions about beauty, and the influence of
social and cultural norms about dress are more likely to
evolve slowly whereas attitudes about material culture and
lifestyle usually change more rapidly.

As cultures evolved in various parts of the world, ap-
pearance became increasingly important as a medium of
self-expression and communication. Overall, body factors
have tended to provide useful information about gender,
age, race, ethnicity, physical conditions, and origins of
human beings whereas dress has conveyed clues pertain-
ing to individual and collective forms of expression, re-
sourcefulness, technical expertise, attitudes about social
class, and belief systems along with a wide range of other
social and cultural factors.

In contemporary cultures of both the East and West,
appearance has evolved into a rapidly changing complex
interrelationship between components of the body and
dress. In addition to being the result of ongoing cultural
evolution that interrelationship has been nurtured by var-
ious economic-driven industries, such as print and elec-
tronic media, cosmetology, film, fashion, and more and
more, cosmetic surgery. Participants of contemporary cul-
ture are exposed to a multitude of new images for chang-
ing appearance along with corresponding products for
bringing them about. Once those images are adopted,
persons are encouraged to both abandon and replace them
with even more recent images, thereby maintaining an
ongoing cycle of appearance change.

See also Clothing, Costume, and Dress; Fashion and Identity.
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APPLIQUÉ Appliqué is a decorative surface design
technique that adds dimension and texture to the back-
ground fabric. The term derives from the French word
appliquer (and the Latin applicare) that means to join or
attach. While its early use was most likely to strengthen
worn areas or serve as a patch over holes, appliqué de-
veloped into a creative art form used by many cultures
over many centuries. Traditional appliqué is defined as
laying pieces of fabric on top of the background fabric to
form a pattern or picture. Intricate appliqués may have
numerous colors and use many layers of fabrics. After
each individual piece of fabric is cut out, the raw edges
are turned under and hand-sewn to the background fab-
ric using an invisible stitch. The invention of new mate-
rials (water dissolvable stabilizer, glue sticks, and fusible
web), the development of new techniques, and acceptance
of new standards (machine sewing vs. hand sewing) have
made appliqué faster and easier to do and are responsi-
ble for its continued popularity.

A variation of traditional appliqué is broderie perse
(Persian embroidery), or chintz appliqué. This technique
involves cutting small motifs from printed fabrics and ar-
ranging them together into a design or pattern. The op-
posite of traditional appliqué is reverse appliqué. All of
the fabrics that are going to be in the design are layered.
Cutting down to expose the layers forms the pattern. The
raw edges are turned under and sewn to the next fabric.
The Kuna Indians who live on the San Blas Islands off
the coast of Panama make their molas using this tech-
nique. The patterns range from modern graphics to tra-
ditional themes from their legends and culture. A
variation on reverse appliqué is known as inlay appliqué.
The desired shape is cut out from the background fab-
ric. A second fabric is placed behind the opening and the
turned under edges of the background opening are sewn
to the new fabric. Any excess fabric is trimmed away. Ap-
pliqués can also be three-dimensional, extending above
the surface of the background fabric.

Starting with the ancient Egyptians, examples of ap-
pliqué can be found on garments and household items in
every part of the world. During the Middle Ages elabo-
rate appliqué was used on heraldic and ecclesiastical ban-
ners and ceremonial clothing. Appliqué is a part of the
decoration on national (festival) costumes (eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries) and ethnic folk dress. Several
appliquéd garments are associated with the twentieth
century. The Irish dance competition dress, which was
relatively unadorned in the 1950s, evolved into an elab-
orately appliquéd and embroidered garment by the end
of the century. The poodle skirt, circa 1955, was a felt
circle skirt with a poodle (or other design) appliqué. The
hippies, or flower children, of the mid 1960s, decorated
and customized their apparel with appliqués. Wearable
artists use appliqués to create one-of-a-kind garments.
Many fashion designers have used appliqué in their lines:
Elsa Schiaparelli, Franco Moschino, Gianni Versace, Bob
Mackie, and Christian Francis Roth are examples. Koos
van den Akker’s entire line is devoted to quilted, ap-
pliquéd collages.

See also Embroidery; Moschino, Franco; Schiaparelli, Elsa;
Versace, Gianni and Donatella.
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APRONS “Apron” means an over-garment covering
the front of the body (from the French naperon, a small
tablecloth). For centuries, people worldwide have worn
them as protective garments, as ceremonial indicators of
marital and parental status, rank and group affiliation,
and as decorations.
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Cretan fertility goddesses and Assyrian priests wore
sacred aprons. Egyptian rulers broadcast their status by
wearing jewel-encrusted aprons. In Europe during the
Middle Ages, women placed extra swaths of cloth in their
laps to protect their skirts during rowdy communal meals,
and tradesmen and artisans began wearing aprons to pro-
tect their clothing and their flesh. In fact, tradesmen in
general were called “apron men,” as aprons were so com-
mon that several trades boasted distinguishing styles.
Gardeners, spinners, weavers, and garbagemen wore blue
aprons; butlers wore green; butchers wore blue stripes;
cobblers wore “black flag” aprons for protection from the
black wax they used; and English barbers were known as
“checkered apron men.” Stonemasons wore white aprons
as protection against the dust of their trade, and even in
the twenty-first century, aprons survive as part of Ma-
sonic ceremonial attire. In contemporary South Africa,
young women wear beaded aprons to celebrate their com-
ing of age.

By 1500, decorative aprons had become fashion ac-
cessories for European women with lifestyles permitting
such luxury and display. Their popularity waxed and
waned over the centuries. By the time colonists settled in
North America, aprons were firmly established in Euro-
pean women’s wardrobes.

United States Aprons
Aprons were worn by some Native American women and
men, for both practical and ceremonial reasons. Through
the centuries, colonial immigrants and their descendants
have worn functional aprons for work, while decorative
aprons have fallen in and out of fashion.

Looking back just one century, from 1900 through
the 1920s, well-heeled women wore ornate, heavily em-
broidered aprons. In the 1930s and 1940s, women work-
ing outside the home wore whatever protective garments
their jobs required, including coveralls, smocks, or
aprons. At home, they worked in full-length aprons with
hefty pockets.

In the United States in the early 2000s, many peo-
ple consider aprons 1950s kitsch, but aprons deserve
more serious and thorough consideration than that. Many
aprons are fine examples of textile craft; and most im-
portantly, aprons are icons—symbols within popular cul-
ture. They conjure twin images: the mythology of
motherhood and family in the cozy, homemade good old
days; and the reality of the endless hard work those times
required. Through a blend of individual and collective
memory and fantasy, aprons have come to represent an
idealized, apple-pie, June Cleaver–esque mom. Cartoon-
ists adorn a stick figure with an apron to communicate
that she’s a mom and probably a housewife. Though this
character is a manufactured stereotype, she has held great
sway as a role model—often wearing an apron.

The heyday of this archetypal housewife—and U.S.
women’s aprons—was the post war era of the 1940s and

1950s. Rosie the Riveter lost her well-paying job, and the
media and government—thus the job market—encour-
aged her to be a housewife and mom. Sewing machines
and cloth became available, and aprons—both commer-
cial and homemade—became ubiquitous as the uniform
of the professional housewife. Many 1950s aprons ad-
dressed housework and were decorated with sewing,
cleaning, cooking, and “mom” themes.

This apron-wearing housewife served as family host-
ess and wore decorative serving aprons for holidays. She
wore a more utilitarian model while in the kitchen get-
ting things ready, but right before she entered the din-
ing room, she donned her holiday froth. Commercial
aprons were certainly available, but many holiday aprons
were homemade. Not only were they made by the house-
wife herself, but they were also the stuff of church and
neighborhood bazaars, often made of netting and fes-
tooned with ribbons, sequins, and felt. The at-the-ready
hostess had at least one all-season party apron. In fact, if
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Aprons on display. Although the popularity of the apron has
waned since the 1960s, they are still produced and worn, and
can be both fun and functional, as illustrated by these whim-
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possible, she had several to match her outfits. They were
flashy and flirtatious and often sheer. Aprons were com-
mon hostess gifts, as well.

The postwar archetypal housewife was practical and
creative. She made aprons out of remnants, extra kitchen
curtains, dish towels, handkerchiefs, and flour sacks.
When she made her aprons, she considered design as well
as function. Many handmade aprons from the 1950s have
one-of-a kind designs and details.

The apron-wearing mom collected souvenir
aprons—from maps of every state to “Indian aprons” that
bore slight if any resemblance to authentic ethnic garb.
At home, when she had “had enough,” she donned her
letting-off-steam apron that said, “The hell with house-
work,” or the one that pictured a frazzled washerwoman
and the caption, “Life can be beautiful.” And in the 1950s,
when “the man of the house” was back from the war, he
was supposed to spend weekends at home, so “men’s”
aprons printed with barbecue and bartender themes be-
came available.

By the early 1960s, the era of glorified housework
was passing and with it the heyday of aprons. But aprons
are still worn. At-home kitchen aprons have evolved into
the unisex butcher/barbecue style. And aprons are filling
a new at-work role as “the instant uniform.” An apron tied
over any assortment of clothes produces a consistent look
for a fast food chain or discount store. Generic aprons are
shipped in from Central Supply and stamped with cor-

porate logos, and gone is the variety, the visual delight,
and the individual expression that aprons once provided.

Aprons can reveal a lot about women’s lives. Exam-
ining a store-bought apron found at an estate sale or an-
tique shop may yield information about the time from
which the garment came and the woman who bought and
wore it; and besides meriting study as a handcrafted one-
of-a-kind item, a homemade apron may also contain clues
about the life and times of the woman who made and
wore it.

See also Protective Clothing.
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ARMANI, GIORGIO Giorgio Armani, one of the
most authoritative names in Italian ready-to-wear design,
was born in Piacenza, Italy, in 1934. He became inter-
ested in fashion in 1957, when he left the school of med-
icine at the University of Piacenza to become a buyer for
the La Rinascete chain in Milan. In 1964 Armani met
Nino Cerruti, owner of Hitman, the Italian men’s cloth-
ing producer. After a brief period to see how Armani
worked with materials, Cerruti asked him to restructure
completely the company’s approach to clothing. Armani
worked with Cerruti for six years, developing a simplified
form of menswear that could be reproduced in series.

In the late 1960s Armani met Sergio Galeotti, which
was the beginning of a relationship that lasted for years.
In 1973 Galeotti persuaded him to open a design office
in Milan, at 37 corso Venezia. This led to a period of ex-
tensive collaboration, during which Armani worked as a
freelance designer for a number of fashion houses, in-
cluding Allegri, Bagutta, Hilton, Sicons, Gibò, Monte-
doro, and Tendresse. The international press was quick
to acknowledge Armani’s importance following the run-
way shows at the Sala Bianca in the Pitti Palace in Flo-
rence. The experience provided Armani with an
opportunity to develop his own style in new ways. He
was now ready to devote his energy to his own label, and
in 1975 he founded Giorgio Armani Spa in Milan with
his friend Galeotti. In October of that same year he pre-
sented his first collection of men’s ready-to-wear for
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HOW OLD IS THAT APRON?

If a woman gives you the aprons she’s been saving all
these years, talk with her about each one. When did
she sew or acquire it? For what sorts of occasions did
she wear it? For anonymous aprons, however, apron
dating is both art and science.

Look through old magazines, catalogs, or patterns
to find aprons like yours. Look at the apron’s shape.
What dress style is the apron designed to cover? Once
you’ve determined dress shape, look for pictures of
vintage clothing to identify your apron’s decade.
Check the fabric. How old is it? Study any decorations.
What techniques and materials are used for embel-
lishment and when were they in vogue? Note the col-
ors. Colors pass in and out of fashion. If the fabric has
a printed picture, check hairdos, clothes, appliances,
furniture, or any other clues. If it’s a commercially
made apron, check the label for clues.
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spring and summer 1976 under his own name. He also
produced a women’s line for the same season.

International Recognition
The secret of Armani’s great success seems to derive from
his having introduced, at the right moment, a new ap-
proach to clothing design that reflected the changes in
post-1968 society, which was composed essentially of a
middle class that could no longer afford to wear couture
clothing but at the same time wanted to construct a dis-
tinctive image for itself. With this in mind, Armani es-
tablished an innovative relationship with industry,
characterized by the 1978 agreement with Gruppo finan-
zario Tessile (GFT), which made it possible to produce
luxury ready-to-wear in a manufacturing environment un-
der the attentive supervision of the company’s designer.
In 1979, after founding the Giorgio Armani Corporation,
Armani began producing for the United States and in-

troduced the Mani line for men and women. The label
became one of the leading names in international fash-
ion with the introduction of several new product lines,
including G. A. Le Collezioni, and Giorgio Armani Un-
derwear and Swimwear, and Giorgio Armani Accessories.

In the early 1980s the company signed an important
agreement with L’Oréal to create perfumes and intro-
duced the Armani Junior, Armani Jeans, and Emporio
Armani lines, followed in 1982 by the introduction of
Emporio Underwear, Swimwear, and Accessories. A new
store was opened in Milan for the Emporio line, followed
by the first Giorgio Armani boutique. Armani’s concern
for the end user culminated in the development of a more
youthful product with the same level of stylistic quality
as his high-end line, but at a more accessible price.

Because of the democratic nature of the Emporio
line, Armani felt that he had to make use of new and
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Giorgio Armani with pieces from his collection. After freelancing for a number of fashion houses, Armani founded his own la-
bel in 1976, quickly capitalizing on a reputation for producing high-quality, distinctive clothing at affordable prices. AP/WIDE WORLD
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unconventional advertising methods. These included
television spots and enormous street ads, together with
a house magazine that was sent out by mail to consumers,
faithful Armani eaglet wearers. Armani also felt that a
relationship with the cinema was essential, both for pro-
motional reasons and for the stimulus to creativity. He
designed the costumes for American Gigolo, directed by
Paul Schrader (1980), the success of which led to a long-
term collaboration with the world of film. Armani de-
signed costumes for more than one hundred films, one
of the most important of which was The Untouchables, di-
rected by Brian De Palma and released in 1987.

In 1983 the designer modified his agreement with
GFT. They began to produce both the Mani line for the
United States and his high-end ready-to-wear line, rechris-
tened Borgonuovo 21, after the address of the company’s
headquarters. During the late 1980s, despite Galeotti’s
death (1985), Armani continued to expand commercial
horizons and licensing agreements. He opened Armani
Japan and introduced a line of eyeglasses (1988), socks
(1987), a gift collection (1989), and a new “basic” men’s
and women’s line for America known as A/X Armani Ex-
change (1991). After the frenetic expansion of the 1990s
(sportswear, eyeglasses, cosmetics, home, and new acces-
sories collections), the year 2000, the twenty-fifth an-
niversary of the brand, saw a flurry of investment activity,
including stock sales and the acquisition of new manufac-
turing capacity intended to increase Armani’s control over
the quality and distribution of his products.

Style and Innovation
There is a common thread running through Armani’s
stylistic development that is closely associated with the
change in contemporary society. It led to the creation of
clothing and accessories that aimed at a clean, simple
style, beyond fashion, designed to enhance the personal-
ity of the person who wore it. When, in 1976, the de-
signer presented the first unstructured jackets for men,
unlined and unironed, the product of years of experience
in production design, they were intended to lower labor
costs and simplify tailoring. But in introducing them Ar-
mani opened a third way in men’s clothing, an alterna-
tive to the traditional approach of English tailoring and
the expectations associated with Italian made-to-measure
clothing, realizing an innovative synthesis between for-
mal wear and loose, flexible sportswear. With the inven-
tion of the blazer worn as a pullover, Armani offered men
a new identity that rejected rigid professional divisions
and allowed them to present themselves as young, at-
tractive, and vaguely feminine. Referred to as the “first
postmodern designer,” by several Italian newspapers, for
his radically unstructured garments, Armani had simply
softened men’s wear and made women’s wear more con-
cise and modern, transforming changing social roles into
an “Armani look,” making the casual look authoritative.

Official recognition of his fame came in 1982 when
he appeared on the cover of Time magazine, only the sec-

ond fashion designer, after Christian Dior, to do so. Ar-
mani had freed women from their stiff suits, providing
them with soft jackets without collars and with comfort-
able pants. Although initially somewhat severe, as if in-
tended to assist women in their climb to professional
credibility, these outfits greatly enhanced a type of fem-
ininity that, because it was not ostentatious, was ulti-
mately more real. Armani sought to establish an image
of a woman who was strong but not harsh (a mix of the
film stars Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich in modern
dress) and who could be practical and indispensable as
well as glamorous. Over time the jacket has continued to
remain the centerpiece of the Armani wardrobe, chang-
ing year by year through the use of new materials, new
proportions, and new colors. For Armani the “greige”
(somewhere between gray and beige) of 1997 remained
the most typical element in a palette often centered on
shades of white and black, soft earth tones, dusty blues,
and occasional unexpected bursts of color.

The search for fabrics has always been one of the dis-
tinctive elements of Armani’s collections for men and
women, becoming a key design element in 1986, together
with embroidery and the return to evening wear that he
brought about. Here the look was precious and exclusive
but always in a minimalist key, demystified through the
use of low-heeled shoes or sneakers. An attentive analyst
of past cultures and Eastern influences, Armani’s clothing
has never been a collage of banal ideas. Throughout his
career he has always succeeded in providing new images
of how men and women dress and in translating elegant,
decorative patterns into a unique but accessible style.

See also Film and Fashion; Italian Fashion; Jacket; Ready-
to-Wear; Sports Jacket.
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Aurora Fiorentini

ARMOR Accommodating and enclosing the human
form, body armor has a direct connection with costume.
Over the centuries, and in cultures worldwide, armor has
been made from virtually all natural and many man-made
media. During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, ar-
mor was an effective defense and became one of the most
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elaborate and complex bodily adornments. It both iden-
tified and concealed its wearer and made a definitive
statement about personal fashion.

The Earliest Armor
Humans’ earliest supplemental protection was probably
skins and hides. However, the earliest purpose-built de-
fense, found in Europe and western Asia, was a type of
belly plate made originally of organic material and later
in bronze or metal-reinforced fabric. The Sumerians em-
ployed metal helmets and a metal-reinforced cloak. In
about 2000 B.C.E. textile coverings appeared with applied,
overlapping metal scales, which continued in occasional
use until the eighteenth century.

A rather similar defense was lamellar armor. This
probably first appeared in eighth century B.C.E. Assyria,
composed of interconnected plaques or hoops, all worn
over an undergarment. The Roman legionary’s metal lor-
ica segmentata is an example, as is the lacquered leather ar-
mor of Japanese samurai. The remarkable terra-cotta tomb
figures of emperor Qin Shih Huang (221–210 B.C.E.)
demonstrate China’s use of lamellar armor for various
troops identified by rank via color-coding and tassels.
Mycenaean warriors during the Trojan War, and Greek
hoplite infantry who fought the Persians wore body armor
of layered linen. The Greeks and the inhabitants of the
Italian peninsula also made use of bronze cuirasses (torso
armor) embossed with musculature. All types were worn
over an undergarment resembling period male ensembles.

Mail also appeared in classical times. Probably a
Celtic innovation of the fifth or sixth century B.C.E., this
network of riveted metal rings spread throughout Europe
and into the East, and was widely used by the Romans
and their allies. Mail’s use steadily increased in Europe,
particularly after the collapse of the Roman military sys-
tem in the fifth century C.E., and among those who ex-
perienced its use by invading Hunnish cavalry.

The Middle Ages
Leather and textile armor were used throughout the Mid-
dle Ages, and not surprisingly, their form and style con-
formed to prevailing civilian fashion. The most common
metal armor in Europe until the thirteenth century was
mail, the name derived from the French maille, or
“mesh.” Mail shirts, worn over a heavily padded under-
garment, or aketon, eventually covered the thighs, and de-
veloped long sleeves with mittens. Mail hoods (coifs),
leggings, a conical helmet or a barrel-shaped helm that
covered all but the eyes, completed the defense. As extra
protection against powerful weapons, a long, wooden
shield was carried. Such warriors were expensive to main-
tain, and of great wealth—deriving this from lands given
to them in return for military service. These armored
men thus became the horse-mounted knights of popular
imagination, and in many European languages, the words
“knight” and “horseman” are identical. Each warrior was
identified by a system of symbolism called heraldry. A

knight’s “coat of arms” appeared on his shield and, from
the twelfth century, on a gownlike surcoat over his mail.
The surcoat’s length followed civilian fashion; some
could actually trip up a warrior in combat.

However, better defenses were needed. By the early
thirteenth century pieces of plate armor reappeared on a
scale not seen since Classical Rome and became increas-
ingly common on the torso and legs by mid to late cen-
tury. Plate appeared in various forms—horn, bone,
molded leather—but most often in iron. It offered rigid-
ity and better resistance to weapons. It was shaped to the
individual, thick where needed or thin to reduce weight,
and its smooth, curving surfaces deflected weapons. It in-
creasingly covered the body, although there seems to have
been reluctance by some knights to be encased in rigid
metal. Thus, there was a “transition” throughout the four-
teenth century to mix mail and plate armor for the knight
and his horse. This interim defense remained the pri-
mary form of protection in the armies of Islamic cultures
and the Indian subcontinent until well into the nineteenth
century.

Armor makers were divided into plate, mail, and tex-
tile (cloth armorers) specialists and tightly regulated. The
transitional knight was a graceless, stout figure in layered
textiles and iron, much of it cloth-covered. The plate
edges had ribs to protect the armpits, elbows, and other
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Those who wore armor recognized its importance and
appreciated the expertise required in its manufacture.
During a test-fitting of a new armor “his Majesty
[Charles V] said that they [his armor parts] were more
precious to him than a city . . . and they were so ex-
cellent that . . . if he [the armorer] had taken the mea-
surement a thousand times they could not fit better”
(Hayward, p.11).

During the seventeenth century, a militia officer was
struck by an arrow in the chest. His only defense was
a hard piece of cheese inside his shirt. Almost unbe-
lievably, the arrow hit the cheese. Informed of his sub-
ordinate’s luck, his captain replied that this “may verify
the old saying, A little Armour would serve if a Man
knew where to place it” (Mason, p. 22).
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vulnerable spots, with mail worn on the undergarment at
these points.

By the beginning of the fifteenth century, the tran-
sition was complete. An individual wanting the latest in
armor could have full plate—often without the textile
covering, and with surfaces polished gleaming bright—
virtually head to toe. The status of knights saw their
clothing needs increasingly influencing male fashion, and
vice versa. The change to all plate gradually produced a
wasp-waisted appearance. This slim, hard-body look in-
creasingly mirrored elegant male attire at the end of the
century, and each complemented the other. For exam-
ple, tubular arm defenses required slim sleeves on the un-
dergarment, while shoulders broadened to accommodate
extra padding for the load of a cuirass. Some armor ele-
ments were fastened to the aketon with laces called
points. These also appeared on male apparel, to attach
sleeves and hose. The aketon assimilated the new forms
and was worn alone as knightly clothing. The surcoat be-
came the short, form-fitting jupon (overgarment).

The Renaissance and Armor’s Decline
The fifteenth through seventeenth centuries saw both ar-
mor’s acme and nadir. Plate armor remained paramount,
changing with the demands of war, sport, and ceremony,
and the continuing influence of civilian fashion. Centers
in Italy (the term “milliner” originally meant a Milanese
armor vendor) and Germany grew wealthy from the pro-
duction and sale of armor. Master armorers throughout
Europe crafted spectacular suits through the tailorlike
handwork of specialists, including locksmiths (for hinges
and fasteners), artists (Holbein and Dürer provided
themes for armor decoration), and cloth armorers (the
cloth tabs of internal linings were called pickadils, inspir-
ing the name of the London district where makers were
centered). The slim, angular, and rippled form of fifteenth-
century German “Gothic” armor is regarded as the peak
moment, in which pure form blended perfectly with func-
tion. However, in the early part of the sixteenth century,
this gave way in some areas to the rounded, “Maximil-
ian” style whose fluted cuirass imitated a globose doublet
cinched by a waistbelt. The average weight was about
forty to sixty well-distributed, balanced pounds in which
a trained individual could do the same as in everyday
clothing, especially mounting a horse unaided. Aketons
became arming doublets and hose, an affair of durable
material, padded with grasses, wool waste, or cotton es-
pecially at the load-bearing shoulders and hips, with
points and garters to secure components. Some clothing,
such as the kiltlike “base” skirt, gave texture and color to
plain metal. Fashions again changed with the times, as
once-pointed foot defenses (that imitated the poulaine
shoe) became broadly rounded, then narrower and more
contemporary. Breastplates followed doublet changes,
also placing acid-etched decorative bands to imitate em-
broidery, and by the end of the century developing the
grotesquely dipped “peascod” shape. Mail continued as a

secondary defense, or primary for the less wealthy. Tex-
tiles and plate combined in the vestlike brigandine used
by all classes, differing only in the quality of materials
and finish. The jack was similar, but generally of cruder
stuff, and both defenses mimicked the doublet lines. A
wide range of helmets was worn, from visored types that
enclosed the head, to hatlike open forms. Foot soldiers
favored the latter, and wore pieces of munitions-grade
armor, sometimes little more than helmet and breast-
plate, or as much as a half armor to the hips.

Armor was also made for jousts and tournaments.
Formerly training for war, these equestrian events be-
came pure sport during the fifteenth century and required
highly protective equipment that could reach 100 pounds.
These suits have fueled the erroneous stereotype of the
heavy, awkward knight, unable to mount without aid, and
helpless if unhorsed.

From about the 1530s into the second half of the
century, “Roman” and “antique” style armor became
popular for festivals and spectacles. Other types of cere-
monial armors flourished, even for children, as armorers
experimented in fantastic creations, using a range of pre-
cious or fragile media to embellish the products of
wealthy clients. Some were so extravagant as to be mov-
ing examples of decorative art or metal costume and were
built by goldsmiths rather than armorers. Most armor
was embellished to some degree. The entire decorative
arts vocabulary was employed, including plating, enam-
eling, encrusting with gems, but most often acid-etching.

The armorer’s craft culminated in the garniture, a
set of various components together with a basic armor
and creating a versatile ensemble for war, sport, and cer-
emony. While each element had a designated function,
it had to harmonize structurally and artistically with
dozens of others. Such sets were extremely expensive and
available only to very wealthy individuals.

Armor was also used by bodyguards, representing the
patron’s importance, good taste, and artistic refinement.
Guard armor was sometimes limited to helmets, but em-
bellished body armor was worn by those like the Vati-
can’s papal guard.

Throughout much of the sixteenth century develop-
ments in firearms and changing battlefield tactics had an
impact on armor’s use. Powerful handguns required bul-
letproof armor that could weigh some eighty pounds, but
retained its fashion relevance of its form. The lines of
certain armor elements, such as the form of breastplates,
tended to follow those of male civilian fashion. Complete
head-to-toe armor became rare, with protection concen-
trated on the head and torso. By the seventeenth century,
half or three-quarter armor (to the knees) became typi-
cal for horsemen, who now carried firearms themselves.
Some troops wore “buff” leather coats, or padded tex-
tiles, and by the end of the century it was rare to see ar-
mor in war.
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The Enlightenment to the Present
Although most troops ceased wearing armor by the eigh-
teenth century, military engineers (sappers) wore bullet-
proof helmets during sieges, and some horsemen wore
breastplates and helmets against sword cuts and firearms.
The knight’s neck defense, or gorget, became a symbol
of officer’s rank, and many armors became theatrical
props. The Napoleonic wars briefly revived the use of
some cavalry armor, but by the middle of the nineteenth
century, its military use was again largely ceremonial.
There were some exceptions, such as the breastplates pri-
vately acquired by both sides in the American Civil War
(1861–1865), and Australian outlaw Ned Kelly’s crude
100-pound body armor worn during a shootout. World
Wars I and II revived interest in protective armor on a
large scale. Allied and Axis physicians and scientists
worked with curators to develop helmets and body de-
fenses for ground troops and “flak jackets” for aircrew,
but they used media and technologies little different from
those of centuries earlier. Armor developments late in
World War II and the Korean Conflict benefited from
new plastic polymers. Soldiers’ needs in Vietnam led to
better armor, but it remained rather heavy and hot. The
invention of Kevlar in the 1980s provided a material five
times stronger than steel. Produced in fabriclike sheets,
then laminated and encased in textiles, this has produced
a new range of highly protective and light armor and hel-
mets for the military, sport, law enforcement, and indi-
viduals. However, even more remarkable systems are
under development in commercial and governmental lab-
oratories, striving to produce another breakthrough
technology, one just as dramatic as the suit of knightly
plate armor that continues to fascinate us.

See also Military Style; Protective Clothing; Techno-Textiles;
Uniforms, Military.
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Walter Karcheski Jr.

ART AND FASHION When one considers “fash-
ion,” as distinct from “clothing,” “costume,” or “dress,”
it is as a socially shared concept of what is to be worn at
a particular point in time rather than an esoteric, ritual-
istic, or utilitarian cover or decoration of the body. The
concept of fashion’s point of origin in the mid-nineteenth
century is contemporary with a fundamental change in
the market for works of art. This was not accidental, since
the institution of fashion, as clothing that adheres to par-
ticular modes of production, representation, and con-
sumption, was connected to the emergence of similar
structures in the creation and dissemination of works of
art. Fashion came into being with the advent of the cou-
ture industry in Paris in the second half of the nineteenth
century, when a bourgeois audience began to demand
constant change as an intellectual, aesthetic, and, above
all, economic stimulus for modern times. This is not to
say that the notion of fashion did not exist previously.
The timing qualifies the term as denoting clothing that
is produced according to a certain seasonal rhythm, in
quantities large enough to have an effect on sartorial ap-
pearances within a society, that can be exported as a
“style,” and that is consumed according to a prescribed
agenda. Correspondingly, art as an autonomous produc-
tion of subjective expression not bound directly to eccle-
siastical or monarchist decrees emerged through the
foundation of a bourgeois culture after the European rev-
olutions between 1830 and 1848, when artistic education,
independent structures of display, and expanded com-
mercial possibilities allowed for a new creation and dis-
tribution of art. Thus, there exists a shared point of origin
due to socioeconomic foundations in western Europe. Al-
though fashion was produced elsewhere, too, it was this
“Western” concept that eventually determined its global
idiom and reception.

History I
The year 1868 saw “La Chambre syndicale de la confec-
tion de la couture pour dames et fillettes” establish the
guidelines for the production and promotion of high
fashion and the popularization of complex new fabrics
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through weavers such as Joseph Marie Jacquard and
through the development of the sewing machine by men
such as Thimonnier Barthélemy. It was also the time
when the art market expanded significantly due to tech-
nical advances in the reproduction of artworks, the es-
tablishment of museums such as le Louvre (which became
property of the French state in 1848), and the opening
of commercial galleries by the Durand-Ruels and 
Bernheim-Jeune (late 1850s, early 1860s) in the French
capital. Therefore, art and fashion together began to
leave the confines of private spaces and made the con-
sumption of commodities public. Paintings were no
longer exclusive to collections in haute bourgeois draw-
ing rooms, and clothing was no longer individually com-
missioned from the comfort of one’s own home. To view
art and to buy gowns one had to venture out into the
public, into a commercial setting. Contrary to the social
and political impetus of the bourgeois toward increased
privacy, the consumption of fashion in particular ran as
part of a wide social current—being à la mode became a
highly publicized statement in art as well as in clothing.

History II
Art and fashion differ significantly in their respective at-
titudes to history. Art looks at its own historical tradition
and, importantly, at the communication of history (his-
toriography), as points of friction and contrast. History
for artists consists of mythical or ideological narratives
that can be illustrated, debated, and re-assessed in the
context of artistic tradition. Styles or motifs are quoted,
as in the historicism of academic painting, for example,
but this process is consciously reflected upon. The cos-
tumes in European history paintings of the nineteenth
century are often remodeled and redrawn to fit contem-
porary ideals of the past. Thus, for example, a subject
wearing Roman toga is depicted with a contemporary
hairstyle and contemporary makeup, and the face and
body of the painterly subject follows modern perceptions
rather than adhering to any archaeological evidence. The
beholder of such artworks understands that historical au-
thenticity is impossible but expects the painter or sculp-
tor to communicate both the spirit of the past and its
present interpretation. For fashion, too, authenticity is
regarded as impossible; moreover, it is undesirable for
the material impact of the design. Fashion’s imperative,
that is, its absolute contemporariness, has to be observed
always. A costume for the stage might endeavor to evoke
historical accuracy, but a piece of clothing created within
the fashion industry has to transcend historical copy and
be an absolute part of the present. In contrast to art, fash-
ion is not expected to conform to ideals of reflection or
visual truthfulness and integrity. Fashion is afforded a lib-
eral view of history as a stylistic, pictorial sourcebook.
The design of a dress or accessory can be a willful quo-
tation that uses only one particular aspect of the history
(such as the cut of a sleeve or waistline, or the setting for
a jewel) while operating overall in a deliberately ahistor-

ical manner. In fashion the evocation of a historical pe-
riod has to be immediate yet not necessarily correct in
its aspects; visual impact and easy reading of the design
take preference over historical accuracy in material or
shape. History is filtered in fashion through the present;
it is constantly updated and thus rewritten.

Inspiration
These diverging attitudes to history within art and fash-
ion are not simply due to material reasoning, although
the dress in fashion, as opposed to costume design, has
to exist in the contemporary market and can thus not be
seen as only retrospective or pedantic in its historical de-
tail. The purported seriousness of art in its relation to
history and its Platonic equation of truth with beauty ren-
ders art the established basis from which fluctuating fash-
ions can draw inspiration. Fashion uses art, analogous to
history, as a visual model for its contemporary interpre-
tation. The elevated position that is given to the fine arts
in occidental culture is employed by fashion to raise the
cultural capital of its creations. When fashion design dis-
plays an overt reference to a painterly style or motif, or
quotes a particular artwork, the standing and value that
the artist or work has accrued in the course of history is
also transferred to the fashion design. This transferral oc-
curs in a number of ways: (1) the artist becomes fashion
(not costume) designer. One example is Giacomo Balla’s
menswear of 1914, which cites his own paintings; (2) the
designer employs artists for the decoration of the gar-
ment, as when Salvador Dalí worked for Elsa Schiapar-
elli in 1937; (3) fashion renders a contemporary style in
painting a decorative motif on the dress, as in Yves Saint
Laurent’s Pop Art collection of 1966; (4) the presenta-
tion of the collection becomes an art-historical tableaux
vivant, such as Vivienne Westwood’s catwalk of 1994,
which cited the works of Franz-Xaver Winterhalter and
other artists of the Second Empire; (5) the rendition of
fashion in a magazine or other promotional media inserts
the design into an art environment, as in Karl Lagerfeld’s
photos of 1997 that deliberately copy Bauhaus motifs.
Conversely, fashion—in dress, accessories, makeup, and
so forth—provides the source of inspiration for artists,
especially in portraiture. The depiction of women in cou-
ture clothing on the canvases of Henri Matisse or Pablo
Picasso, for example, show how the extravagant shapes
or colors of the designer’s creation guide the pictorial
representation by the painter. Here, the new perception
of the body that fashion can instigate through vibrant tex-
tiles, constricting or revealing fabrics, elongation of
members through extravagant sleeves or extensions or
forms through bustles and padded hips, for example, in-
spires the artist to take a new look at corporeal repre-
sentation.

Production I
Art and sartorial fashion have always shared terms to de-
scribe their procedure. Both the pictorial work of art as
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well as the couture dress are traditionally sketched out,
and both are then transferred from a paper template to
canvas (the toile). And while the painting exists as the fi-
nal outcome of the artist’s vision, the toile in couture
subsequently needs a further transposition into fabrics
in order to appear finished. These procedural similari-
ties do not exclusively define the character of modern
painting or contemporary couture, but they go some way
to explain why fashion designers have traditionally felt a
strong kinship with painters and sculptors in regard to
the making of their garments. In the nineteenth century
haute couturiers saw themselves as artists in the devel-
opment of their designs and their frames of reference
(shown, for example, in the titles of dresses that allude
to pieces of music, histories, allegories, motifs, or styles
in painting), but also in subjective perception of the
body, which in turn prompted the challenge to sexual
mores. By the early 2000s this challenge had become less
important than the recourse to and structural engage-
ment with the traditional kinship of couturier and artist,
evidenced when the Maison Martin Margiela proposed
the paper template or toile to be worn as dress proper.

Avants-gardes
The parallels in the development of art and fashion in
the avants-gardes of the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies thus became visible through shared patterns and
methods and styles of production, but also in adopting
moral reflection, oppositional expressions, and attitudes
toward commodification. At first the comparatively small
group of couturiers and couturières of the second half of
the 1800s, styled themselves along the established lines
of artistic bohemians. From Charles Frederick Worth
and Émile Pingat in the 1870s to John Redfern in the
1880s, they occupied studios and received clients in sa-
lons—thus echoing the environment for working and ex-
hibiting in the fine arts (for example, the Parisian Salon
as seasonal event). The furnishing of these rooms with
collections of portrait paintings and assorted wall hang-
ings indicate the cross-references and quotations that un-
derscore the relationship between art and fashion.

While fashion used from the outset painterly tradi-
tion as a culturally established frame of reference and styl-
istic sourcebook, art looked to fashion for decorative
solution in three dimensions and for structural inspira-
tion in regard to repeatedly coined styles and the con-
stant propagating of “originality” as a commodity. With
the subjectivism and professed decadence of the fin de
siècle, the profusion of decoration was shared between
artworks and clothes; expressive hyperbole was de rigueur
for both fields, as seen in fashion by Jacques Doucet or
the Callot Sisters.

The turn of the century saw an emancipation of the
body and simultaneously that of fashion’s female clien-
tele. More couturières established economic indepen-
dence within the fashion industry (for instance, Jeanne
Lanvin or Jeanne Paquin), and this was reflected in the

cultural climate on the whole. An emerging performa-
tivity in art (for example, opera and ballet became much
more dynamic), and the sense of physical experimenta-
tion that pervaded performances by, for example, the Bal-
lets Russes, combined with the abolition of the corset
through the commercial adaptation of non-Western cos-
tume, freed the body for new movements outside socially
prescribed spaces. This led to a rapid succession of art
movements that proclaimed the breaking up of corpore-
ality (cubism), its progression in space (futurism), or the
construction of a communal body politic (constructivism,
Bauhaus)—efforts that were structurally inspired by and
became visually reflected in contemporary couture. Fash-
ion presented the body as a fluid concept that could be
determined through a sartorial shell, not as mere social
agency but as an aesthetic concept. Madeleine Vionnet,
for instance, demonstrated how dress shapes the propor-
tion of the body, and Gabrielle Chanel showed how to
liberate its posture.

With political mass movements in the years between
the wars the uniformity of dress became significant. Po-
litically committed artists used the unifying potential of
clothes to demonstrate equality, and nonobjective paint-
ing provided, literally, a pattern book for the abstraction
in cut and decoration, which dispensed with societal sig-
nifiers. Postwar artistic reflections of consumer society
and the culture industry caused an ambivalent intimacy
between art and fashion, as the former looked at the lat-
ter for the expression of codified consumption that was to
be critically assessed, while the latter viewed painterly so-
lutions, for example in Pop Art, as affirmation of its struc-
tural significance. The art market in the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s coined in quick succession a series of artistic styles
that resembled seasonal proclamation in couture.

With the creative expansion of ready-to-wear, the
need for stylistic inspirations multiplied, and the past and
recent history of art was increasingly required to serve as
source material. Now, the concept of using the fashion
industry not for its structural and procedural differences
but employing its tropes directly for the production and
representation of art has become widespread. Contem-
porary art cites fashion not just as an aesthetic model, but
also as a field of reference in which the challenges and
perils of modern life are glamorously played out. The 
engagement with fashion in contemporary art is also cu-
ratorial, that is, in displaying—often experimental—
clothing in museums and galleries, pairing dress and art
in exhibitions about material objects or notions of beauty,
or using the fashion industry to fund art projects. The
curatorial awareness of fashion leads in some cases to the
institutional support of collections; for example, the first
catwalks of the Dutch duo Viktor and Rolf were made
possible only through the support and acquisition poli-
cies of the Centraal Museum in Utrecht and the
Groninger Museum in Groningen. This implies the po-
sitioning of fashion in contemporary culture as one of
many interchangeable manifestations, rather than as a
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structurally distinct medium within a cultural hierarchy.
The use of fashion’s material basis (textiles, fabrics) and,
significantly, its mode of representation through partic-
ular photographs, catwalk performances, and so forth, is
used in contemporary art to play along with the late mod-
ernist staging of the culture industry.

Production II
The production of couture adopted the idea of the inde-
pendent, subjective artist and developed this stance despite
the growing commercial pressure and industrialization of
the industry’s progress toward ready-to-wear. In the fash-
ion industry there exists a pronounced dialectic that is
expressed in the need for stylistic, some would say artis-
tic, innovation that cannot be catered for by the manu-
facturing process that had given rise to couture as the
basis for the fashion market established in the early
twenty-first century. Designers perceive themselves as 
removed from the production process in auxiliary indus-
tries like weaving in a way that is similar to the painter
who professes to be removed from the maker of the can-
vas or paper. Thus, from the birth of haute couture on-
ward, fashion has had to accommodate the problem of
relying on a design process that contradicts its proce-
dural basis. This is the reason for the oscillating para-
meters of art and fashion and for the curious hovering of
the latter around the former. The dialectic of fashion
found in an individualized creation that exists within mass
manufacture (which establishes its social coinage in the
first place) was recognized willingly by the art market it-
self. The dialectic does not necessarily show itself in cre-
ation, although there has been, at least since Marcel
Duchamp and Andy Warhol, a profusion of objects that
covet a “designed” look and that are alienated from the
artists through their handing over of the actual produc-
tion to others (such as craftsmen, designers, studio assis-
tants), but it is evidenced in representation, promotion,
and consumption, in which fashion’s principle is increas-
ingly approximated by art in its advertising, gallery open-
ings, growth of multiples, or museum shops, and in the
fact that more and more foundations for contemporary
art, as well as for music, architecture, and so forth, are
now run by fashion companies, who thus embrace the
cultural credibility that rests on the consumption of
“high” art.

Within the realm of fashion it is at times difficult to
separate neatly the production process from reception
and consumption because the interrelation of the three
segments constitutes its methodological core. Fashion is
largely conceived through trend prediction and market-
ing analyses that attempt to anticipate as correctly as
possible its manner and level of consumption. Corre-
spondingly, fashion coverage, even outside identifiable
promotional vehicles, reflects directly the interests of the
designer or manufacturer. This, of course, appears as very
different from artistic creation that might be influenced
by demands from gallerists or commissions—increasingly

so in late modernism—but still asserts subjectivism to
guarantee itself creative autonomy and institutional in-
dependence.

Consumption I
The parallel consumption of art (in exhibitions) and fash-
ion (in catwalk shows or shops) comes at the tail end of
the change in modernity that moved from acquiring ma-
terial goods for their functional purpose, through con-
spicuous consumption, in which objects are bought for
their societal significance, to consuming the products as a
spectacle, as entertainment within a saturated market. At
the beginning art was consumed for “educational” pur-
poses, to instruct the senses in what was understood to be
morally just. It celebrated the dominant spirituality of the
culture and favorably documented the established politi-
cal system. Throughout the Enlightenment (as well as
comparable tendencies outside occidental culture) the con-
sumption of art began to operate along lines of individu-
alized perception, and the communication of ideal beauty
was understood to be based on temporal and spatial as-
pects and no longer as an unchangeable cogent. With the
rise of a middle class that was socially mobile and less cul-
turally dependent on one structure alone, art turned to the
reflection and subsequent critique of its consumers. It no
longer presented an unobtainable ideal of sentimental or
spiritual perfection but introduced the vernacular, the
popular, and the visceral into its discourse. The personal
worldview of a particular consumer base took over from
the universal understanding that had been propagated for
the whole of a culture before. Western modernism chal-
lenged such particularity by looking again at quasi-scien-
tific inquiries that should establish general principles for
the aesthetic and social meaning of art. Yet such “empir-
ical” principles were subject to change with every art move-
ment that was usurping the one before and wiping the
sociocultural slate clean for new individualized rules to be
inscribed onto it. In the early 2000s, with the tropes of
later modernism determining our understanding of art, its
consumption has shifted from edification to entertainment.

Consumption II
In contrast, the consumption of fashion originates in the
pragmatic triumvirate of protection, modesty, and deco-
ration. Clothes were first acquired for their utilitarian
value, providing warmth, pious cover of the body, and
adornment. The latter quickly became the ubiquitous sig-
nifier of consumption in which social status was shown
through the splendor and profusion of fabrics and acces-
sories. However, sartorial aspirations were still con-
stricted by sumptuary laws and customs. No matter how
much money the consumer might spend, certain colors
or materials remained the proviso of nobility or clergy.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries consumption
became increasingly conspicuous; that is, fashion was
consumed as the most obvious sign of material wealth.
More than carriages or town houses, sumptuous garments
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acted as an immediate signpost of the social position that
its wearer desired. Because fashion is a more direct but
less expensive manifestation of wealth, compared with ar-
chitecture or art collections, conspicuous consumption of
clothes could be used by the nouveaux riches to present
a façade of financial and social success that did not nec-
essarily exist. Unlike art, the consumption of fashion is
not based primarily on knowledge or education but func-
tions through visual awareness, a type of sensuality and
perception of the corporeal self. Obviously, couture, like
fine art, was acquired originally by the most affluent parts
of society, but fashion was still comparatively affordable
for the aspiring middle classes, even if its constant change
meant seasonal outlay rather than a one-off investment
in a painting or sculpture.

Art can be consumed through beholding the object
in a (more or less) public space without having to pur-
chase it. The subsequent mental consumption, that is, its
appreciation, possible interpretation, analysis or debate,
occurs within the subjective personal domain. (This is
apart from the art “professional”—artist, gallerist, critic,
curator, for instance—who has to publicly communicate
the result of such consumption.) In a reverse fashion,
clothing is consumed by slipping on the dress or jacket
and moving from personal confines, such as a changing
room or bedroom, into a public space that is the shop,
workplace, or social gathering. Modern media allows in-
dividuals to increasingly consume art in the privacy of
their own homes. Concerts recorded on CD, films on
DVD, and virtual museums on the Internet remove the
necessity to withdraw from public space into one’s own
imagination. However, the principle of moving from the
public to the private in art, and conversely from the pri-
vate to the public in fashion, still separates the two fields.
To consume clothes conspicuously and to consume art
self-effacingly show a divide between materialist objec-
tive and subjective contemplation. Here, fashion’s ontol-
ogy marks it out as a public commodity, despite its very
proximity to the individual, while the work of art am-
biguously remains a more distant ideal (socially as well
as physically) that is integrated into a wider cultural dis-
course and cannot readily be appropriated for personal
consumption.

Consumption III
Consumption in the culture industry habitually operated
between the poles of ephemeral following of fashion and
the establishment of permanent structures in art. The dis-
tinction between understanding an object as “consum-
able,” accepting its limited life span as characteristic, and
the understanding object as a document or illustration of
such consumption, separates fashion from art. When an
object has become accepted as fashion it immediately
ceases to exist. As sociologist Georg Simmel postulated
at the beginning of the last century, fashion dies at the
very moment it comes into being, in the instance when
the cut of a dress or the shape of a coat is accepted into

the cultural mainstream. In order to guarantee its sur-
vival in commodity culture, fashion has to constantly
reinvent itself and proclaim a new style that supplants the
previous one. Modern art, in contrast, is seen to come
into being only when its progressive shapes are canon-
ized. Even in its most fugitive performance it always
claims its right to lasting values—whereas clothes cannot
mean to be permanent; otherwise parts of the textile and
fashion industries would have to cease production. The
dialectic (not binary pairing) of ephemerality and per-
manence shape the respective reception of modern art
and modern fashion. Art has to remain mobile to reflect
and interpret the ever-increasing speed of changes in
modernity, yet it must appear permanent, lest it would
be regarded as insubstantial. Fashion intends to be last-
ing—the greatest achievement of a designer is to create
a “classic”— in order to be accepted as a substantial cul-
tural fact, yet simultaneously needs to be ephemeral for
immanent material as well as conceptual reasons.

See also Caricature and Fashion; Music and Fashion.
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Ulrich Lehmann

ART NOUVEAU AND ART DECO Art nouveau
design penetrated into all types of modern, luxury Euro-
pean decorative arts in the period from 1895 to 1905. Its
undulating vegetal curves and graceful floral swirls were
also a design gift to the Parisian couturiers and until about
1908 or 1909 art nouveau style was energetically appro-
priated for seasonal, high-fashion use.

Evening garments were the most lavishly attuned to
art nouveau. Couturiers swathed their evening wear with
a profusion of silk brocade, appliqué, embroidery, and
lace. From neckline to hem, the designers played art nou-
veau swirls around the voluptuousness of the fashionable
figure, which itself was curvaceously shaped by “S”-bend
corsets. Even tailored woolen walking costumes were
trimmed with swirlings of appliqué. By 1907–1909, the
style’s popularity had waned, replaced by a more upright
figure styled with a geometric simplicity drawn from the
Vienna Werkstatte, a fashion drawing from Les Modes of
August 1909 by Gaby, Toilettes pour Le Casino.

Historical Content
This appropriation of art nouveau styling coincided with
the moment in the history of couture when a united busi-
ness structure was firmly established by the Chambre
Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne. Unrivaled elsewhere
in the Western world, Paris couturiers dressed the
women of international royal courts and high society in-
cluding in Japan and tsarist Russia, the wives of the
wealthiest international plutocrats, and the great actresses
of the Paris stage. Commercial clients already included
the grandest department stores at an international level.

The art nouveau “look” was at the cutting edge of
modern style. Only the most fashionable wore it in its
fullest manifestation, while others preferred moderated
versions. These styles were spread internationally
through fashion journals, such as Les Modes and down
through middle-class oriented magazines such as The
Ladies Field and La Mode illustrée. Les Modes of July 1902
featured, for example, an art nouveau ball dress by Maggy
Rouff with full-length swirls in silver and diamante, on a
straw-colored silk ground trimmed with alençon lace.

Designers
From 1895 all the top twenty or so Paris salons were de-
veloping art nouveau fashions, from the House of Worth
(whose designer was by then Jean-Philippe Worth)
through the salons of Doucet, Maggy Rouff, Jeanne
Paquin, and Laferriere to cite just a few. They launched
season after season of art nouveau–styled garments on to
the international fashion market. Examples survive in the
great fashion collections of museums in Paris and the
United States.

High Art and Popular Versions
Within middle-class levels of ready-to-wear manufacture
(for department stores and top levels of wholesale man-
ufacturers), the style was watered down but clearly visi-
ble, as in a tailored woolen walking costume featured in
La Mode illustrée, journal de la famille in January 1901 for
example. The swirl did not, however, penetrate the
cheapest levels of mass manufacture of tailored clothing
for women. At the level of John Noble’s Half Guinea Cos-
tume, as seen in the Lady’s Companion of 19 September
1896, there was no trimming or decoration at all. De-
scribed as “dainty and durable,” consumers were con-
cerned with little other than a vaguely stylish silhouette
and issues of durability.

Art Deco Fashion
Following the demise of art nouveau as fashion inspira-
tion, the appropriation of art deco design by Paris cou-
turiers informed the next fashion look. This had two
phases. The first ran from about 1910 to 1924 and was
built around neoclassical/oriental/peasant styling. The
second ran from 1924 to about 1930—a more minimal-
ist style, with modernist design touches
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Paul Poiret led the first art deco fashion phase. His
life was absorbed by orientalism, even as the Ballets
Russes arrived in Paris, in 1909. He launched his slim,
simple, high-waisted line in 1908, with its less-structured
cut and delicately layered exotic style. Poiret was a col-
lector of fauve paintings, which inspired his use of pur-
ples, pinks, blues, greens, and golds. Poiret’s passion for
orientalism, chinoiserie, European peasant, and North
African design introduced a fresh bold simplicity to the
cut and decoration. His 1911 One Thousand and One Night
Ball set off a lasting vogue for the exotic, with use of light
silks, gold tassels, turbans, tunic dresses, and bold use em-
broidery. Poiret unwillingly shared his limelight with
other couturiers such as Jeanne Lanvin, Lucile, and the
Callot Soeurs, who all created versions of the slender,
high waisted and often sumptuous exotic look.

Art Deco—Phase Two
From about 1924 Paris fashion crystalized into the hip-
less garçonne look, reflected in the new sportive couture
client, with her flat chest, bobbed hair, and less socially
restricted lifestyle. The new generation of key designers
included Jean Patou and Chanel, who both borrowed el-
ements from Sonia Delaunay’s far more extreme Orphic
cubist designs. Madeleine Vionnet developed her skill-
ful bias cut while Lelong produced the first ready-to-
wear to come from a couture salon These short-skirted,
simple, art-deco garments were nevertheless always
made from the finest wool or the most sophisticated
gilded, flowered Lyon silks and embellished with com-
plex beading or tucking to identify their couture prove-
nance. Patou ended the look when he lowered the
hemline in 1929.

Fashion Illustration
A group of young struggling fauve artists produced a gen-
eration of fashion illustration of lasting quality and
celebrity. Under the original inspiration of Paul Poiret,
and his pochoir printed Les Choses de Paul Poiret of 1909
and 1911 this period launched the careers of Barbier,
Lepape, Iribe, Dufy, Erté, Marty, Benito, and Bonfils.

Couture and popular versions. The short skirt and
dropped waistline were copied at all levels of the fashion
trade, this time right down to the cheapest ready-to-wear,
as seen in Sears and Roebuck and English ready-to-wear
wholesalers’ catalogs. Fashion knowledge and consump-
tion opportunities were spread to a mass audience
through the movies, through new cheap fashion journals,
through home dressmaking, and through the wide avail-
ability of artificial silk or rayon (albeit still an unreliable
fashion fabric). All of this accelerated the demand for
mass, machine-made ready-to-wear and thus “up and
coming” working-class girls on both sides of the Atlantic
embraced moderated forms of art deco fashion even
though their financial means were limited.

Retro Versions
While historical styling is never repeated in the same way,
both art nouveau and art deco styles have been subject to
fashion revivals. As the maxi hemline became accepted
from the late 1960s, in Britain new psychedelic styles were
linked to a subversive nostalgia for the imperial Edwar-
dian period, for art nouveau, and for the work of Aubrey
Beardsley. This is evident in the original art nouveau
brand logo selected by Barbara Hulanicki for her fashion
company Biba, founded in 1964. This is also clear in the
art nouveau romanticism of her fashionable evening sil-
houette and use of feather boas, though she fused this with
early 1930s style in her use of slinky satins and the bias
cut. John Galliano presented several Edwardian-styled
fashions in 1996–1997.

Art Deco
Art deco design is far more deeply etched on the public
mind as epitomizing a mythical ideal of free, youthful gai-
ety, glamour, and sexuality. This image has been
strengthened by a stream of popular movies set in the
1920s, including Singin’ in the Rain (1952), Some Like It
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Woman modeling Paul Poiret evening dress. Poiret introduced
art deco fashions to the world in the early 1900s, and several
other prominent designers soon followed his lead. HULTON
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Hot (1959), and Thoroughly Modern Millie (1967), brought
to the stage in New York in 2002 and in London in 2003.
A filmed version of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby
in 1974, while the Chicago of 2002 and the Art Deco ex-
hibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum of the same
year, further escalated public fascination. The mid-1960s
revival was led by Yves Saint Laurent with his African art
deco collection in 1967, which perfectly suited that pe-
riod’s young, androgynous style. At the turn of the sec-
ond millennium, Galliano reworked the flapper style in
1994, while Diane von Furstenberg showed flapper
dresses with dropped waists and beaded fringing in New
York on 17 September 2003.

See also Appliqué; Doucet, Jacques; Galliano, John; Orien-
talism; Poiret, Paul; Saint Laurent, Yves.
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Lou Taylor

ASIA, CENTRAL: HISTORY OF DRESS The
styles of dress in Central Asia are as varied in appearance
as are the ethnic origins of the people. Even in the early
2000s tribal groups living in remote valleys dress in a dis-
tinctive manner using their fabrics, their skills, and their
accessories to accentuate their uniqueness.

The demarcation of territories with borders is a re-
cent phenomenon in Central Asia. Earlier the people
moved freely and intermingled. The nomadic peoples’
yearly trek followed a designated path known as “The
Way” and for special markets or meetings of different
tribal groups they traveled across many territories. The
land as a whole was known as Turkestan, and it was only
under the Soviet regime that it was divided into Turk-
menistan, Kazakistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and
Tajikistan. Uzbekistan, which has the largest population,
has a large number of Tajiks, Kazaks, and Turkomans
who are citizens of the country. The Ferghana Valley

covers parts of Tajikistan and runs into Kyrgyzstan run-
ning right up to Osh and has a culture that is more akin
to the Uzbek than the Kyrgyz traditions.

Despite the fact that the dress when seen worn by the
people is distinctive, the basic structure of the main dress
is very similar. This is perhaps true of all horse-riding no-
madic cultures, qualities that molded the costume of the
people of Central Asia. It is also interesting that the ba-
sic dress of men and women is also similar. A type of tu-
nic or shirt, kurta, was worn by the men and women, with
drawstring pantaloons, the salwar, which was very baggy
at the top and tapered down to the cuffs, that were often
decorated with embroidery or edged with woven tapes.

The tunic has a universal pattern. It is made of a nar-
row width of cotton or silk, which more or less matches
the width of the shoulders and was folded over to cover
the body, falling to about 4 inches (10 cm) from the an-
kles. A circular cut was made for the neck; the older pieces
were open at the shoulders, while later ones had a cut
from the center of the neck. The sleeves were also straight
and sewn into the sides and the body piece, with the sleeve
opening extending below the armpit. Diagonally cut
pieces, narrow at the top and broader at the bottom, were
attached to the side of the body of the tunic below the
sleeves. They gave the shape to the tunic. The section
joining the sleeve would have gussets attached between
the sides and the sleeves giving a greater freedom of move-
ment. A girdle, futa, or a length of cotton or silk either
of one color, striped, or printed was worn wrapped around
the waist, which supported the waist as men and women
had an arduous life of walking through mountain areas
often carrying heavy loads. Over this dress they wore an
open coat, chapan, of cotton or silk material, which was
either padded for winter or was plain, depending on the
time of the year and the status of the user. The khalat was
the more elaborate stylized silk coat of striped silk, cot-
ton, or richly patterned abr (ikat) silk. These were invari-
ably lined to preserve the cloth and the lining was often
of hand-printed cotton material. Sheepskin coats embell-
ished with embroidery were worn in winter.

Often men wore innumerable khalat one on top of
the other to indicate their affluence. They began with the
simplest at the bottom and worked their way up to the
silk brocaded or velvet khalat given by the emir. Women
normally wore an undershirt munisak and a tunic on top.
In some cases women, too, wore more than one tunic and
a shaped chapan on the top.

The dress worn next to the body was embellished at
all the openings. This was not only for decoration, but
also to protect the wearer. The neck carried elaborate
embroidery around the collar and the sleeves as well as
the side openings. The cuffs of the salwar were also em-
broidered or embellished with woven tapes, zef. These
tapes were tablet woven and carried elaborate patterns.
The finest were the tablet woven velvet tapes used for
embellishing the kahalats.
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The men’s chapans or khalats were open in the front
and had to be closed either with a shawl or with a leather
belt with elaborate buckles. The belt was a sign of servi-
tude and all the courtiers had to wear it when appearing
before the emir.

The most elaborate part of the dress was the head-
dress. Men, women, and children used the headdress and
they differed from region to region. By seeing the em-
broidery on the cap, the ethnic group and area could be
identified. The most common were hand-stitched and
embroidered skullcaps. Turbans were used by men and
women. The bigger the turban the more important the
person. Women in Kyrgyzstan wore elaborate turbans,
which were decorated with silver and gold jewelry meant
especially for the headdress.

Specialists wove the turban cloths, which could be
of cotton or of silk. The indigo blue and white checks,
chashme bulbul, the nightingale’s eye pattern, was greatly
appreciated. The skullcap worn by men was the base for
the elaborate turban worn in public.

The most elaborate headdress was the one worn by
young Kazak and Kyrgyzi women. The high conical hat,
Saukele, was nearly 28 inches (70 cm) in height. It was
made of felt, covered with velvet or silk and edged with
fur along its rim. It was elaborately decorated with coral,
turquoise, strings of pearls, and embellished with silver
and gold pendants, as well as coins. The women of
Karakalapak, a remote area near the Aral Sea, also used
these headdresses, which were heirlooms and passed from
one generation to the other. The use of such pointed caps
is possibly an ancient tradition deriving from the cloth-
ing of the Scythian tribes of classical times, as it is linked
with the famous Saka—tigra khanda Saka, that is to say,
Scythian with pointed caps.

The Turkoman married woman wore an elaborate
headdress covered with silver and gold work and over that
she wore a richly embroidered mantle, which came over
her head and covered her body. The mantle has mock
sleeves at the back.

The children were dressed with great care to protect
them from evil influences and the evil eye. Silken shirts
of children would be covered with amulets of silver as
protective devices.

A study of different ethnic styles of Central Asian
dress reveals the importance of accessories in creating a
distinctive dress. A remark made by an Uzbek woman
“everyone knows how to put on a dress, but not every-
one knows how to carry it off” is a very true indicator of
a well-dressed woman among these tribal peoples.

Though the traditions of dress in the area have an-
cient linkages, they are subject to change. The influences
that lead to a change of fashion vary according to what
is important within their own group. The changes in the
past were less extreme and are more or less a case of vari-
ations on the same scheme. Records of travelers, which

give descriptions of the dress of the people over the last
couple of hundred years, indicate the changing fashions.
The Soviet influence, especially in the urban areas, did
introduce changes in style, but in the rural areas and
among the older persons the style of dress remains to a
great extent unchanged.

Uzbekistan
The basic dress of the men and women was the kurta and
the salwar, but over that they wore a full pheran, gener-
ally made of atlas, a woven silk, satin, or the mixed cot-
ton and silk cloth commonly used by the women. For
special occasions they would wear a shirt of abr, the bril-
liantly colored ikat weave. These would be embroidered
around the collar and the sleeves, as well as on the edges
or edged with tablet woven tapes. A coat was worn when
receiving visitors or if stepping out of the house and the
head would be covered with an embroidered cap and a
large shawl. The coat and even the overshirt would be
padded for winter and the coat would be lined with
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Uzbek man. In Uzbekistan, the traditional dress is the tunic-
like kurta, often covered by a pheran, a long, loose, coat-like
garment. An embroidered cap was also worn when leaving the
house. © KEREN SU/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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printed cotton and edged with silk. They also had the
custom of wearing embroidered oversleeves, ton janksh,
which were separate from the kurta and were taken off
when washing the main garment. Over this an embroi-
dered mantle, kok koilek, with mock sleeves was worn over
the head. This was an essential part of their dress out-
side the home; the older women wore white while the
young married women would wear a red mantle.

The salwar was also richly embroidered at the cuffs
and peeped from below the kurta. Different types of
scarves and shawls were used for wrapping around the
waist. The headscarves would be either embroidered
wool or the gossamer floating resist-printed silks of
Bokhara.

Young brides wore elaborately embroidered clothes
and they also wore an elaborately woven and decorated
veil over the face. The dress of the bride was often blue
and richly covered, as well as embellished with jeweled
plaques. The area of Karakalpak, which is near the Aral
Sea and quite remote, has very fine embroidered dresses
and accessories as cover for the head and the nape of the
neck, which was considered very vulnerable.

Bokhara was the main center for gold embroidery,
which was prepared with a technique called couching to
create a rich, raised effect. Couching is an embroidery
technique in which threads are laid in a design on the
surface of a base fabric and sewn to the fabric with small
stitches that cross over the design threads. These outer
robes were worn by women for special occasions, as well
as by the men as khilats given to them by the emir.

It was a tradition for the emir to present a full “head
to foot” set of clothes to the male head of a family who
was employed by the emir or was a member of the court.

Men’s dress was the kurta, salwar, with a cummer-
bund, a sash. Over this he wore a robe open in the front,
which was held together either by a woven sash or a belt.
Skullcaps were an essential part of Uzbek national dress
and came in a range of shapes and sizes. Some are coni-
cal and formed the base of the turban; others may be four
sided, round, or cupola-shaped. All the caps were em-
broidered whether it was the simple gray or black cap
with white embroidery or rich multicolored embroi-
deries. Until recently the cap would identify the ethnic-
ity and the region of the wearer. For the young brides
elaborate gold embroidered caps with tassels were spe-
cially made.

Turkmenistan
The Turkoman nomadic group came from the Altai
Mountains. Their ancestors were the Oghuz and their
traditions have been preserved in the “Book of Oghuz,
Oguz Nama. Around the tenth century they were settled
in the region east and south of the Aral Sea, when they
came to be known as Turkoman. In the fifteenth century
there were two confederations: Qara-Qoyunlu, “they of
the black sheep”, and Aq-Qoyunlu, “they of the white
sheep”. A number of the leaders entered Iran as shep-
herds and conquered it to remain as rulers; however, a
large number of them remained in the area and evolved
their own way of life with their swift horses, which were
their pride and their lifeline; and their sheep, camels, and
other cattle with which they migrated according to a sea-
sonal cycle of available pastureland and water. However,
their movement was not very far and it was confined to
approximately within the radius of 31 miles (50 km). The
round, felt-covered dwellings called Oy, yurts, were an
essential part of the Turkoman way of life, and even the
agricultural groups moved to the summer camps and lived
in the yurts.

The Turkoman’s women’s costume is similar to the
tunic. It is made out of silk because there is no prohibi-
tion to wearing that material. The silk is of narrow width
because of the loom and is generally woven in red with
a yellow stripe near the selvage. By joining the side pan-
els and retaining the yellow line, a very well defined lin-
ear quality emerges in the garment. Ordinarily women
in everyday life wear a tunic with an opening up to the
breasts, held together with a silver button at the neck.
For special occasions they wear an inner tunic that is em-
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Kazak horseman. Basic dress for Central Asian nomadic cul-
tures consists of a kurta, salwar (drawstring pants), and an over-
coat, either a cotton chapan or the more elaborate silk khalat.
© NEVADA WIER/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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broidered at the edges. The embroidery stitches are lim-
ited, however, as they are a number of variations of
looped stitches and create a rich texture. The main stitch
is similar to the feather stitch. The chain stitch, svyme, is
used by the Yomut, along with the stem stitch. The join-
ing of two pieces in a dress is done with a raised decora-
tive herringbone. Extra-embroidered sleeves are also
worn. Over that they wear a jacket with short sleeves,
chabut, which is covered with coins or silver plaques,
which end with elaborate silver pendants. They also wear
a long coat among some of the tribes, which had become
common in the beginning of the twentieth century. The
coat was held together with a checkered sash, which hangs
in the front and is known as sal qusak. Silver belts may
be used, but only rarely.

Turkoman women have an elaborate high cap, which
has a base of a basketlike form made from coiled and
stitched local grass and covered with silk. It is then dec-
orated with silver coins, plaques, and chains and over that
is worn a scarf, which is secured by chains studded with
flat carnelian. On top of all this they drape the most daz-
zling piece of embroidery—a mantle with the chyrpy, car-
rying mock sleeves. The colors vary according to the age
of the wearer. Young women wear blue or black, the mid-
dle-aged ones yellow, while the matriarch wears white.

Another simpler headdress composed of a long,
folded scarf, aldani, is used along with a skullcap, which
was worn like a turban with its ends hanging to the left
shoulder. Often one edge of the scarf is kept loose to be
used for veiling the face.

The pantaloons, salwar, have heavily embroidered
cuffs worked in striped thick silk material. The baggy top
is made from ordinary cloth to which the cuffs are at-
tached. Only the embroidered part is visible from be-
neath the shirt. The pantaloons are tied at the hip.

The men wore silk tunics, which opened on the side.
A woven sash was worn around the waist and a salwar
tight at the base and loose above. Woolen puttees with
decorated edges covered their legs from the ankle up to
the calf and long leather boots were worn. They wore
sheepskin jackets or long coats with the fleece inside,
which were extremely warm. The fleece shows at the
edges. The finest coat is that made of unweaned lambs
having a curly fleece nearly 4 inches (10 cms) long. The
shepherds used to wear a felted coat, yapunca, which pro-
tected them from the cold and from rain and snow. The
most characteristic element is their bushy hat with a long
fleece, which extended over the forehead and sheltered
the eyes from the glare, as well as from snow and rain.
The abr silk khalat was also used for celebrations. Mostly,
these have remained in the family chests as heirlooms and
hardly ever worn.

Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyzstan is a mountainous country surrounded by
deserts. The Tien Shan (“Heavenly Mountains”) range

separates it from the Ferghana Valley, part of which oc-
cupies the southwestern area of the country. The Kyr-
gyz’s rich cultural traditions are seen in the mountainous
areas of the northern part of the country, where they set-
tled as they moved from the Altai Mountains in south-
ern Siberia. The Chinese chronicles describe them as fair
skinned, green eyed, and red haired. The Mongols ar-
rived in the tenth century and the intermingling created
a very sturdy, handsome people, whom even the Soviets
could never change.

The Kyrgyz have traditionally been a nomadic peo-
ple, living in yurts. Even in the early 2000s many Kyr-
gyz have a yurt in their compound, and the death
ceremony even in the capital city, Bishkek, is performed
in a yurt. Their 100-year-old epic Manas tells the story
of the warrior king and the migrations, of his people. It
is the world’s longest epic and the Manaschi, who recite
the story, keep the oral tradition alive.

The traditional dress worn by the men is often
leather trousers, terishym, which are also used by women
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Man in Turkmenistan. The most distinctive item of clothing for
the Turkman is a large hat made of drooping fleece, which serves
to protect the face from the elements. © WAYMAN RICHARD/CORBIS.
REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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when they are migrating or helping with the animals.
These are worn along with high leather boots for every-
day, chaitik, or embroidered massey. Over that they wear
a shirt and often a leather jacket with fur lining known
as ton. For special occasions the older men wear a long
coat, chepken, which may be held together by a sash or a
leather belt with silver buckles, kur. Very fine suede long
coats with extra-long sleeves were made with elaborate
hook embroidery. The typical headgear is a conical em-
broidered felt cap with embroidery and a tassel at the top,
ak-kalpak. For special occasions the urban men wore flat,
gold embroidered caps with fur lining and fur edging the
headdress.

The women wore a long shirt, which was often made
out of striped red and black cotton known as kalami or
it could be of abr, the ikat of cotton and silk. For every-
day use they would wear a sleeveless jacket and a padded
long coat along with leather shoes. They wore a bonnet
with embroidered ear caps over which a turban would be
worn or a decorated cap. Long, embroidered plait cov-
ers were worn to cover the nape of the neck, which was
considered to be vulnerable to black magic. The women
favored greatly the brightly colored ikat striped cotton of
Kodzhent, which was given a glossy polished surface with
the use of egg white. This was used as a sash, as well as
a scarf. Elaborate dresses, koinok, were made from silken
patterned cloth known as kimkap, probably derived from
the name for woven gold brocade of India, the kimkhab.
For special occasions they wore a wraparound skirt, belde-
mehi. It was either made of velvet or silk with leather and
fur lining, and rich embroidery. This could be worn eas-
ily on horseback and would cover them well, giving
warmth as they rode their horses.

The bishmant was the elaborate dress worn by brides
along with a long, conical headdress decorated with gold,
silver, pearls, and precious stones and often with a highly
decorative veil to cover only the front of the face, while
a gossamer colorful veil floated beyond from the conical
hat. Older women wore elaborate turbans made of fine
cotton, chosa. The turban was held in place by an em-
broidered strap. From beneath the turban, a draped cloth
covered the neck and the front of the neck giving great
dignity to the matriarch. On special occasions even in the
early 2000s one can see in the mountain villages the older
married woman astride a horse with her elaborate dress
and headdress, riding forth to accompany the men, who
are dressed in their finest embroidered leather coats and
caps and who carry hooded hawks on their wrists.

Jewelry is very much a part of the dress. Elaborate
buttons were used on the dresses. Long silver and coral
earrings, iymek, which extended nearly 9 inches in length,
framed the face. Large pendants were worn on the breasts
as protective shields and linked chains of pendants and
corals were stitched to the jackets. Silver buckles were at-
tached to the leather coats and belts of the men. The en-
graved symbols of the sun, the moon, the stars, the falcon
(their totemic bird) and others, protected them from the

evil eye. The magical skill of the silversmith associated
with fire and molten metal imbued the wearer with
strength to face the adversities of life.

See also Cotton; Jewelry; Silk; Textiles, Central Asian; Tra-
ditional Dress.
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ASIA, EAST: HISTORY OF DRESS East Asia in-
cludes the present countries of China, Korea, Japan, and
Vietnam (the latter also can be considered part of South-
east Asia), along with adjacent areas of Inner Asia that
have historically sometimes been part of the Chinese em-
pire and often have been heavily culturally influenced by
China. These regions include Manchuria (now the three
northeastern provinces of China); Mongolia (including
the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region of China and
the independent Republic of Mongolia); East Turkestan
(now the Chinese province of Xinjiang); and Tibet (now
the Tibet Autonomous Region of Chhia, plus adjacent
areas of the provinces of Qinghai, Sichuan, and Yunnan).

China was historically the dominant presence in East
Asia, by virtue of size, population, and wealth; China re-
garded itself as the center of the world, the fountainhead
of culture, and a beacon of civilization to surrounding
peoples. Surrounding peoples did not necessarily share
that assessment, but they could not avoid, and often did
not wish to avoid, the influence of Chinese culture. The
importance of silk in the history of East Asian dress is
both evidence and metaphor for China’s cultural domi-
nation of the region.

Silk, produced in parts of China since at least the
third millennium B.C.E., was the favored textile material
of China’s elite thereafter (commoners wore hempen
cloth in ancient times, cotton increasingly after about
1200 C.E.). Both the technology of silk production and
the cultural preference for wearing silk were exported
from China to Korea, Japan, and Vietnam in the early
centuries C.E. Silk cloth (but not, except by accident or
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industrial espionage, silk technology) was exported reg-
ularly and in large quantities from China to Central and
Western Asia along the Silk Route beginning in the first
century B.C.E.

The cultural frontier is a very old one. Around 1000
B.C.E., near the Tarim Basin in East Turkestan (now Xin-
jiang Province, China), the easternmost representatives
of the Celtic people were weaving woolen twill cloth in
plaid patterns indistinguishable from those made by Celts
in Europe at the same time. A thousand miles to the east,
the kings of China’s Western Zhou Dynasty (1046–781
B.C.E.), in their capital city near present-day Xi’an,
clothed themselves in richly patterned silks woven in
royal workshops. The border between the Chinese cul-
ture and the Inner Asian culture areas may thus be
thought of as the border between silk and wool, with Chi-
nese silk serving to create trade connections between the
two cultures.

China
The basic garment of China, for both sexes, was a robe-
like or tunic-like wrapped garment. Elites wore robes,
preferably of silk, that were wrapped around the body
and tied closed with a waist sash. Such robes were either
long enough to require no lower garments or somewhat
shorter (e.g. thigh length) and worn over trousers or a
skirt. Trousers and skirts were not closely tied to gender
and were worn by both men and women. Both sexes con-
sidered it socially essential to wear their hair bound up
in a topknot or other dressed style, and covered with a
head cloth or hat of some kind. Elite women favored
highly colorful patterned silk cloth for their clothing.
Fashion in women’s clothing went through an era of rapid
change during the Tang Dynasty (618–907), when a
wealthy and cosmopolitan imperial culture stimulated
consumption and emulation, and novelty was supplied by
cultural influences, via the Silk Route, of Persian and
Turkic peoples.

Elite men’s clothing in ancient times was also often
quite colorful, but men’s clothing tended to become more
somber and plain-colored in later periods. This trend to-
ward plainer clothing was offset, however, by the devel-
opment, from the late Song Dynasty (twelfth century)
onward, of the “dragon robe” for use as court dress.

Commoners generally wore short robes or jackets
over trousers or leggings; women sometimes wore skirts,
and men sometimes wore only a loincloth as a lower gar-
ment, particularly when doing heavy agricultural work.
Cavalry became an important part of the Chinese mili-
tary from the late first millennium B.C.E. onward, and
cavalrymen typically wore short wrapped jackets or short
robes over trousers.

The dragon robes of late imperial China conveyed,
through color and design details, precise information
about the rank of those who wore them. Similar infor-
mation for lower-ranking officials was conveyed through

Mandarin squares, embroidered cloth badges that showed
a wearer’s civil service rank and were worn on the front
and back of official robes.

Chinese dress changed radically after the end of the
imperial period in 1911. A new form of men’s clothing,
called the Sun Yat-sen suit, developed on the basis of Eu-
ropean military uniforms and won widespread accep-
tance; this suit had a jacket with a high, stiff “mandarin”
collar, four pockets, and a buttoned front, with trousers
in matching cloth. A new women’s dress, called the qipao
or cheongsam, evolved in Shanghai and other Chinese
cities in the 1920s and 1930s; it was based on a restyling
of the Manchu long gown of China’s last imperial era,
the ethnically Manchu Qing Dynasty. After the Com-
munist revolution of 1949, the Sun Yat-sen suit evolved
into the ubiquitous blue cotton Mao suit worn by both
sexes; the qipao fell into disfavor in Communist China. It
has since had a modest revival as formal wear. In general,
however, traditional dress has disappeared in China, ex-
cept among China’s ethnic minorities, some of whom re-
tain traditional or quasi-traditional dress styles as markers
of ethnic identity.
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A Japanese woman in a kimono, ca. 1880. The T-shaped gar-
ments are often produced with richly embroidered fabrics. Fol-
lowing World War II, kimonos were usually worn only on
special occasions. JOHN S. MAJOR. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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Many “national minority” groups exist in China, the
majority of them concentrated in the southern and south-
western provinces of Guangxi, Guizhou, and Yunnan.
Important minority groups include the Zhuang, Miao,
Yao, and Dai, among many others. Some are ethnolin-
guistically akin to Austronesian-speaking populations of
Southeast Asia, such as the Shan of Burma (Myanmar)
and the Hmong of Vietnam and Laos. The dress of these
minority peoples varies widely, but often (as in the case
of the Miao) features black-dyed cotton tunics worn with
skirts or trousers and ornamented with colorful embroi-
dery and sewn-on silver coins or beads. Women of the
Dai minority wear fitted blouses with wrapped skirts sim-
ilar to the lungyi (sarongs) commonly worn by Burmese
women.

Vietnam
Historically, Vietnam can be divided into three regions:
from north to south, Tonkin, Annam, and Cochin China.
The northern and central regions were strongly influ-
enced by Chinese culture while vigorously resisting Chi-
nese conquest or political domination over the course of
many centuries. Elite dress for both sexes was based on
Chinese models, with males of the ruling class wearing
plain long robes for ordinary wear and dragon robes or
robes with Mandarin squares for official use. Women’s
dress strongly reflected Chinese women’s fashionable at-
tire. Working people of both sexes wore dark, wrapped
jackets with skirts for women or short trousers for either
sex—the “black pajamas” of Vietnam peasants that be-
came an iconic image for Americans during the Vietnam
War.

Culturally, southern Vietnam—Cochin China—was
more closely related to Southeast Asia, and especially
Cambodia, than to China. That was reflected in local
dress, which featured wrapped skirts (sarongs) for both
men and women, with wrapped upper garments for
women and light, shirtlike jackets (or no upper garment)
for men.

Under French colonial rule, from the 1860s to the
1950s, some elite men wore variant or hybrid forms of
European dress, and some women of the same classes
wore fashionable Western dress. Partly in response to this
Westernization of Vietnamese dress, a new women’s en-
semble, the ao dai, evolved in the early twentieth century.
It features a blouse worn above loose silk trousers, the
whole outfit topped with a long, loose tunic open to the
hip at each side. Though a recent innovation, the ao dai
was accepted as a “traditional” and national dress by the
mid-twentieth century and had retained that role.

Korea
Korean national dress for both men and women is known
as hanbok, which simply means “Korean robe.” The tra-
ditional men’s ensemble, which is related to clothing of
Manchuria and the steppe lands beyond but has no close
connections to Chinese men’s clothing, consists of a

wrapped short jacket worn over voluminously baggy
trousers tucked into black felt boots, the whole outfit
topped with a stiff silk gauze coat in some light color,
such as pale green or pale blue. A stiff black horsehair or
straw hat completes the outfit.

The woman’s hanbok, in contrast, is probably derived
from a Tang Dynasty women’s fashion for high-waisted
dresses worn with a short jacket (or from a later Chinese
revival of that Tang style). It consists of a skirt or very
wide trousers worn with a long-sleeved wrapped top tied
with a ribbon just below the bustline, the whole outfit
covered with a silk gauze overskirt. The woman’s hanbok
has undergone numerous changes in style over the course
of time. A simplified version has been revived in Korea
as a form of national dress that is considered beautiful,
patriotic, and feminine.

Japan
Japan began to be influenced strongly by continental cul-
ture from Korea, and from China via Korea, by the end
of the third century C.E., and increasingly with the intro-
duction of Buddhism in the mid-sixth century. Soon do-
mestically produced silk fabric competed with imported
Chinese and Korean textiles, though the latter retained
high prestige value. In the aristocratic culture of the Nara
(710–785) and Heian (795–1185) periods, fashion was
thoroughly assimilated to Japanese cultural norms and was
expressed in details such as color, cut, and decorative mo-
tifs in clothing that retained always the basic theme of the
wrapped long robe. Men wore long robes of patterned silk
or, for riding and other activities, shorter wrapped jack-
ets over wide, baggy trousers of matching or contrasting
material. Women of that era wore multiple layers of
wrapped robes, cut so as to reveal each layer beneath the
last; the tasteful blending of colors of such layered en-
sembles was an admired feminine accomplishment.

During the era of rule by a warrior aristocracy (samu-
rai) that began in 1185 and lasted for nearly 700 years,
clothing for both men and women evolved toward the T-
shaped wrapped garment known as the kimono, in which
elements of taste were expressed more in textile elements
than by the cut or style of the garment itself. Fashion and
style found expression in dyed, woven, or embroidered
fabrics of sumptuous quality and fantastic variety; the
wearing of an embroidered family crest at the nape of the
neck by families with the right to do so; the choice of fab-
ric and tying technique of the wide obi sash used to fas-
ten a woman’s kimono, and so on. Kimonos were
displaced for most purposes by ordinary western-style
clothing in the post-World War II period, and afterward
were largely worn only as formal wear and on special 
occasions.

Clothing of working-class Japanese in premodern
times was made of hempen cloth or, from about the six-
teenth century onward, of cotton, usually indigo-dyed us-
ing techniques that are now much admired by connoisseurs
of folk textiles. Traditional working-class garb survives 
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in some rural Japanese communities as a somewhat self-
conscious expression of conservative values.

Inner Asia
The three northeastern provinces of China that formerly
made up Manchuria, barely retain a separate ethnic tra-
dition, and there are only a few thousand remaining na-
tive speakers of Manchu. Traditional clothing has largely
disappeared.

Mongolia, in contrast, retains a vigorous national
culture, both in the independent Republic of Mongolia
and in the ethnically Mongol region of the Chinese In-
ner Mongolian Autonomous Region. The national dress
of Mongolia for both sexes, called the deel, is a wrapped
robe, preferably of colorfully patterned silk (imported
from China), closed with a long sash at the waist, worn
over trousers for riding, and sometimes worn with a silk
sleeveless vest. For cold-weather wear the deel is padded
with cotton or silk floss and sometimes lined with fur. In
all seasons it is worn with heavy leather boots. Mongol
women traditionally wore extremely elaborate head-
dresses set with silver ornaments, in styles that were iden-
tified with particular tribes and clans. Men, too, wore hats
distinctive of clan affiliation, and the hat played a singu-
lar role as the repository of male honor; to knock off or
even to touch a man’s hat without permission was to in-
vite violent retaliation.

An unusual and distinctive item of Mongolian dress
is the costume worn by men for wrestling—one of the
“three manly sports” (along with riding and archery) of
Mongol tradition. It consists of very tight short shorts,
ordinary heavy Mongolian leather boots, and a tight-
fitting, vestlike top that covers the shoulders, upper back,
and upper arms, but leaves the chest bare.

In East Turkestan (now Xinjiang Province, China),
the non-Chinese indigenous population consists largely
of Uighurs and Kazakhs, both Turkic peoples ethnically
akin to other Turkic peoples of Central Asia. Traditional
dress varied widely among specific groups but tended to-
ward wrapped, coatlike outer garments worn over a shirt
and trousers, for men; and blouses, voluminous skirts, and
long vests for women. Many men of the region wear the
small, round, embroidered caps found widely among Cen-
tral Asian peoples. Today, because the Islamic belief of
these groups is seen as a bulwark against Chinese cultural
hegemony, there is an increasing trend among Uighur and
Kazakh women to wear international Islamic hijab cloth-
ing, which consists of a shapeless outer garment and head-
scarf.

Tibet, now the Tibet Autonomous Region of the
People’s Republic of China, retains a strong indigenous
dress tradition. The basic garment for both sexes is the
chupa, a narrowly cut, long, side-closing wrapped garment
bound at the waist with a sash. Men often wear a sheep-
skin coat over the chupa, leaving the right arm out of its
sleeve and the right side of the coat pulled down off the

shoulder—this is supposedly to facilitate knife- or sword-
fighting should the need arise. An alternative women’s
ensemble consists of a loose, long-sleeved blouse, a dress,
often of plain black cotton, with a sleeveless jumper top
and a skirt that wraps in back and ties at the waist with
cords, giving a trim line to the garment. It is worn with
an apron sewn from several strips of multicolored, 
horizontally-striped cloth—a badge of married status for
women. As in many cultures with a tradition of pastoral
nomadism, Tibetan women often wear a wealth of jew-
elry, favoring in particular silver ornaments set with
turquoise, coral, and lapis lazuli.

See also Asia, Central: History of Dress; Asia, South: History
of Dress; China: History of Dress; Hijab; Japanese
Traditional Dress and Adornment; Kimono; Korean
Dress and Adornment; Qipao.
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ASIA, SOUTH: HISTORY OF DRESS South Asia
comprises India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal,
and Bhutan. The geographical terrain varies from moun-
tainous regions along the northern borders, to desert ar-
eas, arid and semiarid zones dependent on monsoon rains
for agriculture, the uplands of the Deccan Plateau, trop-
ical wetlands, and the rich valleys of the Indus and Ganges
rivers, seats of ancient cultures.

Despite differences in physical appearance, language,
and other ethnological features, the people of South Asia
share to a considerable degree a common cultural heritage.
Sanskrit and Prakrit, the languages of the region’s most
ancient texts, are still employed in religious rituals and clas-
sical learning. The Mahabharata and Ramayana, great epics
dating from ca. 500–300 B.C.E., reinforce cultural links and
a sense of shared tradition throughout the region.
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Draped and wrapped garments are the most com-
mon form of clothing for both men and women in South
Asia. The sari (also spelled saree), in many variant sizes
and wrapping techniques, worn with a choli (blouse), is
the most typical form of South Asian women’s dress. An
analogous wrapped garment for the lower torso and legs,
the dhoti, is widely worn by men; it is usually wrapped
and tucked to form a kind of unstitched pantaloon. In
some areas both sexes wear the sarong (also known as a
lungi), a wrapped skirt. Stitched garments are also widely
worn in the region by both men and women; examples
include the loose trousers called payjamas, and the en-
semble of salwar (pantaloons) and kamiz (long tunic) that
has become the national dress of Pakistan.

Wrapped and draped garments appear to be the old-
est form of attire in South Asia. Nevertheless, awls found
at archaeological sites of the Harappan civilization, in the
Indus Valley (third millennium B.C.E.) indicate that
leather stitching and embroidery were practiced there.
Stitched garments entered the region with ancient mi-
grations of people from Central Asia. The assumption
made by some European scholars that Muslims intro-

duced tailoring to South Asia is incorrect. Early litera-
ture preserves words for the needle (suchi), the thimble
(pratigraha), scissors (sathaka), and even for the sewing-
bag, showing that tailoring was practiced in ancient times.

Early Evidence
An early Harappan sculpture depicts a priest’s draped gar-
ment with an embroidered trefoil motif. Women are
shown wearing elaborate headgear and a scanty wrap
around the hips and pubic area, a form of dress used even
today by some tribal people of Central India.

The early Vedas (ca. 1200–1000 B.C.E.) mention
shining raiments, indicating the use of gold thread. The
Mahabharata and Ramayana describe elaborate garments,
but their form is unclear. Draped garments continued to
dominate in post-Vedic times and had evolved into an
elaborate costume with distinctive names. Antariya was
the lower garment, while the upper was uttariya. The
lower wrapper was held in place by an elaborate sash or
a girdle of jewelry and the upper wrapper was draped with
innumerable folds. Embroidered wrap skirts, pesas, were
also used; they are similar to skirts worn in Gujarat. An-
other garment of post-Vedic times was a breast cloth,
pratidi, tied or wrapped even today by the hill tribes of
Bangladesh.

Later stone sculptures show a form of pleated lower
wrap formed into a pantaloon created by passing the lower
pleats through the legs and tucking them in at the back.
There were variations of this technique, with descriptive
names such as “elephant’s trunk” and “fish tail,” a style of
wearing which continues to be used even today. Men and
women used a wrapped head covering called usnisa, which
was quite distinct from the later turban.

Cotton was most commonly used for textiles, along
with other plant fibers and wool. Silk was indigenous to
Assam. Silk cloth had connotations of purity, as was also
true of wool in mountainous areas.

Historical Survey
South Asia’s first major empire flourished under Chan-
dra Gupta Maurya (320–297 B.C.E.) and his grandson,
Ashoka (274–237). They forged contacts with Central
Asia, China, and the Greek world (which had expanded
far into Asia under Alexander the Great). Chandra Gupta
married a Greek princess and had Greek women body-
guards. The presence of Greek women at the Mauryan
court possibly had significant consequences for the his-
tory of South Asian dress; the Greek women’s single-
piece draped chiton, pleated as a skirt and draped over the
shoulder, may have been an ancestor of the sari. A Greek
ambassador named Megastenes gave a detailed descrip-
tion of gold-embroidered garments, printed muslin, and
a life of great luxury. The elaborate drapings of Greco-
Asian Gandhara sculpture of the northern area reflect the
local costume, while stitched garments are depicted as
being worn by soldiers, possibly of Central Asian origin.
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Pakistani man in native clothing. The national dress of Pak-
istan is the long tunic, or kamiz, and loose-fitting pantaloons
called salwar. © CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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The Satavahana Empire in south India (200 B.C.E.
to 200 C.E.) encouraged trade with the Roman Empire,
Arabia, and Southeast Asia. Unstitched garments are
shown in Satavahana sculptures, along with stitched gar-
ments such as a tunic with V-neck and sleeves. Soldiers
wore sleeved tunics with tight trousers.

The Kushans, known to the Chinese as the Yueh-
Chi, dominated Central Asia during the period from 130
B.C.E. to 185 C.E. They entered the Punjab, destroying
the local rulers and consolidating their rule by defeating
the Greeks and the Scythians (Sakas), who dominated
Western India. The presence of Greeks, Kushans, and
Sakas introduced varying cultural traditions. The mono-
lithic statue of Kanishka at Mathura has a long coat worn
over a tunic. The coat’s open front flaps turn outward
exactly in the same way as Turkoman coats worn in the
twenty-first century. Women wore jackets over their
sarongs held together with decorative buttons, and tunics
with sleeves and rounded necks, probably opening at the
back. A dancer wore a tunic, pajama pants, a floating scarf,
and a cap, similar to later Central Asian dance costumes
and also to the costume worn by the women dancers of
Kathak, a classical dance of North India.

Stitched garments became common during the Gupta
period (fourth to eighth century C.E.), for the Gupta rulers
controlled territories from Central Asia to Gujarat. The
Gupta-era murals at Ajanta, however, show royalty wear-
ing flowing garments while the attendant, entertainers, and
soldiers wore stitched clothes. Women wear a range of
blouses, known by names similar to choli, the word for
blouse today. The backless blouse with an apron worn by
the dancer in the murals is still worn by some nomadic
peoples.

The Sanskrit and Prakrit lexicons of the seventh cen-
tury C.E. contain a wide range of terms for clothing, many
of which are closely related to words that are in use to-
day. This lexical continuity shows that upper wraps, veils,
jackets, tunics, and various other types of garments have
continued in use from that time to the present.

The conquest of most of Central Asia and north-
western India by Mahmud of Ghazni in the eleventh cen-
tury played a major role in bringing Islam to South Asia.
The Islamic influence exerted by the Ghaznavids and
their successors had a notable effect on the clothing of
South Asia. There was an extensive trade in textiles be-
tween India and the Middle East; records specifically
mention fabrics for lining and edging, indicating a highly
evolved style of stitched costumes. Mention is also made
of costumes coming from Syria, Egypt, and Baghdad to
be used by the Sultans and their court. Textiles were also
produced locally under the patronage of Muslim rulers.

Robes decorated with woven or embroidered callig-
raphy were worn throughout the Islamic world. They
originally were produced in textile workshops (Dar-al-
Tiraz) set up by the Caliphate in Baghdad. They came
up, however, throughout the Islamic world to serve the

courts. Designs and techniques were exchanged from one
area of the Islamic world to another and were incorpo-
rated into garments for royalty and robes of honor. The
rulers of various sultanates of northern India set up their
own royal textile workshops; one was described by the
inveterate Arab traveler Ibn Batuta and thus the Indian
courts began to follow the dictates of fashion set by the
caliphate.

The consolidation of the Mogul Empire during the
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries led to changes
in governance and court life through the country. Lesser
rulers followed the dictates of the ruling Mogul emperor.
Humayun, who experienced the sophisticated life of Shah
Abbas’s court in Persia, evolved an urbane way of life. He
returned with masters of many arts to set up royal ateliers
in Agra and Lahore. He laid the foundation of the in-
digenous Mogul style, which Emperor Akbar (1556–1605)
perfected. Abul Fazl, Akbar’s chronicler, records that the
Akbar’s wardrobe contained dresses designed by the em-
peror himself to be suited to the Indian climate. He de-
scribes an unlined cotton coat in “the Indian form” tied
on the left side, while Hindus tied theirs on the right.
(The difference persists to this day.) He introduced the
double shawl used by men, a style in keeping with the
flowing garment of the Indian tradition. Foreign names
for introduced garments were changed to indigenous or
Sanskritized versions to enhance their acceptability.

Mogul miniature paintings demonstrate that fash-
ions in clothing were dictated by the court. Men wore
long coats over pantaloons, and turbans with jeweled
plumes. In Akbar’s court chakdar jama, a long coat with
pointed corners was fashionable, while Jehangir intro-
duced a fitting Nadiri coat. In the early Mogul period,
the dress of men and women was similar, but during Je-
hangir’s reign women’s fashions changed. Miniatures
show layers of fine muslin garments floating over rich
brocaded tunics with gossamer tissue veils. Indigenous
textiles and skills inspired a range of costumes influenced
by local fashions.

The Mogul Empire’s decline shifted patronage to re-
gional courts and led to indigenous styles. A long, trail-
ing coat was worn at the sophisticated court of Oudh.
Women’s pajamas evolved into elaborate slit skirts called
farshi payjama. Only Hindu women wore skirts.

The impact of European clothing on India was grad-
ual. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, many
European men adopted Indian dress and married or lived
with Indian women. The arrival of substantial numbers
of European women in the mid- to late nineteenth cen-
tury brought about a change of lifestyles. The formation
of a colonial government and the evolution of a formal
social life led to a more formal dress code. The Indian
civil servants, soldiers, and students were expected to
dress accordingly. The Indian elite adopted the Western
mode of dress, while the middle class blended it with their
own. The Bengali babu wore his dhoti with a shirt, a coat,
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and an umbrella. In southern India, men wore the coat
and shirt over the sarong. Women began wearing blouses
imitating the neckline, collars, and puffed sleeves of
Western fashion. The tunics of North India also followed
some of the European fashions.

General Regional Styles
Despite the fact that South Asia preferred the use of
draped garments, regional variations occur throughout
the area. These are influenced by geo-climatic conditions,
and sociocultural environment.

North India and Pakistan
In North India and Pakistan, stitched costumes similar
to those of Central Asia are prevalent. Men and women
wear a tunic called a kamiz, together with salwar, loose
pantaloons, narrow at the ankles and tied at the waist.
(The salwar is cut quite differently from the pajama.) The
versions of salwar kamiz worn by men and women are
similar but have a different cut and styling. In addition
to the tunic and pantaloons, women wear a veil, dupatta,
which is a head covering, and can envelop the body. Pa-
kistan’s women have adopted salwar kamiz as their na-
tional dress; for outdoors, many women wear a burqa over
the salwar kamiz that covers them from head to toe.

In Greater Punjab (extending into both India and
Pakistan), Sindh, and the North-West Frontier Province
of Pakistan, people wear a longer style of tunic, called a
kurta, as well as salwar. The embroidered tunic worn by
women in Pakistan’s Sindh and Baluchistan areas is sim-
ilar to the one worn by the Baluchi women of Afghanistan
and Iran.

The Hindu, Muslim, and Sikh peasants wore a long
wide sarong known as lacha made of cotton, worn long
at the back and knotted in the front, with the ends tucked
into the side. Affluent landlords wore a silk lacha with
broad borders. Men wore turbans with a crestlike fan ris-
ing from behind and a long, flowing end falling down the
wearer’s back. The Jats of East Punjab and Haryana in
India wear a similar dress.

The men and women of Kashmir wear a long, loose
tunic, pheran, with a salwar or a pajama; the Kashmir tu-
nic is quite distinct from the kamiz. The women’s tunic
has embroidery at the neck and is worn with a headscarf.

Ladakh
Sometimes known as lesser Tibet, the small Himalayan
territory of Ladakh maintains Buddhist lamaistic tradi-
tions. Men wear a long, woolen coat with side fastenings,
with a shirt and a sash. Everyone wears a tall hat with an
upturned rim, richly embroidered for special occasions.
Women wear a long velvet dress, with a sheepskin, lokp,
suspended from the shoulders at the back like a short
cape, which is replaced by a brocade or richly embroi-
dered version for festive occasions. Women also wear an
elaborate headdress, perak, covered with large pieces of

turquoise, which curves over the head like a cobra hood
and hangs down the back.

Indian Regional Costumes
In northwestern India, the women of Gujarat and Ra-
jasthan wear a wrapped skirt, jimmi, or a wide skirt, gha-
gro, with a fitting backless blouse, and a veil. The blouse
has many variations, as described in the ancient litera-
ture. In Saurashtra and Kutch, men of the Kathiawari
ethnic group, descendants of the Huns, wear a pleated
blouse (kedia), tight pajamas, a large shawl around their
waist, and a turban, a costume similar to some peasant
costumes in the Balkans. People in the Tharparkar and
Sindh areas of Pakistan dress in a similar manner. Hindu
women wear a skirt, a backless blouse, and veil, while
Muslim tribal women wear a thigh-length backless
blouse, an embroidered salwar, and a veil. In the urban
areas of Gujarat, men wear a dhoti with a shirt, while
women wear a fourteen-and-a-half-foot sari with a cross
border worn in the front.

In central India and the western coastal area, Hindu
and tribal men and women wear unstitched garments.
Urban men wear stitched upper garments during winter
or for special occasions. Women of different groups wear
saris of 137 inches to 312 inches in length (3½ meters to
8 meters in length). Tribal women wear shorter saris,
while urban and more affluent women wear longer ones.
They are wrapped so as to create unstitched pantaloons
by taking the front pleats, passing them between the legs,
and tucking them into the back. This style of sari wrap-
ping is associated with women’s chastity. Women in
south India (including Karnataka and Tamil Nadu) wear
the sari in a variety of styles, depending on geo-climatic
conditions and cultural traditions.

Women in Kerala, in southwesternmost India, wear
sarongs instead of saris, while men wear a white double-
layered sarong, with an upper-body cloth along with a
shirt.

Muslim men and women throughout India wear
stitched garments. The common dress for men is a kurta
(long tunic) and pajama. The affluent wear an embroi-
dered coat, angarkha, and embroidered cap. For official
occasions they wear a fitting long coat, sherwani, and tight
pajama. The turban varies according to their vocation,
the occasion, and their age. Women wear a tight pajama,
a fitted shirt (often with a jacket), and an embroidered
veil. For outdoors many women wear the burqa. Among
the affluent, farshi payjama, a trailing, wide divided skirt,
is worn for special occasions. Among non-Muslims, such
as Hindus and Jains, stitched garments have to be re-
moved by men and women for religious ceremonies or
for entering a temple.

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka, a large island lying at the southernmost tip of
India, was an important maritime center from ancient
times, linking the East with the West. The Greeks called
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it Taprobane, and the Arabs Serendib. Sri Lanka’s
recorded history dates from the mid-first millennium
B.C.E. Around 400 B.C.E. King Pandukabhaya began de-
veloping the arts and established close contacts with Bud-
dhist India. Theravada Buddhism remains the dominant
religion of Sri Lanka’s majority Sinhalese people today.
Early sculptures show close linkages with Indian tradition
and the figures are seen wearing flowing draped garments.

Sri Lanka has absorbed a great deal of external in-
fluence during its history. Arab traders drawn to the spice
and textile trade visited the island from late Roman times
onward. Colombo and Galle had colonies of Arab traders,
who introduced Islam to Sri Lanka. Portuguese traders
settled in coastal areas in the early sixteenth century. The
Portuguese settlements were taken over by the Dutch in
the mid-seventeenth century; the British, who established
a colonial regime in 1833, in turn, expelled the Dutch.
European influence on Sri Lankan culture can be seen in
dress, especially among the so-called Burghers, who are
of mixed Dutch and Sinhalese ancestry. Early drawings
show Burghers mingling traditional dress with European
elements. Men wore over the sarong a long coat with
puffed sleeves and a sash, as well as a hat. Women dressed
in a sarong and upper cloth combined with European

jackets. However, many people continued to wear cloth-
ing not affected by European influence.

The Sri Lankan population includes two major ele-
ments, the Sinhalese and, especially in the northeastern
part of the island, the Tamils. The latter were migrants
from southeastern India, many brought in by the British
as plantation workers in the nineteenth century. The two
communities have distinctive clothing traditions.

The traditional dress of the Sinhalese women is the
sarong worn with a stitched blouse and a scarf over the
shoulder. In some cases the sarong has a frill at the top.
Some wear a blouse with lace inserts at the waist and the
sleeves, with a silver belt. Men wear a sarong and a kamiz
(tunic). The fact that two women heads of state have al-
ways worn the Sinhalese national dress has influenced
even the Burghers to adopt the traditional costume.
Tamil women wear the saris draped in the traditions of
their community, while the men wear the veshti, a white
sarong. Muslim men, who trace their roots to Arab set-
tlers, wear a colorful sarong with a tunic and a cap. Mus-
lim women traditionally wore local dress; however, in the
early 2000s many have adopted Islamic dress, including
wearing the headscarf.
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Refugees in Pakistan. In many South Asian countries, Muslim women wear saris inside the home, but are obliged to wear head-
to-toe coverings called burqas outside the home. © LYNSEY ADDARIO/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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Nepal
The Royal Kingdom of Nepal, a landlocked area with the
highest mountains of the world, extends from the
Gangetic plains to the Himalayas. The country’s climate
ranges from alpine cold, to hot and arid, to hot and hu-
mid. The country has many different ethnic groups, but
they fall into two main divisions. In the mountains are
found peoples of Tibetan origin, while people of Indo-
Aryan origin live mostly at lower elevations.

Early references to clothing in ancient texts indicate
that the various peoples of Nepal had diverse clothing
traditions from ancient times and that some of those tra-
ditions persist to the present day. The earliest reference
to Nepalese textiles is in Kautalya’s Arthashastra (250
B.C.E.). It refers to black blankets stitched together from
eight pieces. These continue to be used as a wrap by the
people. Historic dress styles can be studied from sculp-
tures, murals, and book illustrations. Draped and
wrapped garments dominate, along with stitched jackets.
In the early fifteenth century, the ruler classified the dress
of sixty-five sub-castes; for instance, some were prohib-
ited from wearing coats, caps, and shoes and others from
having sleeves on their jackets.

Newari women of the central valleys and the lower
mountain ranges wear a pleated wraparound skirt held
together by a heavy shawl at the waist, while the men
wear a long shirt, nivasa, pleated up to the waist and
reaching to the ankles, which is worn with a waist cloth.
A jacket and a topi, conical cap, completes the outfit.
Gurkha men wear ordinary trousers with a blouse reach-
ing below the hips and fastened by a heavy cummerbund
with the kukri traditional dagger stuck into it.

The Kirant, one of the larger ethnic groups, wear an
interesting blouse called choubandi, which means “four
knots.” The blouse crosses over, tying at the armpit and
at the waist. Women wear it waist-length, while the men’s
comes to the hip. Women also wear a wraparound skirt
with a sash. The Tharus of Terrai wore wrapped skirts
made from multicolored panels and appliqué blouses.

Ethnic groups of Tibetan heritage, such as the Sher-
pas and Dolpos, generally wear clothing similar to that
of Tibet. These include, for women, a silk blouse and a
wrapped skirt, worn with a narrow apron of brightly col-
ored stripes, stitched together from three pieces. Men
wore woolen coats and trousers or left their legs bare.
The Dolpo’s woolen coat, chuba, came with multiple pan-
els and had a distinctive style. Both groups use long
sheepskin or goatskin fleece coats to ward off the high
mountain cold.

The distinctive characteristic of Nepali dress was the
more affluent the wearer the greater the length of cloth.
Royal women used 80 to 90 yards of material for their
gathered skirts. These thick and heavy skirts were worn
with a thick sash to protect against back strain.

Bhutan
The Royal Kingdom of Bhutan is east of Nepal, between
northeastern India and Tibet. The country is mostly
mountainous. The majority of inhabitants, of Tibetan
culture and ethnicity, live in the principal valleys among
the high mountains. A hot and humid lowland area on
the southern fringe of the country is home to many
Nepalese immigrants. Finely woven woolen textiles are
produced in the highlands, while cotton and silk is pro-
duced and woven in the lowlands.

Traditional dress is mandatory in Bhutan. Men wear
Tibetan-style tunics, gho, with a belt; the style is, how-
ever, quite distinct. It is raised and tied at the waist with
the legs left bare for greater mobility. Rich woven pat-
terns give the tunic a distinctive character. Ceremonial
scarves are essential for all rituals and ceremonies and the
color denotes the status of the wearer. Even their rain-
coats woven out of yak wool and dyed with vegetable
dyes, char-khab, are beautifully patterned.

Many men are monks and wear Tibetan Buddhist-
style burgundy or orange woolen wrapped robes stitched
together from separate pieces of cloth. Women wear a
wraparound dress of wool or silk, kiru, with a sash. Sil-
ver brooches with a pin, koma, hold the wrapped dress in
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A Sri Lankan Hindu in traditional attire. While some Sri
Lankan attire has been influenced by Arab and Western styles,
others have remained untouched by these outside elements.
© BETTMANN/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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place. Over this they wear a jacket, toego, which gives the
dress a very elegant style. A shoulder shawl, rachu, is 
essential for entry to the Dzong or in the presence of
royalty or high officials. The finest kiru, known as
kushutharas, is a highly elaborate weave and is worn
mostly by royalty.

Bangladesh
The Vanga or Banga Kingdom is mentioned in early San-
skrit literature (1000 B.C.E.) and it was known as one of
the earliest Indian kingdoms to embrace Buddhism. Ben-
gal has a strong, local cultural tradition and has long had
contact with Southeast Asia and with the West, via Arab

traders. Portugal was the first European state to have di-
rect contact with Bengal. The region is ethnically diverse,
with a Bengali-speaking majority in the broad river val-
leys and lowlands, and with hill tribes, especially in the
east, that have connections with the peoples of Myanmar
(Burma).

In 1576 C.E. the Moguls conquered Bengal, incor-
porating it into the Mogul Empire. The British East In-
dia Company established a trading settlement in 1651.
Bengal was assimilated into the British Empire, and Cal-
cutta became the seat of the empire, as well as the hub
of the trade. The partition of India in 1947 saw East Ben-
gal, which had a Muslim majority, become East Pakistan,
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Young Bengali women. Women of the Bengal region typically wear draped cotton saris over blouses (cholis), and those who
practice the Hindu religion drape the end of the sari over the head to form a veil. © ROGER WOOD/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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while West Bengal, with a Hindu majority, remained part
of India. In December 1971 East Pakistan became the
sovereign state of Bangladesh.

Bengal was known from early times for its gossamer
Dacca muslin, which was in demand throughout the
world. Women spun cotton thread to the fineness of 400
count. The Roman senate bemoaned emptying their cof-
fers to pay for this fine muslin. Caesar complained that
his wife appeared naked in public and she responded that
she wore seven layers of the Indian cloth.

The women of both West Bengal and Bangladesh
wear cotton saris in the typical Bangla style of fold upon
fold. Hindu women use the long end of the sari as a kind
of veil by draping it over their head; Muslim women wear
the sari at home in the same manner but cover it with a
burqa outside the house. Muslim peasant men wear a
colorful lungi (sarong), with short vest. Hindu men wear
a dhoti (unstitched pantaloon), a vest, and a shoulder
cloth. Urban Muslim men wear loose pajamas with a tu-
nic known as a Punjabi. For formal occasions the men
wear fitting, long coats, sherwani, with tight pajamas,
while Hindus wear cotton or silk dhotis with Punjabi and
a shawl. Tribal women wear sarongs and breast cloths
with intricate patterns, woven on backstrap looms.
Among some tribal women, the intricately woven sarong
was formerly worn from the breast to the calf. The cus-
tom of wearing blouses with the sarong or sari was in-
troduced much later. The younger generation has taken
to wearing the salwar kamiz.

Conclusion
South Asia has the distinctive characteristic that women
have maintained their traditional way of dress. The elite
younger generation does wear Western dress and the uni-
versal jeans, but for special occasions and as they settle
into domesticity, they wear their local dress. However,
the different styles of wearing the sari in different regions
dictated by the geo-climatic conditions and local culture
is now disappearing. The eighteen-foot sari with the cross
border thrown across the left shoulder has come to dom-
inate throughout India, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka; 
upper-class women of Nepal also wear the sari.

The freedom struggle and search for identity had led
to the use of khadi, handspun handwoven cotton, and the
Gandhi topi (cap), which became associated with the free-
dom struggle. After independence and the need for cre-
ating a national identity led to the introduction of the
Jawahar jacket, a sleeveless fitting jacket worn with In-
dian clothes made fashionable by the first prime minis-
ter, Jawaharlal Nehru, as well as the Jodhpur coat, a close
necked full-sleeved short coat worn with trousers as semi-
formal dress and the sherwani or achkan, a long coat worn
with tight churidar pajama and formal dress.

Pakistan guards its separate identity and the women
wear the salwar kamiz, which has also spread to Bangladesh
and southern India. Women’s magazines and Bollywood
films have had an important influence in making the

women innovative in enriching their costume. This began
even before the advent of India’s National Institute of
Fashion Technology in the 1980s and the proliferation of
boutique culture in the hands of young fashion designers,
who are setting new trends in South Asian styles of dress.

See also Colonialism and Imperialism; Cotton; Religion and
Dress; Sari; Silk; Textiles, South Asian; Traditional
Dress.
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Jasleen Dhamija

ASIA, SOUTHEASTERN ISLANDS AND THE
PACIFIC: HISTORY OF DRESS Prior to Western
contact that began as early as the sixteenth century, cloth-
ing in the islands of Southeast Asia and the Pacific was
minimal due in part to the islands’ tropical conditions.
Bark cloth was produced on all of these islands and was
made by felting fibers from the inner bark of the paper
mulberry tree. Simple wrapped garments were worn pri-
marily over the lower body, and some cultures occasion-
ally wore unconstructed garments on the upper body as
well. Dress included not only the wearing of bark cloth,
but also involved tattooing for both sexes. As woven tex-
tiles were introduced into these islands, bark cloth pro-

duction was reduced; where still produced it is used pri-
marily for ritual purposes.

The islands of Southeast Asia (Malaysia, Indonesia
and the Philippines) are the product of multicultural in-
fluences that began with trade along the sea lanes. Por-
tuguese, British, Dutch and Spanish colonialism had an
impact on the development of traditional dress. Although
Western dress is worn in the islands today, traditional
dress continues to be worn in villages and throughout
these islands for ritual and ceremonial occasions. Brief de-
tails regarding the dress of the three major Southeast Asian
islands (Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines) and the
major Pacific Islands (Hawaii, Tonga, Samoa, Tahiti, the
Marquesas and Cook Islands) will be provided here.

Malaysia is a Muslim country divided into West
Malaysia, a peninsula of Southeast Asia, and East
Malaysia, the northern portion of the island of Borneo,
the rest of which belongs to Indonesia. The traditional
textiles and dress of Malaysia and Indonesia are some-
what similar. Both island nations have developed highly
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Tattooed Polynesian man. Early Islanders used body art to ex-
press social and political standing. Clothing was minimal, and
natural dyes were used to paint and tattoo the skin. © ROBERT

HOLMES/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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complex textiles, and the designs for these fabrics carry
much symbolic meaning with regard to an individual’s
social status. Luckily, this traditional art is still consid-
ered to be important even in the face of westernization.
Indonesia and Malaysia are known for textiles made with
complex resist-dyed techniques; these include batik and
ikat. Similarly, both Malaysia and Indonesia produce
songket, a complicated fabric with a supplementary weft
of gold, silver and other metallic threads.

In Malaysia, traditional clothing includes a lower
body covering (sarong) worn by both sexes. Men’s sarong
are plaid, women’s are designed with floral patterns. The
upper body covering for men is a shirt referred to as a
baju. For women, a sheer blouse referred to as a kebaya
is worn in Malaysia. Sheerness is less acceptable today so
a more accepted form of dress for women, especially in
cities, is the tudung—an ensemble of a long-sleeved tu-
nic and floor-length skirt accompanied by a head scarf.

Indonesian national dress derives from the Muslim in-
habitants of Indonesia’s main island, Java. Dress is an in-
dicator of cultural change in Indonesia where history can

be divided into three eras categorized by dress terms:
sarong (local dress), jubbah (Islamic influences) and trousers
(Western influences). Although Western dress is most
commonly worn in Indonesia’s urban areas today, tradi-
tional textiles are used even in Western-styled clothing,
and traditional dress styles continue to be important in In-
donesia, where varied forms of traditional dress testify to
the wide variety of subcultural groups in the nation.

Traditional dress is still commonly seen in rural ar-
eas and is especially important throughout Indonesia for
national ceremonial occasions. For both sexes, traditional
dress in Indonesia includes a wraparound lower-body
cover (kain, a rectangular length of fabric, generally in
batik), or a sarong (more often in ikat). Women in Java
and Bali wear sarongs and kain, held in place with a sta-
gen. The kebaya is a tight, often sheer, long-sleeved blouse
worn on the upper body. It is often made of lace, and can
be made of lightweight, sheer, elaborately embroidered
cottons. In addition, women generally have a selendang
(ikat or batik) draped over the shoulder (on less formal
occasions a large selendang is used to carry babies or ob-
jects), or on Bali the pelangi is worn over the kebaya
around the waist.

Indonesian men generally wear kain or sarongs only
in the home or on informal occasions. A black felt cap or
peci, is occasionally worn; though it was once associated
with Islam it has acquired a more secular, national mean-
ing in the post-independence period. These ensembles
originated on Java and have become national dress in In-
donesia because the vast majority of the population lives
on Java and Bali. Kebaya and batik kain are considered In-
donesia’s national dress for women and teluk beskap, a
combination of the Javanese jacket and kain are formal
dress for Indonesian men. Shirts made with traditional
batik and ikat designs are worn with trousers for less for-
mal occasions.

Indonesians and Malays settled in the Philippines
prior to the Spanish colonization during the sixteenth
century. The dominant influence is Spanish Catholicism;
priests were scandalized by the relative nudity of the Fil-
ipinos, who wore minimal lower body coverings. Span-
ish colonists brought Western notions of modesty and
opulence in dress that influenced the styles of Filipino
national dress. It retained features relevant to the envi-
ronment; loose, light and long garments made of blended
fibers of pina (pineapple fiber) and jusi (sheer raw silk)
rather than the heavy silks and velvets brought by the
Spaniards.

The early Filipino women wore the baro’t saya, an
ensemble of a loose, long-sleeved blouse over a wide skirt
that fell to the floor. By the nineteenth century it evolved
into the Maria Clara ensemble. The blouse (camisa) is a
bell-sleeved blouse with a large, triangular, stiff shawl
( panuelo) worn on top. From the Spanish, Filipinas
learned to do embroidery, cutwork, drawn threadwork
and other forms of surface design. Camisas and panuelos
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An Indonesian couple in everyday dress. The woman wears a
traditional kain, while the man wears Western-style clothing.
The variety of dress-styles in Indonesia is an indicator of local,
Islamic, and Western influences on the country. JOHN S. MAJOR.
REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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were heavily embroidered. In the early 2000s, the Maria
Clara is worn for formal events. The Maria Clara is still
a two-piece dress, with large, butterfly sleeves. In the
twentieth century, another garment called the mestiza, a
sheath dress with butterfly sleeves became popular. For
Filipino men, the barong tagalog is national dress, and is
worn for a wide variety of activities. It evolved from the
canga, a loose cotton shirt worn outside the trousers.
Over time, and due to Spanish influence, the shirt
evolved into a sheer embroidered shirt. For all traditional
Filipino dress, pina and jusi are favorite fabrics, but less
expensive silks and fine polyesters are also used. All are
heavily embroidered.

Pacific Islands
The islands in the Pacific Ocean were ruled by a hierar-
chy of hereditary tribal chiefs before European explorers
visited in the eighteenth century. Visits by sailors had
some impact, but the arrival of Europeans determined to
stay in the islands was the key element leading to change
in the dress of Pacific Islanders. The London Mission-
ary Society saw it as their duty to convert the islanders
to Christianity; to that end they sent missionaries in 1797
to the Society Islands, and with the support of the Po-
mares, the most powerful ruling family in the islands, by
1815 British missionaries had taken control of the islands.
They did not just affect the islander’s religious beliefs but
had a significant impact on the culture by prohibiting tra-
ditional dance and music, while concurrently eliminating
evidence of native religion.

Conflict between the French and British occurred
on most islands as each nation tried to assert control. In
the Marquesas, the French expelled the British and se-
cured influence over the area, leaving the ruling Pomare
family as token rulers. A French colony was proclaimed
when King Pomare V was forced to abdicate in 1880 and
within a few years it included the Marquesas, Society Is-
lands, Austral Islands, Gambier Archipelago, and Tu-
amotu atolls. After World War II, Tahitians who had
fought for France brought pressure against the govern-
ment to extend French citizenship to all islanders; in 1957
the territory was officially renamed the Territory of
French Polynesia.

Throughout all of the Pacific Islands, there has been
a rebirth of indigenous culture since the 1970s. The
Tahitian and Hawaiian languages are again taught in
schools, and on some islands the indigenous language is
even used in government meetings. Culture is being re-
claimed from its near-death experience at the hands of
missionaries, and in the islands  the traditional arts, dance
and music are now celebrated. The Pacific islands are
now home to ethno-tourism, and the cultural displays of
traditional arts are featured.

Pacific Island Dress: Pre-Contact
Prior to the arrival of missionaries in the Pacific Islands,
dress was an important expression of social status, polit-

ical standing and religious belief. Body art and clothing
were key elements that helped people to socially locate
themselves and others. The body was the main focus of
material expression. The body was tattooed, painted, and
decorated with natural materials, dyes, and paints. In
Eastern Polynesia, feathers twined onto heavy backings,
provided for rich cloaks and helmets for members of the
noble classes. Clothing was made from bark cloth (tapa,
or in Hawaii, kapa) that was then decorated with motifs
that varied from one culture to the next. Generally, only
the lower body was covered with loincloths for men and
wrapped skirts of tapa for women. Throughout Polyne-
sia, skirts made of various fibers and leaves were worn by
both men and women. In Western Polynesia, fine mats
(toga in Samoa) were made of pandanus leaves and were
used to cover the lower body. Fine mats symbolized the
interweaving of lineages and are still ritually significant.

Dress was not just symbolic of status, but was used
to signal submission, dominance, and respect in the is-
lands. It was believed that clothing allowed the wearer to
capture and transmit mana, a spiritual force over life,
health, and death. To produce tapa was a source of power
for women. These cultures had a pre-exisiting system of
cultural meaning for dress that facilitated conversion to
Western-style dress after contact. Although missionaries
perceived islanders’ adoption of new forms of clothing as
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Traditional Javanese daily wear. Indonesian men and women
generally wear this wrap-around lower-body cover in the
home or on informal occasions. The dress originated on Java,
Indonesia’s main island. PHOTO BY JOHN. S. MAJOR. REPRODUCED BY

PERMISSION.
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proof of conversion to Christianity, they failed to un-
derstand the multi-dimensionality of dress in the Pacific
Islands.

In Hawaii, the arrival of Western trade goods began
with the sandalwood trade beginning in 1810. For Hawai-
ian rituals, the ali’i (royalty) wore the splendid feather
capes and cloaks which they traded to foreigners (haoles)
for high prices or Western garments.

Prior to the arrival of permanent residents from the
Western world, the standard Hawaiian costume consisted
of only a lower body covering for both sexes. Indigenous
Hawaiians made and wore kapa garments. Men wore a
loincloth called the malo, and women wore the pa’u, a
wrapped garment of kapa that often had applied geo-
metric designs. Occasionally cape called a kikepa might
be worn. By the time the missionaries arrived in 1820,
the ali’i had already come to appreciate Western textiles
as a substitute for kapa, and preferred calico. Although
kapa was the traditional fabric, it could not be cleaned,
did not wear well, and even one layer was stiff.

The pa’u passed several times around the waist and
extended from beneath the bust to below the knee. For
commoners, the pa’u was short and might be composed
of only one or two layers of kapa, with each layer about
four yards long and three or four feet wide. Ali’i wore as
many as ten layers.

Adoption of Western-Styled Dress: Post-Contact
The process of conversion to Christianity in the Pacific
was a slow process during the early nineteenth century;
as one might expect, during that time there were a vari-
ety of transitions in clothing. For the missionaries, cov-
ering the breasts was required for the sake of Christian
notions of modesty. While much has been written about
the missionaries’ insistence that the indigenous groups
must be clothed in a way considered morally decent to
the Europeans, there was at the same time agency on the
part of the indigenous groups. On many islands, where
status was denoted by dress, the dominant social groups
were anxious for new styles to continue to assert their el-
evated social status. Consequently, when the missionar-
ies arrived in the islands, their new fashions were rapidly
adopted by the ali’i.

In the Cook Islands and on Tahiti, bark cloth pon-
chos were worn until woven textiles became available
midcentury. Expatriates wore clothing from their origi-
nal homelands, but Europeans created garments that
were Western-styled and made of woven textiles for in-
digenous groups, as a means of ethnic classification. The
indigenous groups made European-styled garments of
native tapa, as seen in ponchos from Tahiti and the Cook
Islands, and the kapa holoku was made in Hawaii. Ton-
gan and Hawaiian nobility wore European garments reg-
ularly, and often wore Western clothing covered waist or
hip wrappings of kapa (Hawaii) or woven mats (Tonga
and Samoa). Woven mats over skirts of leaves in Samoa
gave way to the use of tapa as a substitute for woven cloth.
Christian Samoans were identified by the use of tapa
rather than mats in the nineteenth century.

When woven textiles became more readily available
throughout the Islands in the mid-nineteenth century,
they were readily adopted for a number of reasons; for
comfort and durability, to engender good relations with
the missionaries, and, yes, for fashion.

Missionaries brought Victorian notions of style to
the Pacific islands; that legacy is seen in brightly colored
floral prints throughout the islands. The contemporary
dress of islanders is derived from what has come to be
known as “traditional” dress. The high-necked, yoked,
loose garments introduced by missionaries, and made in
bright floral prints, continue to be worn. Their origin
was in 1820 when the Hawaiian queens requested dresses
like those worn by the missionary wives. As the Ameri-
can women were quite small and wore empire-waisted
dresses in the style of 1819, they decided that because the
Hawaiian women were quite large, the high waistline
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Girl in traditional dress of Tonga Islands. While native Ton-
gan clothing such as this woven mat and feather headdress
are still worn occasionally, many of the younger generation
in the early twenty-first century were adopting Western-style
dress. © WOLFGANG KAEHLER/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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would not be attractive, and it was eliminated. The mis-
sionary wives designed the holoku as a long, loose dress
with a high neckline and long sleeves. Until the 1930s
they were made primarily in cotton calico prints and silk.
The missionaries required the Hawaiian women to wear
holoku when at the mission to signal ethnic differences.
At the same time, they gave the Hawaiians chemises
(knee-length slips), called mu’umu’u. The holoku was ea-
gerly embraced by the upper-class women as a sign of
their superior status. The mu’umu’u was not worn as a
slip, as intended by the missionaries. Instead, it was used
as a dress for sleeping in, or for swimming. It was not
until the 1930s that the holoku became formal wear, and
the mu’umu’u began to be made in bold cotton prints,
and then became a common daytime dress.

As missionaries left Hawaii to convert other is-
landers, they took the mu’umu’u with them and intro-
duced it to women on other islands. The holoku and
mu’umu’u were the forerunners of the nightgown known
in America as the Mother Hubbard, and that is the term
for the floral print day dress worn in Vanatu. Similarly,
this high necked, loose dress appears in many islands and
now is considered traditional dress. Though they are
quite similar throughout the islands, these garments have
different names: they are referred to as Mother Hubbards
(Vanatu); vinivo (Fiji); pareau (Tahiti), and holoku and
mu’umu’u (Hawaii).

After Western contact, island men rapidly adopted
Western dress, however on many islands wrap skirts of
bright floral prints are worn (lava lava) while on some is-
lands the wrap skirts are solid colors over which finely
woven mats will be worn for special occasions. Aloha
shirts developed on Hawaii in the early twentieth cen-
tury, designed in the bold florals common to the islands.
In twenty-first-century Hawaii, aloha shirts are daily wear
for most men, and mu’umu‘u are also common for
women.

From the nineteenth-century beginnings of mission-
ary activity in the islands, clothing has been and continues
to be the focus of much debate. Missionaries wanted to do
more than change the religious persuasion of islanders;
they considered the adoption of Westernized dress as a
symbolic manifestation of civilization.

Maintaining traditional island dress symbolizes rev-
erence for the past and a preference for formality in the
face of global change. Dress has become a focal point of
conflicting values in the Pacific, as the older generation
clings to old-fashioned standards of conveying modesty
and respect through dress, while the youth wish to lib-
erate themselves from the heavy legacy of the islands’
missionary past.

In the Pacific, fashion activists and artists emerged
in the 1990s; they use dress to illustrate issues of con-
flicts regarding ethnicity, globalization, and postcolo-
nialism. In doing so, they use dress to critique their
colonial pasts, and to overturn the status quo.

See also Asia, East: History of Dress; Asia, South: History of
Dress; Asia, Southeastern Mainland: History of Dress;
Textiles, Southeast Asian Islands.
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ASIA, SOUTHEASTERN MAINLAND: HIS-
TORY OF DRESS Southeast Asia is recognized for
its legendary aesthetic in traditional woven textiles (Git-
tinger and Lefferts 1992). The region of Southeast Asia
includes eleven countries: Brunei, Cambodia (Khmer), 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam, Myanmar
(Burma), East Timor, Laos, the Philippines, and Thai-
land (Siam). Its geography is composed of both mainland
and insular areas. In spite of the differences in language,
culture, and religion, the forms of textiles and clothing
are remarkably similar.

People of mainland Southeast Asia inhabit the coun-
tries of Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Viet-
nam. The origins and migration patterns of these people
are still debated by historians and anthropologists. Mi-
nority ethnic people who settled along the border areas
of the countries are referred to as hill tribes. These hill-
tribe people migrated over 1,000 years ago from the
southern part of China into Laos, Myanmar, Vietnam,
and Thailand. Hill tribes in Southeast Asia include Karen,
Hmong (Meo), Yao, Lisu, Lahu, Lawa, Palong, Khamu,
Thins, Mlabri, and Akha. Each tribe has its own distinct
culture, religion, language, and arts. They make their
homes in the highlands, maintaining an agricultural
lifestyle and preserving their way of living with only slight
changes. Both lowland and highland Southeast Asian
people have created rich textiles representing their
unique aesthetic in fashion and clothing.

Traditional Mainland Southeast Asian Clothing
Clothing forms worn in Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, and
Cambodia are quite similar. Influences from India and
China, carried through trade and religious teachings, are
evident in clothing styles. Archaeological evidence, mural
paintings, and ancient sculpture indicate that the people
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in this region were weaving textiles more than 3,000 years
ago, and these textiles were often used to wrap the body.
Women are depicted in both mural paintings and ancient
sculptures wearing ankle-length wrapped skirts. Men are
depicted wearing loincloth-type garments. A wrapping
cloth could also be used to form a shawl to protect and
conceal the upper body (Prangwatthanakun and Neanna
1994). It appears that wrapping styles varied depending
on the occasion of wear and the activity of the person.

Traditionally, Thais and Laotians most likely used
cotton for everyday wear and silk for special occasions.
Wrapping cloths and ties were used in different combi-
nations to create garment ensembles. Wrapping cloths
were worn extensively despite the fact that they required
more fabric than tailored apparel. An advantage was that
the uncut yardage was used for many purposes, includ-
ing covering for warmth, repelling mosquitoes and other
insects, and as a towel for bathing.

Thai and Laotian women wore upper body wrap-
pers, while men did not cover the upper body. Women’s
wrappers for the upper body provided coverage or adorn-

ment, and could also indicate social status. Typically
women wore one wrapper as a covering cloth and one
wrapper as decoration. The women’s upper torso wrap-
pers included breast cloths, called pha taap, and shoulder
cloths or shawls, called pha klum lai. An upper torso wrap-
per for decoration made of pleated silk was called sabai.

Lower body wrappers were called pha sin or pha
sarong in Thailand, and in Cambodia, sampot. Women
usually used a piece of rectangular fabric to wrap the
body, tucking in an end at the waist to form an ankle-
length tube skirt. Knee-length skirts were worn for work
activities such as harvesting rice. Men also wore wrapped
textiles but the garment was called pha khao ma. Pants
were also created by wrapping fabric around the body.
Wrapped garments from India were the original influ-
ence for the wrapping pant. In the Sukhothai period
(1238–1377 C.E.), wrapping pants, pha chongkraben, were
adopted by Thai society from Cambodian costume.

The wrapping pant is formed with one long rectan-
gular piece of fabric. The fabric is wrapped around the
body, tied at the waist with excess fabric rolled or folded
to pass between the legs from front to back where it is
twisted and tucked in at the waist. A short style called
thok kamen, typically worn by men, provided comfort and
convenience when working. Women did not wear short
wrappers, but typically wore garments that provided full
coverage for the lower body.

Fabrics and garments symbolized social and organi-
zational patterns that differed throughout the reign of the
monarchs. A common person wore no shirt, or a shirt made
of poor quality cotton with pha chongkraben. Fabric was
plain or printed, with silk brocade worn by the wealthy.
People of the upper social tiers wore elaborate, highly dec-
orated fabrics, including brocades woven with gold or sil-
ver yarns. Special occasion fabrics—silks, satins, metallic
brocades—were often imported from India and China.

High-ranking women, royalty, or nobility wore very
large pieces of cloth gathered, pleated, and tucked in lux-
urious folds. The pha sin (skirt or tube skirt) was made of
highly glazed cotton cloth made in India for the Thai
market. The glazed finish was renewed after washing by
polishing the starched cloth with a seashell (Prang-
watthanakun and Neanna 1994). Children were often
naked or wrapped in a length of cloth similar to adults.
A child might wear a casual blouse made of woven cot-
ton worn with a garment similar to pha chongkraben. Chil-
dren from upper classes were adorned in elaborate,
embroidered fabrics and wore ornaments such as bangles,
bracelets, necklaces, ankle-lacings, and hairpins.

Cambodian men wore sarong and the women wore
sampot with a shirt or blouse. Burmese men wore a 
head wrapper while wearing sarong. Sampot is approxi-
mately 40 inches (1 m) wide and as much as 120 inches
(3 m) long. Special occasion sampot and sarong were 
woven of silk, and embroidered with gold or silver threads.
Sampot and sarong can be worn with a long piece 
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Member of Thai royal family. The traditional dress of south-
eastern Asia frequently reflects the influence of its early trading
partners, China and India. © ALINARI ARCHIVES/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY

PERMISSION.
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of fabric gathered at the waist, passed between the legs,
and tucked into the waistband in back like pha chongkraben
worn in Thailand. Typically, Cambodian women wore
dark colored (black, dark blue, or maroon) sampot with
short-sleeved plain blouses. An essential part of Cambo-
dian traditional clothing is the karma. It is a long scarf
that can be worn around the neck and over the shoul-
ders. It also can be wrapped turban-style around the head
and loosely knotted. Cambodians living near the border
of Vietnam adopted the Vietnamese conical hat style.

Vietnamese traditional clothing presents strong Chi-
nese influence. The garment called ao dai (pronounced
“ao yai” in the south and “ao zai” in the north) is a cut-
and-sewn form of clothing instead of a wrapping cloth.
Ao dai is a long body-hugging gown worn over trousers.
The sheath is split at the sideseam hem to provide ease
of movement and comfort. Girls wear pure white ao dai
symbolizing their purity. Soft pastel shades are worn by
young, unmarried women. Married women wear gowns
in strong, rich colors, usually over white or black pants.
Men wear ao dai less often, generally only for formal cer-
emonies such as weddings or funerals.

Southeast Asian mainland hill-tribe people live in the
mountains of China, Vietnam, Myanmar, Laos, and
northern Thailand. Women are skilled in weaving, using
back-strap and foot-treadle looms. Some hill tribes, like
Lahu, wear clothing that protects them from the cold
mountain climate and fits their active lifestyle of hunt-
ing, trapping, and riding horses. Clothing forms include
high-necked, long-sleeved jackets and long trousers that
fit tightly at the ankles. They also produce delicate patch-
work trims and unusual embroidery work and often wear
plain, simple metal jewelry.

Other hill tribes, such as Hmong, embellish their
clothing with detailed embroidery and silver jewelry.
Women traditionally make clothing for their families
from cotton or hemp. Hmong women wear pleated skirts
with intricately embroidered bands of red, blue, and
white. Black satin jackets provide a somber background
for the embroidered motifs. Silver ornaments are worn
during ceremonies devoted to the sky spirit.

Historical Influences on Southeast Asian Clothing
There are four major periods of Thai history: Sukhothai,
Ayuthaya, Thonburi, and Rattanakosin. The Sukhothai
period (1238–1377 C.E.) exhibited a very rich culture.
The country was free from serious war, agriculture de-
veloped, and food was plentiful. In this prosperous cli-
mate, craftsmanship flourished and elaborate textile
techniques and styles developed. However, garment fab-
rics for high-ranking people were imported from China,
India, and Persia. The wrapping style, pha chongkraben,
was adopted from Cambodia during this period.

The Ayuthaya period (1357–1767) is known as the
golden period of textile trade. Ayuthaya, the ancient cap-
ital city, is located 50 miles (76 km) north of Bangkok.

During this period Thailand was a major trading center.
Agents from Holland, France, the Middle East, Persia,
India, Japan, and insular Southeast Asia worked in the
country to facilitate the textile trade. Fabrics were im-
ported from many countries, including silk and satin from
China, chintz from India, pha poon from Cambodia, and
some fabrics from Europe. Fabrics used for high-ranking
people were elaborate and often made to order. In con-
trast, textiles worn by common people were woven by
villagers and exchanged in a barter system (Gittinger and
Lefferts 1992).

During the Thonburi period (1767–1781), a short
span of time between Ayuthaya and Rattanakosin, there
was a decrease in the textile and fabric trade. Fashion and
styles of the Thonburi period did not change substan-
tially from the Ayuthaya period. The current period, Rat-
tanakosin (1782 to present day), was established by King
Rama I (1782–1809) in the royal house of the Chakri
monarchy. King Rama V (1868–1910) initiated changes
in clothing, and white, satin long-sleeved shirts became
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Black Tai Vietnamese women. Elaborately embroidered head-
wraps such as these are worn by the Black Tai, an ethnic group
that lives along the Red and Black Rivers in northern Vietnam.
© CHRIS LISLE/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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popular. Similar to other mainland Southeast Asian coun-
tries, westernization emerged as the prevalent style of
clothing. Methods of making textiles and apparel gradu-
ally changed from handicraft to manufacturing. Plain,
dark blue silk replaced traditional elaborate fabrics. Roy-
alty dressed according to their position, with color indi-
cating rank and status (1910–1925) (Gittinger and
Lefferts 1992).

Southeast Asian Clothing of the Twenty-first
Century
Globalization and advances in technology have affected
Southeast Asian society and lifestyles. High-ranking peo-
ple and nobility adopted Western, tailored garments that
were seen as fashionable. Although Thailand was never
colonized by a European power, Western styles of cloth-
ing were readily adopted and became fashionable. Tai-
lored garments gradually replaced wrapping cloths as the
form of everyday dress. Men adopted neckties, bowties,
and suit jackets if they could afford them, even though
these close fitting, restricting styles are not comfortable in
the tropical climate of Southeast Asia. Women transi-
tioned from wearing the breast cloth and pha sin or pha

chongkraben to wearing blouses and skirts. The adaptation
pace of Western clothing differs from country to country.

By the beginning of the twentieth century, tailored
garments were prevalent. Traditional clothing gradually
disappeared from metropolitan areas. In the twenty-first
century traditional styles of clothing can be seen as spe-
cial occasion dress or worn in rural areas as everyday
wear. In urban areas men wear suit jackets, trousers, and
shirts to the office and women wear pants, skirts, shirts,
blouses, and dresses. As the popularity of traditional
clothing forms decreased, efforts have been made to mo-
tivate people to wear traditional clothing. High quality
textiles with traditional embroidered or printed motifs
have been developed to be attractive and suitable for to-
day’s lifestyles and fashionable wrapping cloth styles are
being developed to appeal to the modern consumer.

See also Ao Dai; Textiles, Southeast Asian Mainland.
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Vietnamese family. While wrapped garments were the traditional clothing of choice on the Asian mainland for many centuries,
by the early 2000s they were used primarily for special occasions, and pants, skirts, and shirts became the prevalent style. © CHRIS

LISLE/CORBIS. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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AUSTRALIAN DRESS Australia was first settled by
the British in the late eighteenth century. Incoming of-
ficials, convicts, and later settlers brought with them dress
practices and tastes at odds with customary attire of the
indigenous inhabitants. Marking the nation’s early his-
tory were confused cultural interpretations between new-
comers and local indigenous peoples. Given the manner
in which Australia was colonized, white Australians have
persistently demonstrated strong reliance on Europe, the
United Kingdom, India, the United States, and, later,
China, for imported clothing, textiles, stylistic concepts,
and manufacturing expertise. Somewhat surprisingly the
most commanding influence on early Australian fashion
was from France rather than Great Britain, with a con-
tinuing record of Parisian influence on dress and
millinery from at least the 1820s until the late 1950s. At
the same time the sleek, functional sports and leisure wear
of the United States has been a significant source of in-
spiration for Australian ready-to-wear designers. It is a
mistake, however, to regard Australian dress as a provin-
cial version of other countries, although there is an ele-
ment of truth to this view.

While one can point to no more than a few exam-
ples of recognizably Australian garments, the identity of
Australians is expressed by clothing beyond this, in a com-
plex mix of sometimes quite subtle elements and associ-
ated behaviors that challenge accepted understandings of
class. Effects of climate certainly play a part, as does the
early influence of life on the land and the goldfields. But
even characteristically Australian garments, such as the
all-weather Dryzabone coat, are not necessarily worn na-
tionwide; there has always been a regional component to
clothes in Australia, plus a distinctive metropolitan and
rural divide. Close ties with Asia and migrants including

Greeks and Muslims, with their own customary practices,
add further dimensions to the picture of Australian dress.
The attire of indigenous peoples, many who are disad-
vantaged and live in areas remote from cities, with lim-
ited capacity to purchase new clothing, add further layers
of complexity to the overall picture of what people have
worn, and do wear, in Australia.

Scholarship on Dress
Until the 1990s, the study of dress and fashion in Aus-
tralia was marked by limited scholarship, one reason be-
ing the cultural disparagement of a practice traditionally
associated with women’s interests. Harsh environmental
conditions in rural areas, especially dominated by men,
meant fashionable dress was often given a low priority.
Australian men have historically prided themselves on a
lack of attention to the finer details of appearance, re-
garding this as incompatible with masculinity. While this
conservatism shifted markedly with the expansion of ur-
ban living, and an increasingly materialistic social out-
look after the 1980s, disparagement of clothing seems to
have flowed on to a general unease about the subject of
fashion itself. With some notable exceptions, such as the
Powerhouse Museum in Sydney, museums and art gal-
leries have shown little sustained interested in collecting
Australian dress, especially everyday clothing. The col-
lecting of penal clothing is one exception. All of this has
lent a lack of legitimacy to the subject, something slowly
being remedied as Australia gains confidence in the prod-
ucts of its own fashion industry and the showcasing of
dress by its movie stars and sportspeople.

Dress and the First Australians
While colonial settlers regarded clothing as a means of dis-
playing power and prestige, the same is not true of in-
digenous Australians. Variously accepting and disavowing
the Western clothing system, their concerns have been and
are focused on community affiliation, ceremonial adorn-
ment, or political resistance. In customary life, indigenous
peoples went largely unclothed, apart from kangaroo and
opossum skin cloaks, marking their bodies with earth pig-
ments, and adorning them with accessories of local fibers,
shells, bark, and leaves. However, government officials,
missionaries, and pastoralists sought to impose Western
dress on those with whom they came in contact, using it
as a technique of acculturation and frequently as a reward
system. Enforced use of European dress contributed to the
decline in the techniques of indigenous people for making
their own garments and almost certainly contributed to
their early health problems. In the early 2000s, most in-
digenous people wear Western-style clothing, although in
remote areas, regional patterns of T-shirt, dress, and scarf-
wearing are evident. Some items of Western dress, such
as the Akubra hat and the knitted cap (beanie), have been
incorporated into indigenous cultural tradition.

From the 1960s, the Australian government encour-
aged indigenous peoples to make and market their own
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COMMENTARY ON THE DRESS OF
MELBOURNE WOMEN

“I fancy that the French modistes manufacture a
certain style of attire for the Australian taste. . . . It is
a compound of the cocotte and the American”
(Twopeny, p. 75).
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fabric, T-shirt, and jewelry designs as a way of achieving
self-sufficiency. From the 1980s, some practitioners be-
came fashion designers in their own right like Bronwyn
Bancroft, Lenore Dembski, and Robyn Caughlan, the
first indigenous designer to show a ready-to-wear line at
the Mercedes Australian Fashion Week in 2003. The
work of these designers, stressing bold textile designs, of-
fers an interesting counterpoint to modern mainstream
fashion. In other examples, the successful company Balar-
inji, and European designers like Jenny Kee, Linda Jack-
son, and Peter Morrissey, have and do cooperate
cross-culturally, in the latter case using textiles designed
by the indigenous artist Jacinta Numina Waugh.

Signaling Australian Identity
Since colonial times, Australian dress has been marked
by strong regional differences. The dress of Sydney tends
to be stylistically closer to American, with Melbourne
more British and conservative, and subtropical cities like
Brisbane and Perth favoring brighter, casual clothing af-
fected mostly by the prevailing climate. Although these
differences cannot be termed Australian per se, region-
alism is one way that Australians define themselves. The
other defining characteristic that emerged during colo-
nial times was a supposed egalitarianism in men’s dress.
Associated with the dress of experienced rural “old
hands,” it consisted of rough rural and goldfields’ attire
quite different from conventional urban clothing. This
comprised cabbage tree (palm-leaf) hats or slouch felt
hats, later the Akubra hat, smock frocks, checked shirts,
and hardwearing moleskin trousers and boots. A mythol-
ogy has grown up around this masculine clothing, deem-
ing it to be quintessentially Australian, though this has
not been the case with women’s dress. Companies, in-
cluding RM Williams and Blundstone boots, continue to
foster this mythology, and sell versions of their clothing
worldwide, but nowadays to both sexes and not solely for
rural wear.

A taste for Australian motifs and indigenous color
schemes in dress and swimwear textiles was evident from
the 1940s. But it was the 1970s that marked a particular
watershed in the history of recognizably Australian fash-
ions. Jenny Kee and partner Linda Jackson, who set up
the Flamingo Park boutique in Sydney in 1973, initiated
a novel style of art clothing that, among other romantic
influences, later paid tribute to the native flora and fauna
of Australia. It was in debt to the designs of indigenous
peoples with whom they collaborated, or some would say
exploited. The following decade saw a number of Aus-
tralian companies achieve a degree of success in the in-
ternational market. These included Coogi and Country
Road, with its superior quality clothing in “natural”
earthy colors, promoting so-called rural values, with out-
lets in the United States by 1985. The popularity of col-
orful, locally inspired Australiana designs, at their peak
in the late 1980s, declined for everyday wear at the start
of the next decade with the onset of more minimalist

tastes. Only vestiges of this linger on, mainly in garments
destined for the tourist market.

Class and Social Position
From the early years of colonization, a noticeable ten-
sion was evident in the ways settler Australians expressed
social position through dress. Colonial history is rich in
accounts of mistaken social identity. Some of this tension
arose from problems strangers had in decoding signs of
class. It also stemmed from a prevailing myth of class-
lessness, coupled with a correspondingly intense aware-
ness of social position characteristic of a small population.
Some of the supposed lack of class differences related to
informality in social interactivities and the dominance of
the open-air lifestyle; other reasons pointed to the small,
sometimes inward-looking population. Yet contemporary
Australians of both sexes could be said to swing from a
general disinterest in high fashion, to something more
like pretentious investment in stylish, even vulgar visi-
bility, originally the result of newfound money. For in-
stance, Australians exhibit exuberance in clothes for
special events, such as weddings and attendance at race
meetings, even for leisure, but at the same time favor in-
formality of clothing and dressing down. Some of the ex-
uberance stems from a wayward form of “larrikinism”
across both sexes. This is chiefly an Australian term
meaning a kind of rowdy, non-conformism, complicated
by a self-conscious disinterest in accepted routines of
fashionable dress and behavior.

Clothing and Fashion Industries
Although always dependent on imported attire and fab-
rics, especially high-grade goods, a local clothing,
footwear, and textile industry was set up in Eastern Aus-
tralia soon after first settlement. These industries have
been subject to a persistently troubled history, although
until the mid-twentieth century, Australia sustained a
sound reputation for manufacturing good-quality, com-
fortable clothing and textiles. Immediately after World
War II, local wool fabrics were successfully promoted,
initially by the Australian Wool Board and later the Aus-
tralian Wool Corporation, but the situation has remained
endemically volatile at the quality end of the fashion spec-
trum. While a fashion industry of sorts emerged by the
early twentieth century, the real high point for the rag
trade occurred in the decade immediately following
World War II.

However, from the 1960s, Australia’s textile and
clothing industries started to lose what market share they
had; coupled with protectionism, the mainstream indus-
try, with some exceptions like the Prue Acton and Trent
Nathan labels, began a serious decline. Chronic lack of
capital, a small population, lack of ability to market high-
volume goods and the steady lifting of tariffs from the
late 1970s, made Australia’s industries less and less com-
petitive with imports, especially those from China. The
latter became the country’s main source of clothing by
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the 1980s. The decline in the local industry persisted.
Following the worst clothing retail sales on record in
1996, the Mercedes Australian Fashion Week was inau-
gurated in Sydney, and the following year the first Mel-
bourne Fashion Festival. Both were attempts to showcase
Australian products and draw international buyers. While
neither venture has had overwhelming success, a number
of fresh, new Australian designers made a strong impact
in Europe and the United States in the mid-1990s. These
include Collette Dinnigan, Asian-born Akira Isogawa,
who made his debut in 1996, the edgy clothing of Sass
and Bide (launched in 1999), Easton Pearson, with its fu-
sion designs combining traditional Indian and African
cultures with contemporary ideas, and Morrissey (who
launched solo in 1997). Despite these successes, Aus-
tralian fashion remains somewhat marginalized, with its
identity still under negotiation and overseas acceptance
sporadic. In fact, competitive global marketing, the im-
pression that the country is far removed from major cen-
ters of style, and its seasons out of step with the Northern
Hemisphere has generally exacerbated rather than eased
the industry’s problems.

Leisurewear
Australia is not surprisingly at its most successful in the
areas of leisure and beachwear. A local swimwear indus-

try can be identified early in the twentieth century, soon
reinforced by the presence of American swimwear manu-
facturers like Jantzen and Cole of California. In 1928, the
Speedo label was created, and this company went on to be
one of the most successful brands of Australian swimwear,
exporting to the United States by the late 1950s. Many
successful mainstream designers of swimwear became
household names like Brian Rochford, the Gold Coast’s
Paula Stafford, and Nicole Zimmermann. Perhaps more
significantly, innovative youth-oriented surf-wear compa-
nies who produce brightly colored, fun-loving designs like
Rip Curl, Billabong, Mambo (with its bitingly satirical de-
signs established in 1984 by Dare Jennings), and Quik-
silver have gone on to represent Australian style most suc-
cessfully in the international arena. Indeed, a major in-
gredient in the pervasive view of Australia as an outdoor
nation, free from constraints, is a glowing tanned body,
enhanced by attractive swimwear.

See also Ethnic Dress; Swimwear.
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Eugene Von Guerard, Black Hill. This 1984 watercolor is indicative of the clothing style of early Australians, where fashion was
eclipsed by function. Until the late twentieth century, most Australian garments tended toward the masculine and unremarkable.
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AVEDON, RICHARD Richard Avedon (b. 1923 ) was
one of the most important and prolific photographers of
the second half of the twentieth century, and in the eyes
of many photography and fashion specialists, he was the
most important fashion photographer of all time. In a ca-
reer spanning sixty years he showed himself capable of
almost constant stylistic reinvention, yet in retrospect his
oeuvre also demonstrated a remarkable coherence and
strength that far surpassed the narrow confines of fash-
ion photography. He was acknowledged by his peers for
his superb work as early as 1950, when he won the High-
est Achievement Medal of the Art Directors Club in New
York. Only eight years later he was named by Popular
Photography magazine as one of the ten most important
photographers in the world. By the end of the twentieth
century, having garnered handfuls of honorary degrees,
lifetime achievement awards, and other prestigious
prizes, Avedon was identified by the Photo District News
as “the most influential photographer of the past twenty
years.” These successes were due in no small measure to
his acute sensitivity to the social and artistic revolutions
in American culture. As the historian Nancy Hall-
Duncan observed in 1979, “This sense of timing and 
flexibility—representing the desires of our society and re-
flecting its mood with uncanny sympathy—was Avedon’s
forte from the start of his career.” This talent also helps
to explain why he was never displaced by a younger pre-
tender, as happened to so many of his rivals. John Dur-
niak once reported in Time magazine that an admiring
colleague considered Avedon “the white mechanical rab-
bit that all other photographers tried to catch” but never
could. Even allowing for the hyperbolic language of the
fashion industry itself, which anointed him the king of
fashion photography, Avedon could claim a towering
record of achievement.

Richard Avedon was born in New York City, the son
of Russian Jewish immigrants who owned a department
store in Manhattan. His school years revealed a marked
literary aptitude: he was coeditor with James Baldwin of
the De Witt Clinton High School literary magazine, and
he was named poet laureate of the New York City high
schools in 1941. A brief period of study in philosophy at
Columbia University was followed by two years in the
U.S. Merchant Marine (1942–1944), after which Avedon
undertook intensive visual studies with Alexey Brodovitch
at the Design Laboratory of the New School for Social
Research. New York had everything the ambitious young
man wanted: “theater, movies, music, dance.” Part of
Avedon’s visual education had come from his love of pho-
tography. As a teenager he had decorated his room with
the work of the masters; as a mature professional, he ben-
efited from the lessons of his predecessors. This keen
awareness of the accomplishments of previous artists in
the field, and a philosophical bent that allowed him to
consider the medium of photography in abstract as well
as practical terms, encouraged him to explore the full
gamut of the medium’s possibilities. For example, switch-
ing to a large-format camera after he had started his ca-
reer in fashion photography with the more flexible
Rolleiflex made him realize that throwing the background
of a shot out of focus reduced the sum of detail and cre-
ated “an ambiguous narrative relationship between the
knowable (what’s sharp), and the unknowable (what’s
blurred)” (Thurman and Avedon).

Avedon’s arrival on the scene coincided with the fi-
nal years of the dominance of haute couture. In 1945
Carmel Snow invited him to join Harper’s Bazaar as staff
photographer, where his mentor Brodovitch was already
working as art director. Avedon thus stepped into the
shoes (but not the footsteps) of the great neoclassicist im-
age-maker George Hoyningen-Huene, who was con-
vinced high fashion was dead. Hoyningen-Huene greeted
his young rival disdainfully with the phrase, “Too bad …
Too late!” It was this atmosphere of ennui that Snow
wished to dispel in and with her magazine. The vision-
ary editor wanted to reinvigorate the Parisian luxury busi-
ness by opening the vast American market to it, and she
needed an interpreter of French taste who was less aloof
than Hoyningen-Huene—someone who could temper
the classicism of French couture with American zest.

It was not surprising that Avedon always acknowl-
edged the Hungarian photojournalist-turned-fashion
photographer Martin Munkacsi, rather than the patrician
Hoyningen-Huene, as a key influence on his style.
Munkacsi was a pioneer of the out-of-doors realistic fash-
ion photograph, a major stimulus to Avedon’s own ap-
proach, although the fact that Avedon skillfully combined
the exuberance of outdoor photography with the static
tradition of the studio showed that he had absorbed
lessons from the Baron Adolf de Meyer, Edward Ste-
ichen, and George Hoyningen-Huene as well.
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For the next four decades Avedon’s name was syn-
onymous with the best of fashion photography. Between
1947 and 1984 he photographed the Paris collections for
either Harper’s Bazaar or Vogue, and he worked exclu-
sively for the latter from 1966 to 1990. Avedon preferred
to work repeatedly with the same models, establishing a
rapport that, in his words, was “built from sitting to sit-
ting and from season to season.” Whether the sitter was
Suzy Parker wearing Gres, Dovima wearing Dior—
“Dovima Among the Elephants” (1955) is arguably Ave-
don’s most famous photograph—or Jean Shrimpton and
Veruschka dressed in psychedelic whimsies, the models
wore the clothes as if they were born to them. Avedon’s
earliest photographs showed women dancing, partying,
skipping about from one lively boîte to another on the
arm of debonair escorts, the images always striking a care-
ful balance between factual information about the dresses
and impressions of how the women looked—and more
important, it was implied, felt—wearing them. Despite
the seemingly spontaneous character of the images, how-
ever, the photographer carefully researched his outdoor
and indoor settings before he undertook the sittings.

Avedon’s intense early commitment inevitably took
its toll. After twenty years in fashion photography, he de-
cided that there was “too much narcissism and disen-
chantment” in the work. The outdoor images gave way
to a harsher minimalist aesthetic that was even described
as “cruel,” the fabrication of which was possible only in
the studio. “I’ve worked out a series of no’s,” Avedon
wrote in 1994, “ … no to exquisite light, no to apparent
compositions, no to the seduction of poses or narrative.
And all these no’s force me to the yes. I have a white
background. I have the person I am interested in and the
thing that happens between us.” If he continued to work
in the arena of fashion, it was to support his family and
his “art”—namely, portrait photography.

Avedon’s sitters essentially comprised a gallery of the
rich, the famous, and the powerful. All were treated
equally, in such a way that fellow photographer Henri
Cartier-Bresson could call them “inhabitants of an Ave-
don world.” Avedon’s twentieth-century gallery has been
acknowledged as one of the greatest projects of its kind—
in historian and curator Maria Hambourg’s words, “a
gallery of modern souls as intense and vivid as any ever
achieved.” Yet somehow, the portraits in the aggregate
comprised Avedon’s self-portrait, or as Thomas Hess
wrote, Avedon seemed always to be “trying to climb into
his image.” After 1990, his portraits of the past and the
present were regular features of the New Yorker maga-
zine. Avedon’s work was also exhibited in such presti-
gious institutions as the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
the Smithsonian Institution, the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, the Minneapolis Institute of Fine Arts, the
Seibu Museum in Tokyo, the Museum “La Caixa” in
Barcelona, and the University Art Museum in Berkeley,
California.

See also Celebrities; Fashion Museums and Collections;
Fashion Photography; Hoyningen-Huene, George;
Vogue.
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Richard Avedon and model. Avedon’s prestigious career
spanned sixty years, during which he garnered numerous
awards and was referred to by many as the “king of fashion
photographers.” THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. PUBLIC DOMAIN.
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